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Media Release: Immediate 

Regional Municipality of Waterloo 

Budget Committee 

* Addendum Agenda
Tuesday, January 12, 2021 

Open Session at 1:00 p.m.  

This meeting will be held electronically. 

Regional Council Chambers 

150 Frederick Street, 2nd Floor, Kitchener 

1. Roll Call

2. Declarations of Pecuniary Interest under the “Municipal Conflict of Interest Act”

3.  Opening Remarks (S. Strickland)

4. * Motion for Additional Budget Public Input on Thursday, January 14, 2021

That an additional Budget Public Input meeting be held, electronically, on Thursday,
January 14, 2021 at 7:00 p.m., for the purpose of receiving public input about the 2021
Waterloo Regional Police Service budget.

5. 2021 Budget Memo:  “Police Services Act” Provisions Regarding Council
Approval of Police Services Board Operating and Capital Estimates.

Page 4 

6. Presentation:  Bryan Larkin, Chief of Police and Kirsten Hand, Director of Finance
Re: Waterloo Regional Police Service 2021 Budget

6.1 Correspondence: Police Services Board Re: 2021 Waterloo Regional Police 
Service Budget 
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6.2 * Waterloo Regional Police Service Budget Presentation Materials 

Page 46 
7. Opening Remarks (S. Strickland)  

8. Opening Remarks (K. Redman) 

9. Opening Remarks (B. Lauckner) 

10. Presentation: 2021 Tax Supported Budget Update and Responses to Councillor 
Requests (C. Dyer) 

11. COR-CFN-21-02, Assessment Growth (Information) 
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12. COR-CFN-21-03, Beyond COVID-19: 2021 Plan & Accompanying Budget – 
Engagement and Feedback (Information) 
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13. COR-FFM-21-02, Fleet Utilization Review (Information) 
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14. COR-CFN-21-04, 2021 Tax Supported Budget Update 

Recommendation: 

That the Regional Municipality of Waterloo take the following action with respect to 
the preliminary 2021 Tax Supported Operating Budget and 2021-2030 Tax 
Supported Capital Plan as set out in Report COR-CFN-21-04 dated January 12, 
2021: 

a) Amend the 2021 budget to reflect increased Safe Restart Funding in the 
amount of $5,644,000 to help offset the impact of COVID-19 in 2021; 

b) Reduce the 2021 budget for assessment delivery services provided by the 
Municipal Property Assessment Corporation (MPAC) by $54,177;  

c) Reduce the 2021 budgeted contribution from the Tax Stabilization Reserve by 
$5,698,177; and 

d) Increase the preliminary 2021 operating budget by $1,274,715 and 7.5 
temporary FTEs ($0 net ley impact) and amend the 2021-2030 capital plan to 
add $342,500 in expenditure in 2021 and $201,000 in 2022 relating to the 
Community Paramedicine program; and  

e) That the Regional Municipality of Waterloo request the provincial and federal 
governments to allow Phase 1 and 2 funding allocations under the Safe Restart 
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Fund Transit Stream to be retained by municipalities providing public transit 
services for use beyond March 31, 2021. 
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15. Correspondence 

a) Richard Chambers, Waterloo Region Age Friendly Committee Re: Proposal for 
Pilot of Free Grand River Transit (GRT) Ridership for Older Adults 
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16. Next Meeting – January 20, 2021 

17. Adjourn 
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To:  Chair Sean Strickland and Members of the Budget Committee 

From:  Debra Arnold, Regional Solicitor, Director of Legal Services 

Subject: “Police Services Act” Provisions Regarding Council Approval of Police 
Services Board Operating and Capital Estimates 

 

The purpose of this memo is to provide information on the authority of Regional Council 
in its consideration of the proposed 2021 budget that will be submitted by the Police 
Services Board to Council for its approval. 

As of the date of writing this memo, the Police Services Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. P.15, as 
amended, (the “Act”) is in force and effect.  Successor legislation, the Community 
Safety and Policing Act, 2019, S.O. 2019, c. 1, (Bill 68) has received Royal Assent but 
most of this latter Act is not proclaimed in force, including the provisions that are 
relevant to the subject of this memo.1  

Subsection 4(1) of the Act requires every municipality to provide “adequate and 
effective police services in accordance with its needs.” 

                                            
1 It is noted that this Bill 68 contains provisions substantially similar to those in the Act relating to the 
municipality’s jurisdiction to approve or disapprove the police services board’s budget globally and not 
with respect specific items.  Bill 68 includes certain changes to provide for consideration of “various ways 
that the board can discharge [its] obligation” to provide adequate and effective policing – including use of 
contracted policing services – and also includes changes to the dispute resolution process to provide for 
conciliation and/or arbitration in the event of dispute between the municipality and the board regarding the 
proposed budget. 

Planning Development and Legislative Services 

Legal Services 

Date:  January 12, 2021 

 
Memorandum 
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Subsection 31(1) of the Act requires the municipality’s police services board to be 
responsible for “the provision of adequate and effective police services” including the 
responsibility to “generally determine, after consultation with the chief of police, 
objectives and priorities with respect to police services in the municipality.”  

Subsection 4(3) of the Act requires a municipality to be responsible for “providing all the 
infrastructure and administration necessary for providing such services, including 
vehicles, boats, equipment, communication devices, buildings and supplies.” 

Section 39 of the Act provides as follows: 

Estimates 

(1) The board shall submit operating and capital estimates to the municipal 
council that will show, separately, the amounts that will be required,  

(a) to maintain the police force and provide it with equipment and facilities; and  

(b) to pay the expenses of the board’s operation other than the remuneration of 
board members.  

Same 

(2) The format of the estimates, the period that they cover and the timetable 
for their submission shall be as determined by the council. 

Budget 

(3) Upon reviewing the estimates, the council shall establish an overall budget 
for the board for the purposes described in clauses (1) (a) and (b) and, in doing so, the 
council is not bound to adopt the estimates submitted by the board. 

Same 

(4) In establishing an overall budget for the board, the council does not have 
the authority to approve or disapprove specific items in the estimates. 

Commission hearing in case of dispute 

(5) If the board is not satisfied that the budget established for it by the council 
is sufficient to maintain an adequate number of police officers or other employees of the 
police force or to provide the police force with adequate equipment or facilities, the 
board may request that the Commission determine the question and the Commission, 
shall, after a hearing, do so.  

Of particular significance above is Subsection 39(4) of the Act, which provides that 
Council does not have authority to approve or disapprove specific items in the budget 
estimates submitted by the Police Services Board.  Rather, Council may only approve 
or disapprove the entirety of the overall budget for the Board, or some lesser or greater 
global budget amount.  In the event that the Board is not satisfied that this overall 
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budget amount is sufficient for it to meet its obligations to maintain an adequate number 
of police officers and other staff as well as adequate equipment and facilities, then the 
Board may request that the Ontario Civilian Police Commission, a provincial 
independent quasi-judicial tribunal, conduct a hearing, with an opportunity for evidence 
to be presented by both the Municipality and the Board, and render a decision on the 
Board’s budget including any particular proposed expenditures that are in dispute.  The 
Municipality and the Board are then bound by the Commission’s decision. 
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Subject: Proposed 2021 Budget 
 
From: Finance Unit 
 Finance and Assets Branch 
 
To: The Chair and Members of the Waterloo Regional Police Services Board 
 
Date: December 16, 2020 
 

Recommendation 

That the Waterloo Regional Police Services Board approve the Waterloo Regional 
Police Service 2021 Operating Budget net levy of $185,387,096; and 
 
That the Waterloo Regional Police Services Board approve the Ten Year Capital 
Forecast, 2021 – 2030, as shown in Appendix B. 

Summary 

On October 14, 2020, a preliminary 2021 Operating and Capital Budget position was 
presented to the Police Services Board (PSB) in Report #2020-173.  The proposed 
Operating Budget was $189,200K, which represented a 5.04% increase over 2020 or 
an increase of $22.96 per average household to $682.  The proposed 2021 Capital 
Budget was $37,591K. 
 
On September 28, 2020, the Waterloo Regional Police Service (WRPS) received 
notification from the Office of the Regional Clerk that Council directed Regional staff “to 
prepare a preliminary 2021 Tax Supported Operating budget with a total targeted 
property tax impact of 0% inclusive of Police Services, with options for a total property 
tax impact up to the rate of projected 2021 inflation”.  Projected inflation rates from eight 
banking organizations ranged from 1.0% to 2.5%. 
 
On November 18, 2020, in Report #2020-192, six budget scenarios with inflation rate 
assumptions ranging from 0% to 3% (including assessment growth estimated at 1.4%) 
and service/operational impact were provided to the Board.  In addition, the Service 
provided a list of forty-seven efficiency projects and reviews.  Lastly, additional options 
to increase revenues through cost recovery for services provided by WRPS to outside 
agencies and/or programs were outlined including the Public Safety Communications 
Centre (including by-law support to the Cities), Regional Well-Being project, Children’s 
Safety Village, POA court expenses and Cannabis Legislation implementation support. 
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The Board asked for further examination of service and budget implications of scenario 
#4 (2% inflation) and scenario #3 (1.5% inflation). 

Report 

Notification was received from the Region that the assessment growth estimate has been 
further reduced to 1.3% (it originally was estimated at 1.5%).  It was further reduced to 
1.4% in November and is now expected to finalize at 1.3%.  The Municipal Property 
Assessment Corporation (MPAC) has indicated that this assessment should not change 
before the returned roll on December 14, 2020.  The impact of the reduced assessment 
growth is $140K or a $320K cumulative impact since October. 

The Region has requested WRPS discontinue providing information on the net tax impact 
for WRPS separately as it is calculated on only a portion of the total levy.   WRPS was 
further requested to transition to providing the percentage change in property taxes as it 
is more reflective of the relative increase in the cost of service, net of assessment.  This 
will be accomplished by showing the percentage increase in the average cost per 
household.  The Region will only be showing the tax rate impact for the Total Levy 
(inclusive of Police) going forward.   

Adjustments since the November meeting have resulted in the following reductions and 
adjustments to the 2021 Operating Budget: 

• Salary Gapping (Vacancy) $1,140K 

• Benefit Reduction of $681K primarily related to salary gapping targets 

• Transfer from Reserves to offset Sick Leave Gratuity $600K 

• Transfer from Reserves to phase in Benefit costs of $500K 

• Fuel estimate reductions of $187K 

• Alternative service delivery Court screening request for proposal (RFP) savings of 
$115K 

• Regional Facilities rent charge reduction of $111K due to lower electricity costs 

• Safe Restart funding allocation from the Region for pandemic related personal 
protection equipment expenses of $86K (in addition, enhanced cleaning was 
assumed to continue into 2021 offset by Safe Restart funding of $101K for an 
impact of zero to the net budget) 

• Accrued Time payout reduction of $50K 

• Tuition expense reduction of $20K (flat from 2020 budgeted levels) 

• Major Events Investigative expense reduction of $24K 
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This reduces the 2021 Operating budget estimate to $185,387K or a 2.92% increase year 
over year.  This equates to a property tax increase of 1.6% or $10.54 to the average 
household. 

 Net Budget 
($K) 

Budget 
Increase 

Estimated 
Assessment 

Growth 

$ per 
average 

household 

Change 
YOY $ 

Change 
YOY % 

2020 Approved  $180,123 6.25% 1.77%  $658.60   $28.78  4.6% 

2021 Proposed  $185,387 2.92% 1.30% $669.14  $10.54 1.6% 

 
Due to the inclusion of an additional secondment for the Provincial Anti-Terrorism (PAT) 
program with the Ontario Provincial Police (OPP) the following resource chart is 
amended.  Organizational restructuring, as presented to the Board in November, resulted 
in no additional expansion positions requested in 2021.  Nine positions were reallocated 
to offset positions that were identified as being needed in 2021. 

 
 Sworn Civilian Total 

2020 Authorized Full Time FTE 788 380 1,168 

Expansions 0 0 0 

Re-allocations (3) 1 (2) 

2021 Authorized Full Time FTE 785 381 1,166 

PSB Executive Assistant  1 1 

Secondments 9  9 

2021 Budgeted Full Time FTE 794 382 1,176 

Part Time  22.7 22.7 

Temporary Full Time  16.6 16.6 

Total Budgeted FTE 794 421.3 1,215.3 

 
Despite the approved recommendations, staffing has not kept up to pace with the 
associated population growth, workload demands, community and judicial demands as 
well as the complexity of social issues and investigating crime. Stemming from the Board-
approved 2018 Staffing and Workload Demand Project, forty-seven (47) positions were 
added to the 2019 budget as compared to the recommendation of one hundred and thirty-
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four (134) over 2019-2023.  Since 2019, a total of 20 sworn positions have been 
civilianized, in areas including Communications, Court Services, Policy and Procedure 
Development, Strategic Services, Cybercrime, and Training and Education.  For both 
2020 and 2021, no expansion of the WRPS staffing complement has occurred. 
  

 
 
 
Community survey information obtained through the 2021 – 2023 Strategic Business Plan 
process outlined that 93.1% of respondents wanted the same (37.4%) or higher numbers 
(55.7%) of police officers in their neighbourhood. 
 
On December 8, 2020, Statistics Canada released the Police Resources in Canada, 2019 
report.  As displayed in the graph below, of the 50 police services across Canada that 
serve a population of greater than 100,000, WRPS ranks 35th by rate of police officers 
per 100,000. In 2018, WRPS ranked 30th by rate of police officers per 100,000. In 
comparison with the 12 largest municipal police services in Ontario (shown in in dark 
gray), WRPS has the 3rd lowest rate.   
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2021 board-approved budgets for nine Ontario police services are displayed below.  The 
average year over year increase, excluding assessment growth, is 4.04%. 
 
 

Police Service Number of officers 
Year over year budget increase  

(excluding assessment growth) 

Brantford 187 5.99% 

Guelph 201 4.75% 

Ottawa 1223 4.5% 

Niagara 720 4.3% 

Halton 714 4.24% 

Peel 2022 3.8% 

York 1543 3.65% 

North Bay 98 3.22% 

Barrie 240 1.95% 

  4.04% average 
 

 
The following information explains any changes year over year above or equal to 
$100K. 
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Salaries and Wages have increased year over year by $2,149K, due primarily to 
estimated contractual salary increases/progressions, job and market evaluation 
impacts, annualization of market evaluation for civilian professionals in 2020, offset by 
adjustments to part time resource needs and reduced paid duty compensation.  There 
were no expansion positions included in the budget. 
 
Benefits also increased by $1,139K due to the continued enhanced Canada Pension 
Program (CPP), higher Workplace Safety and Insurance Board (WSIB) actuals due to 
presumptive legislation for first responders and post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), 
phased in increases to health and dental rates, and retiree benefits. 
 
Other Allowance and Benefits increased by $1,055K as a result of an increase in sick 
leave payouts in the form of either a lump sum payment or salary continuance due to 
higher volumes of retirements and an increase in staff training expenses.  A contribution 
from reserves of $600K referenced below will offset the sick leave gratuity increase. 
 
Materials and Supplies have decreased by $178K due to reduced gasoline costs. 
Maintenance and Repairs increased by $1,014K due to a Motorola agreement to 
provide both maintenance and resource support to the overall Regional Voice Radio 
system.  WRPS cost recovers each agency that is on the voice radio platform their 
portion of the costs associated with operating the system.  A segment of this was 
previously budgeted as in-house employees, but due to recruitment difficulties the 
decision was made to outsource this activity. 
 
Small Equipment decreased by $572K due to reduced PRIDE and Voice Radio 
requirements.  This line only includes budget required for cost recovery programs 
including PRIDE, Fire Services, Voice Radio and grants.  The remaining budgetary 
needs are included in the capital budget. 
 
Services increased by $430K due to increased fees from alternative service delivery 
vendors for Courts summon services and screening activities.  This increase is offset in 
the staffing lines for estimated overall budget savings of $249K. 
 
Fees decreased year over year by $136K, due mainly to a cutback in consultant use 
across numerous areas, a reduction in software maintenance fees recoverable from 
PRIDE or the Fire Services CAD project, offset by an increase in WRPS mobile strategy 
software fees and expanded annual wellness check programs.  The WRPS will invest in 
a project to equip all frontline officers with smartphone technology to create efficiencies 
in digital evidence management. 
 
Financial expenses increased by $193K due to an increase in debt principal and interest 
charges caused by debenture financing timing of completed capital projects related to 
the New Central division and the Voice Radio project (cost shared with Region).  As 
well, as $121K of debt issued for Regional Development Charges (RDC) which is offset 
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in revenue by the contribution to the reserve for a net impact of zero to the overall 
budget. 
 
Communication costs increased by $345K from 2020 due to the mobile strategy and a 
realignment of PRIDE and Voice Radio costs between accounts. 
 
Interfund Transfer contribution changes reduced the Vehicle reserve and moved funds 
to the Equipment reserve.  In addition, budget amounts in the operating budget 
(renovations, cabling, moving costs) were moved to an Equipment reserve contribution 
to fund the facility refresh program in capital. 
 
The revenue depicts a net increase of $318K.  General Police revenue decreased by 
$175K due to a reduction of false alarm attendance, which will create additional 
capacity for our members to attend other calls for service, reductions in paid duty 
revenues, elimination of collision reporting revenues (now fully outsourced to Waterloo 
Accident Support Services Ltd.) and the removal of one time revenue from Wilfrid 
Laurier University to cover costs related to providing policing service for Homecoming. 
 
Ministry grants decreased by $285K due to the removal of the $350K Region of 
Waterloo funding transfer related to the Ontario Cannabis Legalization Implementation 
Fund (OCLIF) to offset costs related to Cannabis legislation.  As well as reductions to 
the Court Security and Prisoner Transportation (CSPT) grant of $93K realized in 2020 
and assumed flat in 2021. This is offset by funding from the Safe Restart Provincial 
program to compensate for anticipated pandemic related costs. 
 
Fire Services cost recovery revenue is expected to decrease in 2021 by $192K (zero 
impact to overall budget). 
 
Miscellaneous Revenue is projected to go up in 2021 by $445K due to changes in 
salaries of new secondment agreements, two new Proceeds of Crime grants, Provincial 
Anti-Terrorism secondment and a new Child Exploitation grant. 
 
Interfund Contributions to RDC will increase by $121K, which is fully offset by the 
financial expenditures increase, for a net overall budget impact of zero.  
 
The Interfund Contribution (Reserves) increase of $385K due to funding from the 
reserves to phase in increased benefits and higher sick leave gratuity in 2021. 
 
The entire Operating Budget increase can be attributed to contractual obligations, which 
have been partially offset by mitigation strategies to limit the impact.  The 1.6% property 
tax increase represents the base budget required to provide the mandatory 
requirements as set out in legislation and does not include any expansions, despite the 
increases in population and crime. 
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Capital Budget 
 
Adjustments to the 2021 Capital request include a slight adjustment to the Equipment 
capital project (#50048) as well as an increase of $5,400K to the New Central project 
(#50046) in 2022 as a result of a recent tender for construction.  Further background will 
be provided below under 50046 New Central Division. 
 
The ten-year capital forecast now totals $206,771 in Appendix B.  The Public Safety 
Communications Centre project continues to be discussed internally and is not yet in the 
ten-year capital forecast. 
 
The following includes comments in relation the 2021 Budget Request of $40,127K, which 
includes carryforward from the 2020 Budget of $11,140K.  Please note the 2021 Budget 
excluding carry-forward decreased from last year by $942K, with debenture funding 
decreasing by $1,585K. 
 
50000 Police Vehicles and Equipment:  The $1,700K 2021 request assumes 39 
vehicles will be replaced and no new vehicles added to the fleet.  The police pursuit 
rated utility vehicle continues to be the standard for frontline with a new hybrid option 
that was introduced by Ford.  WRPS has now purchased eight hybrids to add to the 
fleet. Work continues in partnership with the Region of Waterloo Fleet Management Unit 
to increase the effectiveness and cost efficiency of the fleet through green and 
utilization initiatives.  The fleet plan is continually reviewed throughout the year based 
upon functional need and through budget review evaluation.  Vehicles may be deferred 
or repurposed throughout the fleet.  Utilization reviews are in progress and have already 
resulted in the decision to reduce one vehicle from the fleet due to low use in 2020.  
Requests to add three vehicles to the fleet were removed through the budget review 
process resulting in no change the overall fleet.  The fleet reserve remains balanced to 
the end of 2030. 
 
50005 Information Technology:  $1,614K is requested in 2021, which includes funds for 
the pilot of body-worn video and in-car video system, video conference capabilities, a 
Human Resource Information System (HRIS) in partnership with the Region, Next 
Generation 911 (NG911) for the Communication Centre and information management 
solutions. 
 
50016 Business Intelligence tools:  $1,232K is included in 2021 for the continuation of 
the implementation of the approved Business Intelligence solution from 2020 as well as 
additional infrastructure requirements in 2021. 
 
50022 North Division:  $401K will be carried forward to 2021 to continue the 
replacement of windows at North Division.  This is funded by Regional Development 
charges and the Capital reserve. 
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50045 WRPS Voice Radio Infrastructure:  At this time, $1,098K is estimated to be 
carried forward to 2020, which represents the 50/50 cost share arrangement with the 
Region to fully implement the new Regional P25 voice radio system. 
 
50046 New Central Division (200 Frederick St):  Funds have been forecasted in 2018-
2022 to fully renovate the former courthouse building to replace the current Central 
Division inclusive of the regional prisoner management facility.  Design work and 
demolition has been completed and a tender has been issued for construction to begin 
in early 2021.  Based upon earlier cost estimates, it was anticipated that the budget was 
insufficient.  Tender results, which will be going to Regional Council in 2021 for official 
approval, came in over budget.  This is as a result of a number of factors, including the 
impact the pandemic has had on construction resources and measures, inflationary 
impact from last year’s estimates and confirmation through the tender process that cost 
estimates were more accurate than the budget (within 5-10% of the Class A cost 
estimate).  $24,650K continues to be scheduled to be spent in 2020, and the 2021 
forecast has increased by $5,400K to $22,648K.  This project is funded by Regional 
Development Charges and debentures.  Given this anticipated increase, WRPS 
removed other capital projects from last year’s ten year forecast including projected 
expansions to the Investigative Services, Reporting Centre and South Division 
buildings, and the construction of a Rural North Division.  Even with the increase to the 
New Central budget of $5,400K and the application of inflation to all facility projects, we 
continue to see an overall decrease to the projected capital spend from 2021 to 2029 of 
$7,604K.  This also had an impact of a reduction of projected debentures of $8,163K.  
An information report will be coming to the Board in January with information on the 
construction tender results. 
 
50047 Facilities Refresh and Furniture:  $392K has been included in 2021 for the ten-
year forecast for lifecycle replacement of furniture and minor facility refresh projects.  
This project is funded by the Capital reserve. 
 
50048 Police Equipment:  $3,992K is forecasted in 2021, which includes the lifecycle 
replacement and new requests for all police equipment including Information 
Technology Equipment.  Major projects to be undertaken in 2021 include a mobile 
strategy to issue smartphones to all frontline officers to support a digital evidence 
management system (DEMS), lifecycle replacement of officer firearms and conducted 
energy weapon (CEW).  This project is funded by the Capital reserve. 
 
50052 Headquarters Parking Upgrades:  Parking at the 200 Maple Grove campus has 
reached its capacity with parking overflowing to non-parking areas daily.  The project 
also includes ensuring appropriate and safe accessibility to the Police Reporting Centre 
from Maple Grove Road, including sidewalks and marked crossing areas.  $540K is 
included in the 2021 request and is funded by Regional Development Charges and the 
Capital reserve. 
 
50063 Electric Vehicle Charging Stations:  An electric vehicle charging station was 
implemented at the Headquarters campus with subsequent devices being planned at 
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the other facilities.  The use of the charging station is funded by the user.  $32K is 
assumed in 2021.  This project is funded by the Capital reserve. 
 
50064 Magazine Explosive Storage:  $101K is included in 2021 to ensure appropriate 
magazine explosive storage for the Emergency Response Unit.  Currently they are 
being stored in Brantford, necessitating travel when needed.  This project is funded by 
the Capital reserve. 
 
50068 Facility Security Upgrades:  Security assessments were completed at all 
facilities, which developed a number of recommendations for implementation.  $300K 
has been allocated in 2021 to address high priority items from these reviews, including 
the replacement of an aging card access system which is at end of life.  This project is 
funded by the Capital reserve. 
 
50069 Evidence Management Facility Upgrades:  An internal audit report provided 
recommendations to improve evidence care and control.  Based upon this report, 
enhancements were recommended for Headquarters, South and North division where 
evidence is processed and stored.  Based upon priority, the recommendations for South 
and Headquarters building were planned to be completed in 2020 with North being 
implemented over 2021 ($281K) and 2022.  This project is funded by the Capital 
reserve. 
 
Facilities Managed Capital Renewal:  $2,794K is currently forecasted in 2021, which 
relates to lifecycle replacement of the police building components.  The plan includes 
monies to provide for general painting and flooring projects at all buildings, exhaust fan 
replacement at the Police Reporting Centre, overhead door/asphalt/curb replacement at 
South and humidifier/asphalt/window replacement at North.  This project is funded by 
the Facilities Renewal reserve and debentures. 
 
Next Steps 
 
WRPS will present the key policy highlights and the 2021 “Path Forward” to Regional 
Budget Committee on December 16, 2020.  On January 12, 2021, WRPS will present 
the proposed 2021 budget.  Final budget approval for Regional Council is on January 
20, 2021. 

Strategic Priorities and/or Operations Plan 

This report supports the Strategic Business Plan goal to proactively plan for long-term 
organizational growth and its financial requirements, aligned with the objective of 
responsible spending and accountability. 

Financial and/or Risk Implications 

Changes in assessment growth could affect the final property tax increase. 
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Attachments 

• Appendix A – 2021 Operating Budget Estimate 
• Appendix B – Ten Year Capital Budget and Forecast 

 
Prepared By:  Kirsten Hand, Director, Finance and Assets Branch 
 
Approved By:  Bryan M. Larkin, Chief of Police 
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Appendix A
WATERLOO REGIONAL POLICE SERVICE
2021 Operating Budget Estimate

2020
Approved Base Expansion Proposed $ %

Budget Budget Requests Budget Change Change

2021 2021 2021

EXPENDITURES
Salaries & Wages
Benefits

130,213,583
35,989,211

132,362,441
37,128,333

0
0

132,362,441
37,128,333

2,148,858
1,139,122

1.65%
3.17%

Total Staffing Costs 166,202,794 169,490,774 0 169,490,774 3,287,980 1.98%

Other Allowances & Benefits
Office Supplies
Materials & Supplies
Maintenance & Repairs
Utilities
Minor Vehicle Equipment
Small Equipment (PRIDE and Grants only)
Services
Fees
Rents
Financial Expenses
Communication Costs
Meetings & Travel
Interdept'l Charges From
Interfund Tranfers (Vehicle Reserve)
Interfund Tranfers (Capital Reserve)
Interfund Tranfers (General Reserve)
Interfund Tranfers (Insurance)
Interfund Tranfers (RDC)

3,940,793
208,439

3,145,359
1,192,404

0
12,894

898,683
1,735,803
5,560,653

861,561
4,432,064
1,275,879

607,273
4,218,783
2,511,089
2,522,360

0
816,407

0

4,996,036
192,779

2,967,366
2,206,137

25,620
11,250

326,411
2,166,118
5,424,149

888,064
4,625,430
1,620,745

585,322
4,138,484
1,935,000
3,284,191

0
840,543

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

4,996,036
192,779

2,967,366
2,206,137

25,620
11,250

326,411
2,166,118
5,424,149

888,064
4,625,430
1,620,745

585,322
4,138,484
1,935,000
3,284,191

0
840,543

0

1,055,243
(15,660)

(177,993)
1,013,733

25,620
(1,644)

(572,272)
430,315

(136,504)
26,503

193,366
344,866
(21,951)
(80,299)

(576,089)
761,831

0
24,136

0

26.78%
(7.51%)
(5.66%)
85.02%
#DIV/0!

(12.75%)
(63.68%)
24.79%
(2.45%)
3.08%
4.36%

27.03%
(3.61%)
(1.90%)

(22.94%)
30.20%
#DIV/0!
2.96%
#DIV/0!

Other Operating 33,940,444 36,233,645 0 36,233,645 2,293,201 6.76%

Total Expenditures 200,143,238 205,724,419 0 205,724,419 5,581,181 2.79%

REVENUES
General Police Revenue
Ministry Grants
PRIDE Revenue
Fire Services Revenue
Miscellaneous Revenue
Interfund Contributions (RDC)
Interfund Contributions (Reserves)

3,438,102
8,988,413
2,242,159

795,838
3,008,046

832,010
715,494

3,263,280
8,703,391
2,260,833

603,488
3,452,971

953,360
1,100,000

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

3,263,280
8,703,391
2,260,833

603,488
3,452,971

953,360
1,100,000

(174,822)
(285,022)

18,674
(192,350)
444,925
121,350
384,506

(5.08%)
(3.17%)
0.83%

(24.17%)
14.79%
14.59%
53.74%

Total Revenue 20,020,062 20,337,323 0 20,337,323 317,261 1.58%

NET LEVY 180,123,176 185,387,096 0 185,387,096 5,263,920 2.92%
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Appendix B

2020 2021 2021 2021 - 2030
Carryforward Request Total 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 Total

EXPENDITURE

Program Area Capital
     50000 Police Vehicles and Equipment 1,700 1,700 2,083 3,476 2,914 3,571 1,379 1,618 3,315 3,185 3,352 26,593
     50001 Automated Asset and Evidence Solution 248 233 233 118 42 875
     50003 PRIDE V 417 221 2,645 1,200 4,483
     50004 Police Vehicles - Growth 61 182 182 121 121 61 61 787
     50005 Information Technology 530 1,084 1,614 2,683 2,921 1,293 2,800 2,433 5,400 19,143
     50011 Voice Radio HW and SW Upgrades 350 16 45 5,359 3,039 16 395 9,221
     50012 Training Facilities Expansion 608 7,098 7,098 14,804
     50016 Business Intelligence Tool 1,050 182 1,232 1,232
     50022 Replacement of North Division 401 401 401
     50045 WRPS Voice Radio Infrastructure 1,098 1,098 1,098
     50046 New Central Division (200 Frederick St.) 6,650 19,000 25,650 22,648 48,298
     50047 Facilities Refresh and Furniture 392 392 400 408 416 425 433 442 451 460 469 4,295
     50048 Police Equipment 85 3,907 3,992 2,439 2,551 1,776 2,533 4,064 2,437 2,455 3,031 2,760 28,037
     50051 Central Division Renovation/Expansion 1,977 1,977
     50052 Headquarters Parking Upgrades 400 140 540 460 1,000
     50053 Headquarters Renovations 456 9,126 11,154 20,736
     50055 Reporting Centre Expansion 1,217 1,217
     50056 North Division Renovation 147 147
     50060 Police Furniture - Growth 18 40 38 30 25 13 13 175
     50061 Police Equipment - Growth 89 204 191 153 127 64 64 890
     50063 Electric Vehicle Charging Stations 32 32 40 40 40 152
     50064 Magazine Explosive Storage 101 101 101
     50068 Facility Security Upgrades 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 3,000
     50069 Evidence Management Facility Upgrades 281 281 280 561
     50070 Technical Investigations System 200 200
Total Program Area Capital 10,213 27,120 37,333 32,515 10,592 10,835 18,393 21,942 22,362 17,854 8,969 8,630 189,424

Facilities Managed Capital Renewal
     75011 Police Central Division Renewal 50 75 100 125 150 175 200 225 1,100
     75012 Firearms Training Facility Renewal 179 459 12 79 135 864
     75013 Police South Division Renewal 64 877 941 971 606 484 439 124 12 204 145 194 4,121
     75014 Police North Division Renewal 90 724 814 12 191 52 12 18 530 818 24 14 2,483
     75016 Police Headquarters Renewal 323 141 464 1,083 367 1,130 682 654 277 595 35 118 5,406
     75017 Police Investigative Services Renewal 444 31 475 12 194 117 89 97 509 605 15 149 2,262
     75018 Police Reporting Centre Renewal 5 94 99 324 29 290 129 92 135 12 1,110
Total Facilities Managed Capital Renewal 926 1,867 2,794 2,401 1,408 2,066 2,072 1,147 1,569 2,545 498 847 17,346

TOTAL EXPENDITURE 11,140 28,987 40,127 34,916 12,000 12,901 20,465 23,089 23,931 20,398 9,467 9,476 206,771

Waterloo Regional Police
Ten Year Capital Budget and Forecast ($000's)

2021 - 2030
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2020 2021 2021 2021 - 2030
Carryforward Request Total 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 Total

FUNDING & FINANCING

Grants / Subsidies / Recoveries (167) (89) (1,058) (480) (1,793)

Grants & Subsidies 167 89 1,058 480 1,793
Recoveries
[Blank - Hide if G/S/R = 0] (167) (89) (1,058) (480) (1,793)

Development Charges (4,187) (9,367) (13,554) (11,453) (425) (872) (5,698) (5,781) (1,004) (1,364) (969) (660) (41,780)

Reserve Funds 928 57 985 356 425 410 304 387 1,004 1,364 969 660 6,862
Debentures 3,259 9,310 12,569 11,097 462 5,394 5,394 34,917
[Blank - Hide if DCs = 0] (4,187) (9,367) (13,554) (11,453) (425) (872) (5,698) (5,781) (1,004) (1,364) (969) (660) (41,780)
Property Taxes / User Rates
Reserves and Reserve Funds (1,695) (8,571) (10,266) (8,492) (8,598) (6,581) (8,242) (12,028) (9,275) (7,685) (7,489) (8,123) (86,778)

     3980066 Lifecycle Reserve Police 603 991 1,594 1,430 802 451 951 493 1,039 1,121 498 847 9,226
     3981300 Police Capital Reserve 1,092 5,880 6,972 4,979 4,320 3,215 3,721 10,156 6,617 3,248 3,807 3,924 50,959
     3982340 Police Vehicles & Equipment Reserve 1,700 1,700 2,083 3,476 2,914 3,571 1,379 1,618 3,315 3,185 3,352 26,593
     General Tax Supported Capital Reserve
     Other Reserve Funds
Contributions from Operating
Debentures 5,258 11,049 16,307 14,804 2,889 4,390 6,045 5,280 13,652 11,350 1,008 694 76,420

TOTAL FUNDING & FINANCING 11,140 28,987 40,127 34,916 12,000 12,901 20,465 23,089 23,931 20,398 9,467 9,476 206,771
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Report:  COR-CFN-21-02 

3487294  Page 1 of 5 

Region of Waterloo 

Corporate Services 

Corporate Finance 
 

To: Budget Committee  

Meeting Date: January 12, 2021 

Report Title:  Assessment Growth  
 

1. Recommendation: 

For information.  

2. Purpose / Issue: 

To provide information to Council with respect to assessment growth as part of 
the 2021 budget. 

3. Key Considerations: 

a) The Region’s assessment base as reflected in the returned roll for 2021 is 
shown in the chart below: 

 
b) The assessment base is a key component in determining annual municipal tax 

rates and property tax impacts associated with the budget.  The following chart 
shows weighted assessment growth for the years 2012 to 2021.  
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c) Assessment growth is a net position after accounting for the various factors 
that affect the assessment base. The following table identifies the “pluses and 
minuses” that determine net assessment growth. 

Starting point Returned assessment roll from the previous year 

Plus New completed properties and improvements to existing 
properties (referred to as supplementary and omitted 
assessment) 

Minus Assessment reductions (referred to as assessment write-
offs) due Requests for Reconsideration, Assessment 
Review Board (ARB) appeals, demolitions, etc. 

Plus/Minus Class changes, legislative changes, changes in valuation 
methodology 

Equals Year end assessment used to determine weighted 
assessment growth for the year 

Returned roll for 
next year 

Year end assessment adjusted for assessment phase-in (if 
applicable) 

 
Supplementary and omitted assessments are issued for new and improved 
properties, and are additions to the assessment base, while write-offs resulting 
from Requests for Reconsideration, ARB appeals and demolitions are 
reductions to the assessment base. 

Class changes, legislative changes and changes in valuation methodologies 
can have positive or negative impacts.  Property classes have different tax 
ratios, and weighted assessment is calculated as current value assessment 
multiplied by the tax ratio for the property class.  When properties move to a 
class with a lower tax ratio, there is a reduction in the weighted assessment 
base (e.g. multi-residential building converting to a condominium).  
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Correspondingly, when properties move to a class with a higher tax ratio there 
is an increase in the weighted assessment base (residential to multi-residential 
or exempt to taxable). 

d) The table below shows the unweighted assessment added by MPAC from 
2018 to 2020.  

 
While the 2020 total is the highest, the business class additions were the 
lowest over this period and exempt properties were higher, which contributed to 
a lower weighted assessment (due the tax ratios applied to business 
properties). Due to the pandemic MPAC was unable to perform on-site visits 
from March until later in the summer. MPAC responded by providing digital 
services such as online submission of plans. Construction stopped in March 
and April for some projects. 

e) The Assessment Review Board (ARB) responded to the pandemic by 
implementing a new policy to postpone in-person hearings and reschedule to a 
later date. Where feasible, alternative hearing options such as written and 
telephone hearings were held to minimize disruption to hearings across the 
organization. Shortly after, the ARB implemented video conferencing.  

f) It is noted that building activity and building permit growth are not necessarily a 
true gauge of assessment growth.  While strong building activity or “cranes in 
the sky” may indicate robust assessment growth, it is just one factor affecting the 
assessment base. New properties are not added to the roll until completed, and 
other actions including reductions to the assessment base occur that offset some 
of the growth arising from new construction. Additionally, not all building permits 
result in increased assessment.  Permits for interior finishes and small dollar 
value permits generally do not result in additional assessment. 

4. Background: 

Property taxes are calculated using the assessed values and classifications determined 
by MPAC, along with annual municipal revenue requirements and tax policies.  January 
1, 2016 CVA values were meant to be used only for the 2017 to 2020 taxation years. 
Due to the COVID pandemic, implementation of the province-wide reassessment has 
been delayed and those values will be used again for 2021. The Province has yet to 
make a decision with respect to 2022. 
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Tax ratios determine the distribution of taxes between the various property classes. The 
table below illustrates the class increases and decreases when the current tax ratios are 
applied.  

Regional Weighted Assessment 

 

5. Area Municipality Communication and Public/Stakeholder Engagement: 

This report has been reviewed with the area municipal treasurers. 

6. Strategic Plan:  

The annual budget incorporates numerous initiatives set out in the Corporate 
Strategic Plan.  

7. Financial Implications:  

Assessment growth at 1.30% equates to an approximate $7.4 million increase to 
the 2021 Regional property tax levy. 

8. Conclusion / Next Steps: 

9. Attachments / Links: 

Appendix A: Weighted Assessment Increase by Municipality from 2018 to 2020 

Prepared By:  Emily Dykeman, Financial Analyst 

 Chris Wilson, Manager, Corporate Budgets 

Reviewed By: Cheryl Braan, Director, Corporate Finance 

Approved By: Craig Dyer, Commissioner, Corporate Services/Chief Financial Officer 
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Appendix A: Weighted Assessment Increase and percentage change by 
Municipality from 2018 to 2020 
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Region of Waterloo 

Corporate Services 

Corporate Finance  

 

To: Budget Committee  

Meeting Date: January 12, 2021 

Report Title: Beyond COVID-19: 2021 Plan & Accompanying Budget – 
Engagement and Feedback 

 

1. Recommendation: 

For information. 

2. Purpose / Issue: 

The plan for beyond COVID-19 and the accompanying 2021 budget has been shaped 
by community feedback. In the midst of the current global pandemic, the Region of 
Waterloo engaged the community to help determine current and future priorities, 
particularly in the context of COVID-19.  

Three methods were initially implemented to scan our community for feedback and help 
understand our residents’ priorities:  

• Waterloo Matters Survey, which was conducted by the University of Waterloo in 
June 2020 with a sample size of 250 to 300 residents   

• An Interactive Voice Response public telephone poll in July 2020, which was 
conducted by Conestoga College with a sample size of 800 residents  

• Four separate Wellbeing Waterloo Region focus groups and accompanying 
survey in August 2020 

The most important social concerns that need to be addressed for Waterloo Region 
were identified as: 

• Affordable housing and homelessness  
• Unemployment  
• Mental health 

The most important infrastructure concerns that need to be addressed for Waterloo 
Region were identified as: 

• Supply and range of affordable housing 
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• Government spending/fiscal management 
• Climate change 

With input from Council, this feedback helped the Region formulate a plan, a specific 
focus, and an accompanying budget for 2021. 

Further engagement around the plan and budget was undertaken through a public input 
session at the December 16 Budget Committee meeting. Online feedback was also 
received through Engage Region of Waterloo. 

The online questionnaire was open from November 25 to December 23. Residents were 
made aware of the plan and budget and provided feedback through visits to the online 
engagement initiative: 

• 803 aware visitors – those who visited the initial site 

• 546 informed visitors – those who downloaded documents, viewed 
videos/images or visited multiple pages from the survey webpage 

• 76 responses were gathered through this method. 

3. Key Considerations: 

The Region of Waterloo’s vision and plan for 2021 and beyond begins with the 2021 
budget. While continuing to provide services such as clean water, housing, paramedic 
services, social services and transit, the Region is focusing on a plan that encompasses 
all community members while reflecting the challenges presented by the current global 
pandemic. This plan also places high importance on supporting those in Waterloo 
Region who are most vulnerable. With this in mind, and informed by community 
feedback mentioned above, the Region is paying specific attention to:  

• Supporting our most vulnerable through additional investments in affordable 
housing 

• Addressing inequities in our community through additional investments to support 
Indigenous, Black and Racialized communities, as well as a stronger focus on 
addressing the Calls to Action in the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of 
Canada 

• Ensuring local businesses who have been most impacted by the pandemic 
receive targeted assistance to ensure a strong recovery for our economy and our 
workforce 

• Modernizing and streamlining of service provision at the Region of Waterloo, 
including investment in technology, that results in enhanced service for residents 
as well as financial savings 

Public engagement activities allowed residents to provide input on these investment 
areas.  
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The survey included three open-ended questions: 

• What do you like about the Region's plan for Beyond COVID-19 and how the 
2021 budget relates to that plan? 

• What do you dislike about the Region's plan for Beyond COVID-19 and how the 
2021 budget relates to that plan? 

• Is there anything else we should consider? 

The feedback summarized below reflects the 76 respondents who completed the 
engagement tool.  Response rates were the highest for those 25-34 years of age (20%) 
and 35-44 years of age (17%).  Of the survey respondents, 78% identified themselves 
as homeowners.  The majority of the survey responses were from those living in the 
City of Kitchener (53%) and the City of Waterloo (26%).  The results should not be 
interpreted to represent the entire community but only of those residents who completed 
the online questionnaire.   

Based on the responses, there was no one overarching theme that emerged, but there 
were some trends and similarities among the responses.  

When asked about what participants like about the Region’s plan for Beyond COVID-19 
and how the budget relates to the plan, some recurring topics mentioned in the 
responses include: 

• Support for the most vulnerable and investments in affordable housing 
• Investments to support Indigenous, Black and Racialized communities 
• No proposed user rate and tax rate increases 
• Support for small local businesses 
• Budget savings and efficiencies identified 
• Investment in paramedic services 

When asked what participants dislike about the Region’s plan for Beyond COVID-19 
and how the budget relates to the plan, some recurring topics identified in the 
responses include: 

• Investments to Indigenous, Black and Racialized communities: questions about 
the purpose of the investment and how and where the funds where going to be 
allocated  

• Amount of Waterloo Regional Police Services planned 2021 expenditures  / need 
for reallocation of Police budget to support other community initiatives including 
mental health 

• Closure of Regionally operated child care centres 
• Decreased level of transit service  
• Planned level of transit services seen as being too high given current 

environment and ridership 
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• Funding for active transportation and bike lanes seen as being too high 
• Funding for airport and roads expansions noted as being too high 
• Support for small businesses should be increased 

When asked about what else should be considered as part of the Region’s plan for 
Beyond COVID-19, a number of unique topics were mentioned.  Some not stated in the 
prior questions include: 

• Need to limit budget and tax increases 
• Specific transit requests with regards to service levels and frequency 
• Need for increased investment in child care 
• Focus on providing essential services 
• Willingness to pay higher taxes for improved service levels 

A few trends in the responses across the three questions included: 

• Strong support for continued financial assistance for local small businesses 
• General support for helping the most vulnerable and investments in affordable 

housing 
• Varying degrees of support for investments to Indigenous, Black and Racialized 

communities 

4. Background: 

Council endorsed the Public Engagement Strategy for the 2021 Budget through report 
COR-FSD-20-31, dated November 17, 2020. The opportunities for engagement differed 
from previous years because of current restrictions due to the COVID-19 pandemic, 
however, the Region continues to focus on informing and consulting with residents. 

5. Area Municipality Communication and Public/Stakeholder Engagement: 

Engagement around the plan and budget took the form of: 

• Waterloo Matters Survey  
• An Interactive Voice Response public telephone poll  
• Four separate Wellbeing Waterloo Region focus groups and accompanying 

survey in August 2020 
• Public input session  
• And online feedback tool 

Feedback from all sources will help inform future investment in Regional services.  

6. Strategic Plan: 

The budget process enables Council to achieve its Corporate Strategic Plan objectives 
by allocating appropriate resources to each focus area. 
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7. Financial Implications: 

The work undertaken in this public engagement strategy was kept to a level so as to 
minimize additional cost.  Existing tools and staffing resources were utilized throughout 
this engagement strategy. 

8. Conclusion / Next Steps: 

Final budget approval of the Region’s 2021 tax-supported operating budget and 2021-
2030 capital program will be on January 20, 2021.   

9. Attachments / Links: 

Nil 

Prepared By: Fauzia Baig, Equity and Anti-Racism Advisor 

Chris Wilson, Manager of Corporate Budgets 

Reviewed By: Cheryl Braan, Director, Corporate Finance  

Approved By: Craig Dyer, Commissioner, Corporate Services/Chief Financial Officer 
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Region of Waterloo 

Corporate Services 

Facilities and Fleet Management 
 

To: Budget Committee 

Meeting Date: January 12, 2021  

Report Title:  Fleet Utilization Review (Item #18, 2019 KPMG Service Review) 
 

1. Recommendation: 

For information 

2. Purpose / Issue: 

In response to the 2019 KPMG Service Review Opportunity to conduct a Fleet 
Utilization Review, Fleet Management has undertaken a broad review of fleet 
utilization to identify patterns of low utilization amongst types of vehicles across 
program area boundaries as well as flagging known low utilization vehicles within 
the fleet. Elimination of some or all of these vehicles will result in capital and 
operating cost savings. Taking advantage of these savings requires changes to 
program area operations such as sharing vehicles/equipment or contracting out 
services to eliminate the need for low utilization vehicles and equipment.  

This report provides an update on confirmed savings identified for the 2021 
budget. 

3. Key Considerations: 

a) The initial projected capital requirement for vehicle replacements was 
approximately $15.6M in 2021. As a result of both the fleet utilization 
review which is part of the annual budget process and the 2019 KPMG 
Service review, the 2021 capital requirement has been reduced to $4.0M, 
which is a reduction of approximately $11.6M. The following table outlines 
how much of this difference relates to vehicle deferrals and how much is 
savings related to reductions in the fleet.  
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Summary of Reduction in 2021 Capital Requirements for Vehicle Replacements 

 

The vehicle reserve contribution for the 2021 budget is slightly lower than the 
target contribution so the budgeted contribution has been left in place for 
2021.  The relative health of the opening balance in the equipment reserve 
allows for this approach. 

b) These opportunities have been reviewed with program areas prior to making 
any related 2021 vehicle purchases as described in Report COR-FFM-20-
07/COR-TRY-20-81 dated September 15, 2020. As appropriate, procurement 
of specific vehicles has been delayed or cancelled as a result of this review 
as outlined in Appendix A.  

c) A number of the opportunities identified impacted the Roads section of the 
Transportation Division, which is currently undergoing a business model 
review evaluating various approaches to snowplowing. While some Fleet 
opportunities have been identified for immediate action, a number have 
simply been deferred pending the results of that business model review. This 
will generate deferral savings in 2021 and potential future savings depending 
on the outcome of their review. 

d) Future work will be undertaken in 2021 which will identify additional 
opportunities for savings in the 2022 capital program. The elimination of 
specific vehicles may lead to other increases in operating costs which will be 
evaluated in consultation with impacted program areas prior to final 
recommendations.  

4. Background: 

Fleet utilization studies generally look at the usage patterns for specific vehicles 
and identify those that are underutilized as opportunities for savings. This process 
has already been built into the Region’s annual fleet procurement cycle as a result 
of the 2015 Fleet Management Program Review.  
Fleet Management conducts both ongoing and annual utilization reviews for all 
Regional vehicles (except GRT vehicles) using established thresholds for low 
utilization.  Following this analysis, annual procurement reviews are setup with 
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each program area to discuss both current/future operational needs and low 
utilization vehicles.  

Program areas are required to provide a business justification to retain each low 
utilization vehicle. Vehicles with a validated business case go through a secondary 
review process to identify lower cost means to support the business needs. In 
most cases, the vehicles are supported with Corporate fleet pool vehicles and/or 
future acquisitions of used vehicles. Vehicles without a validated business case 
are removed from the program area. 

As a result of the annual Fleet Management utilization studies, many cost saving 
solutions have been implemented since 2015, including heavy equipment rebuilds, 
one time deletion of Fleet assets, downgrade from “New Asset” replacement to 
“Repurpose Asset” replacement, etc. 

5. Area Municipality Communication and Public/Stakeholder Engagement: 

The Office of Corporate Performance provides oversight and guidance to the 
review process. Key internal clients from all areas of the organization are expected 
to be consulted at various stages of the review.  

6. Strategic Plan: 

This review meets the 2019-2023 Corporate Strategic Plan objective 4.5 Ensure 
the Region provides value for money and long term financial sustainability under 
Strategic Focus Area 4 Healthy, Safe and Inclusive Communities. 

7. Financial Implications: 

The initial projected 2021 capital requirements were $15,625.000. As a result of 
both the fleet utilization review which is part of the annual budget process and the 
2019 KPMG Service review, the 2021 capital requirement has been reduced to 
$3,991,000. Significant savings are also under consideration for 2022. 

8. Conclusion / Next Steps: 

An update report on the additional fleet savings opportunities will be provided as 
part of the 2022 budget process. 
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9. Attachments / Links: 

Appendix A: Detailed summary of 2021 Fleet Budget Adjustments 

Appendix B: KPMG 2019 Service Review Opportunities  

 

Prepared By:  Rick Ellig, Manager, Fleet Management 

Ellen McGaghey, Director, Facilities and Fleet Management 

Reviewed By: Ellen McGaghey, Director, Facilities and Fleet Management 

Approved By:  Craig Dyer, Commissioner, Corporate Services/ Chief Financial Officer 
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Appendix A: Detailed summary of 2021 Fleet Budget Adjustments 
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Appendix B: KPMG 2019 Service Review Opportunities 18 
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Region of Waterloo 

Corporate Services 

Corporate Finance 
 

To: Budget Committee 

Meeting Date: January 12, 2021 

Report Title:  2021 Tax Supported Budget Update 
 

1. Recommendation: 

That the Regional Municipality of Waterloo take the following action with respect to the 
preliminary 2021 Tax Supported Operating Budget and 2021-2030 Tax Supported 
Capital Plan as set out in Report COR-CFN-21-04 dated January 12, 2021: 

a) Amend the 2021 budget to reflect increased Safe Restart Funding in the 
amount of $5,644,000 to help offset the impact of COVID-19 in 2021; 

b) Reduce the 2021 budget for assessment delivery services provided by the 
Municipal Property Assessment Corporation (MPAC) by $54,177;  

c) Reduce the 2021 budgeted contribution from the Tax Stabilization Reserve by 
$5,698,177; and 

d) Increase the preliminary 2021 operating budget by $1,274,715 and 7.5 
temporary FTEs ($0 net ley impact) and amend the 2021-2030 capital plan to 
add $342,500 in expenditure in 2021 and $201,000 in 2022 relating to the 
Community Paramedicine program; and  

That the Regional Municipality of Waterloo request the provincial and federal 
governments to allow Phase 1 and 2 funding allocations under the Safe Restart Fund 
Transit Stream to be retained by municipalities providing public transit services for use 
beyond March 31, 2021. 

2. Purpose / Issue: 

The purpose of this briefing note is to provide Budget Committee with an update on the 
status of the Region’s 2021 Tax Supported Operating Budget, provide information 
relating to recent funding announcements made by the Province, and to recommend 
amendments to the 2021 preliminary tax supported operating budget.  

3. Key Considerations: 
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a) Safe Restart Funding (SRF) - Municipal Operating Stream 

On August 12, 2020 the Province announced the Safe Restart Agreement program 
to provide emergency funding to municipalities. The program includes three 
streams; Municipal Operating, Transit and Social Services Relief Fund.  The 
Region’s Phase 1 allocation under the municipal operating stream is $13.3 million. 
These funds are being used by the Region to help mitigate the impacts of COVID-
19 in 2020 and 2021. An estimated $7.6 million will be carried forward into 2021 
and is currently included in the preliminary 2021 operating budget. 

On December 16, 2020 the Province announced an additional investment of $695 
million under the municipal operating stream to help municipalities manage the 
financial impacts of COVID-19 and start 2021 in a more secure financial position.  
The Region’s allocation from this phase of funding is $5,644,000 and is being 
provided to help with 2021 COVID-19 related operating pressures.   

As noted in report COR-FSD-20-41 dated December 16, 2020 the Region’s net 
COVID-19 impact included in the 2021 preliminary operating budget is an 
estimated shortfall of $8.2 million.  Staff recommend that the 2021 preliminary 
operating budget be amended to include the additional $5.6 million in funding to 
help offset 2021 COVID-19 related impacts.   

b) Safe Restart Funding - Transit Stream 

The Region’s allocation under phase 1 of the SRF transit stream is $16.5 million, 
of which $8.5 million is projected to be utilized to offset net COVID-19 transit 
related impacts in 2020.  Savings from 2020 transit service reductions have 
contributed greatly to the lower use of SRF funding in 2020. Unused SRF phase 1 
transit stream funding can be carried forward and applied to 2021 COVID-related 
impacts, but only up to March 31, 2021.  Based on current estimates, the Region 
expects to use the remaining $8 million in the first quarter of 2021, and this amount 
has been incorporated into the 2021 preliminary tax supported operating budget. 
Any funding not utilized by March 31, 2021 will need to be returned to the 
Province. 

On December 16, 2020 the Province announced that the Region could be eligible 
to receive $20,611,660 in funding under phase 2 of the SRF transit stream, and 
that the Region could also be eligible to receive an allocation of up to $12,384,660 
to address additional pressures based on ridership.  As reported in COR-FSD-20-
28, the Region will not be eligible to claim and utilize these additional allocations 
totalling $33 million as COVID-related costs and revenue losses relating to public 
transit do not exceed the Region’s phase 1 allocation, and any Phase 2 funding 
must also be utilized by March 31, 2021. 

Through report COR-FSD-20-28 dated October 27, 2020 the Region advocated for 
an extension of the use of SRF transit funding beyond March 31, 2021.  While the 
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Region greatly appreciates transit stream funding allocations, transit ridership and 
fare revenue are expected to remain significantly below pre-COVID levels 
throughout 2021. Staff anticipate that 2021 transit ridership will be approximately 
55% of pre-COVID levels, and are estimating a $13 million fare revenue shortfall 
from April-December 2021.  Additional funding is required to assist municipalities 
delivering transit services beyond March 31, 2021. 

Accordingly, staff recommend that the Region continue to advocate that funding 
allocations under both phases of the SRF transit stream be eligible for use beyond 
March 31, 2021 to alleviate ongoing COVID related pressures anticipated to 
extend throughout 2021. 

c) Assessment Services 

The Municipal Property Assessment Corporation (MPAC) approved its 2021 
budget with a 0% levy increase, and has confirmed the Region’s share of the 2021 
levy.  An increase of 1% was included in the Region’s 2021 base operating 
budget. Staff recommend that the 2021 base budget be reduced by $54,177 to 
align with the actual cost allocation. 

d) Tax Stabilization Reserve Funding 

The 2021 preliminary operating budget currently includes a $9.3 million 
contribution from the Tax Stabilization Reserve which is being used to offset costs 
associated with a number of one-time initiatives, including funding strategic 
investments and enhancements to paramedic services, as well as a contribution to 
achieve a tax impact of 0%. 

Staff recommend that the 2021 contribution from the Tax Stabilization Reserve be 
decreased by $5,644,000 to offset the additional SRF Municipal Operating Stream 
allocation to the Region and by $54,177 due to the budget reduction for MPAC 
services, for a total reduction in funding from the Tax Stabilization Reserve of 
$5,698,177.  Reducing reliance on the Tax Stabilization Reserve provides 
additional fiscal capacity to deal with ongoing impacts of the pandemic in 2021. 

The recommended budget adjustments maintain a 0% property tax impact for 
Regional services.  

e) Community Paramedicine 

The Ministry of Health, through the Local Health Integration Network (LHIN), 
recently announced 100% operating and capital funding for three years of up to $3 
million annually to provide Community Paramedicine Services. This funding will 
service 1,156 clients currently on a waitlist for placement in a long-term care home 
in the community. The Region of Waterloo has submitted a three-year budget and 
implementation plan to the Province for approval, with the budget submission 
summarized below: 
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  2021 2022 2023 
Expenditure ($000’s)     
Staffing 891  1,596  1,931  
Other operating 383  717  963  
Sub-total Operating 1,275  2,313  2,894  
Capital expenditure 343  201  6  
Total Expenditure 1,617  2,515  2,901  
Revenue ($000's)    
Ministry of Health 1,617  2,515  2,901  
Net Levy Impact 0 0 0 

    
Staffing Requirement 
(Full Time Equivalents)    
Paramedics  5.00  10.00  11.25  
Supervisors 2.50  2.50  2.50  
Total Temporary FTEs 7.50  12.50  13.75  

 
Subject to provincial approval the program will be implemented in April of 2021, 
with operating costs mostly relating to staffing, patient monitoring, vehicles, 
medical supplies and technology.  The capital component relates to the acquisition 
of response vehicles, medical equipment (defibrillators, CPR machines) and an 
electronic records system. 

Staff are recommending that the preliminary 2021 operating budget be increased 
by $1,274,715 and 7.5 temporary FTEs ($0 net ley impact), and that the 
preliminary 2021-2030 capital plan be amended to add $342,513 in expenditure in 
2021 and $201,000 in 2022, funded by the Ministry of Health, to reflect the 
Community Paramedicine program.   

4. Background: 

Report COR-FSD-20-41 dated December 16, 2020 provided Budget Committee with an 
overview of the preliminary 2021 tax supported operating budget and 2021-2030 capital 
program that supports the 2021 Plan: Leading the Region Beyond COVID-19.  A link to 
a package of preliminary tax-supported operating budget and capital program 
summaries was included under section 9 of the report. 

5. Area Municipality Communication and Public/Stakeholder Engagement: 

Report COR-CFN-21-03 also on this agenda summarizes the various public 
engagement and input initiatives carried out throughout 2020 which informed 
development of the 2021 budget. 
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6. Strategic Plan: 

The budget process enables Council to achieve its Corporate Strategic Plan objectives 
by allocating appropriate resources to each focus area. 

7. Financial Implications: 

With the amendments recommended in this report, the preliminary 2021 property tax 
levy for regional services (excluding police) remains unchanged at $395.4 million.  The 
current property tax levy for Regional Services is $5.1 million more than the 2020 
property tax levy (a 1.3% increase).  The property tax impact of Regional Services 
(excluding police) is currently 0% due to 2020 assessment growth in the Region of 
1.3%. 

A 1% change in the tax rate results in a $6 increase per $100,000 of residential 
assessment.  A 1% tax rate increase generates an additional $5.8 million in tax 
revenue. 

8. Conclusion / Next Steps: 

Final approval of the Region’s 2021 tax-supported operating budget and 2021-2030 
capital program will be on January 20, 2021. 

9. Attachments / Links: 

Nil. 

Prepared By:  Christopher Wilson, Manager, Corporate Budgets 

Reviewed By: Cheryl Braan, Director, Corporate Finance 

Approved By: Craig Dyer, Commissioner, Corporate Services/Chief Financial Officer 
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To: Region of Waterloo Council 

Re:  By-law to Establish Fees and Charges 

From: Waterloo Region Age Friendly Committee 

 

Request: That the Region of Waterloo reduce Grand River Transit monthly fares for older adults. 

Background: 

In December 2020, the Waterloo Region Age Friendly Committee presented a proposal to the Budget 
Committee requesting free transit for older adults on Grand River Transit. The request was for free rides for 
people over 65 years old one day per week, and/or free off-peak hours rides for older adults. 

The current monthly GRT transit fare for older adults is $75. That price does not compare well with older adult 
fares from other transit authorities in southern Ontario.  

Monthly seniors’ rate fare comparisons across the 14 Ontario communities:  

1) Brampton -- $15 
2) Hamilton -- $32.50 – people over 80 years old ride free 
3) Ottawa -- $46.75 (a 2.6% increase as of Jan. 1, 2021); free Mon. and Wed. 
4) Woodstock --$48.00 
5) Windsor -- $49.35 
6) Brantford -- $55.50 
7) St. Catharines -- $57.00 
8) Stratford -- $57.00 
9) Burlington -- $61.00 – older adults ride free during off-peak hours Mon-Fri. 
10) Oakville -- $63.05 – older adults ride free all-day Monday 
11) Niagara Falls -- $65.00 
12) Guelph -- $68.00 
13) Grand River Transit -- $75.00 
14) London -- $81.00 (Monday to Friday)  

Rationale: 

The Waterloo Region Age Friendly Committee requests that the Region lower the older adult monthly fare to 
align it with other transit authorities in the area. And, we respectfully request that the Council continue to 
consider free rides for older adults on specific days or during off-peak hours. 

Environment: Lower monthly fares would encourage older adults to use public transit more often than their 
cars. Affordable transit is a critical public service in the Region’s response to climate change. 

Health, social isolation, pandemic:  

• Vulnerable communities, especially low-income older adults, are likely to experience the effects of 
transit cuts or fare increases disproportionately to other sectors.  
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• The ability to escape the social isolation caused by the pandemic will be crucial to the mental and 
physical well-being of older adults as 2021 unfolds. Affordable transit will be key. 

• Less than affordable public transit will exacerbate and compound the effects of social isolation – more 
sedentary behaviour leading to chronic illnesses. 

Renewed ridership: 

• Region of Waterloo Strategic Focus: Sustainable Transportation --  “2.1. Enhance the transit system to 
increase ridership and ensure that it is accessible and appealing to the public.”  

• The Waterloo Region Age Friendly Committee is supporting this strategic focus with its Ride-a-Bus 
initiative for older adults, beginning again this January. We are encouraging older adults to become 
familiar with the transit system, and to use it to reduce their social isolation. 

In conclusion: 

The WHO and United Nations have declared this new decade as the Decade of Healthy Ageing 2021-2030. One 
initiative of this movement is to facilitate the ability of older people to participate in and contribute to their 
communities and society. Examples include access to free or affordable public transit. 

One of the Region of Waterloo Strategic Imperatives is to “foster trusting relationships with people and groups 
to provide effective and excellent responses to community priorities.”  

Our priority is to make public transit affordable and accessible for older adults in the Region. We believe that the 
Region needs to shift its transit fare priorities from the university and college student population (approximately 
50,000 people) to older adults who constitute 14.5% of the population, or almost 76,000 residents. 

As we move into a new year and decade, and as we attempt to recover from the effects of the pandemic, we 
urge the Council to consider new approaches to re-focus priorities for the future. This would mean not repeating 
what has gone before, but to re-imagine initiatives that will meet the current and future needs of the 
population, and especially its older adult contingent. 

With this in mind, the Waterloo Region Age Friendly Committee respectfully requests that the Grand River 
Transit monthly fare for older adults be reduced to align with the median fares in other southern Ontario 
jurisdictions. As well, we urge Councillors to consider free transit for older adults on certain days or during off-
peak hours. 

We thank you for your consideration of this request. 

Respectfully, 

Rick Chambers, for the 

Waterloo Region Age Friendly Committee 
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Office of the Chief of Police 

January 8, 2020 

Regional Chair Karen Redman 
Regional Municipality of Waterloo 
150 Frederick Street 
Kitchener ON N2G 4J3 

Dear Chair Karen Redman, 

Bryan M. Larkin 
Chief of Police 

Re: 2021 Waterloo Regional Police Service (WRPS) Proposed Operating and Capital 
Budget 

On behalf of the members of the Waterloo Regional Police Service, we look forward to presenting 
to the 2021 proposed Operating and Capital Budget to the Finance Committee on Tuesday, 
January 12, 2021. 

As we enter into 2021, your Police Service recognizes the various challenges that our community 
is facing as we look to the future of Waterloo Region. Although the financial crisis, social unrest 
and the continued impact of the global pandemic has created unprecedented challenges, it has 
also provided an opportunity for the Police Service to continue to reimagine the future of policing 
as well as accelerate innovation and learning while continued self-reflection. 

This is a challenging time for policing, as we witness a call to action locally, provincially and 
nationally. The call to action includes reformation, modernization, and the evolution of public 
safety within our communities. The WRPS continues to be renowned for our community policing 
programs, policies as well as commitment to working in partnership with our diverse 
neighbourhoods. Your Police Service is and will continue to partner with all levels of 
government, social and public health as well as other institutions and our community to progress 
the evolution of modern day policing. 

WRPS 2021 Budget preparation has undergone significant reviews including a base budget 
review, Senior and Mid-Leadership Team reviews as well as ongoing analysis by our Finance and 
Assets Branch prior to presentation to the Police Services Board. As we move into 2021, the 
WRPS is proposing a 2021 Net Operating Budget of$185,387k and a Capital Budget of$40,127k. 

Since 2014, in partnership and with the leadership of the Police Services Board, Senior 
Leadership Team and all members of the WRPS, we have been engaged in consistent continuous 
improvement projects, organizational culture change including investments in building an 
inclusive and diverse Service that reflects our vibrant Waterloo Region. 

People Helping People 

Waterloo Regional Police Service 
200 Maple Grove Road, Cambridge, O N  N3H SM! I K W  /Cambridge 519-653-7700 I extension 8700 I bryan.larkin@wrps.on.ca 
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Equally, we have been focused on financial sustainability and have addressed, in partnership 
with the Board and Waterloo Regional Police Association, a series of labour relations matters 
that balance workplace wellness with long-term financial implications. These initiatives include 
a new long-term disability program, a new workplace schedule, implementation of a Regional 
Scheduling Team, which resulted in a 48% reduction in overtime in 2020. 

In 2021, we are launching a modernized organizational structure, the Path Forward, that 
includes a restructuring in Investigative Services Division with a continued focus on Intimate 
Partners Violence, Special Victims, Youth Protection, Cybercrime, Drug Interdiction, Firearm 
Violence, Gang and Hate Crime Intervention and a continued focus supporting victims of 
property and financial crime. 

The Path Forward also reimagines Neighbourhood Policing with a renewed focus on community 
policing, restorative justice, diversion and launches a new Community Safety and Wellbeing 
Branch. The newly formed Community Safety and Wellbeing Branch will develop a mandate that 
will see enhanced IMPACT Team, Mental Health Call diversion in the 911 Communications 
Centre and working with all stakeholders to advance upstream prevention models. 

Our Service continues to support and work cooperatively with a number of upstream service 
providers and agencies in the Region - diverting the largest number of acute care intervention 
requests that we handle to the Regional Connectivity Tables for enhanced community care. We 
also continue to support and participate in a leadership role to advance Wellbeing Waterloo 
Region with its work to build a stronger network to improve the social determinants of health. 

The primary focal point of the Path Forward is our continued commitment to addressing 
systemic racism within policing as well as advancing equity, inclusion and diversity within the 
WRPS. In 2021, the WRPS will also launch a Respect in the Workplace and Leadership Unit that 
will ensure we continue to advance progressive policies that builds a strong, safe workplace for 
all members. The Path Forward includes six key priorities that will guide our continued work as 
well as ensure that inclusion continues to be woven into everything that we do internally and 
externally. 

As your Chief of Police, I want to assure you on behalf of all members that our team is energized, 
embracing the challenges, and committed to the future of policing which includes upstream 
prevention, community-led approaches to resolving complex social situations including mental 
health intervention, homelessness, addiction, intimidate partner and sexual violence. 

We are listening; we will continue to listen to the call to action and will adapt to make our Service 
the best it can be to ensure a safe, healthy and thriving Waterloo Region. Our Region continues 
to be one of the fastest growing communities in Canada and is the tenth largest census 
metropolitan area in Canada. Such success also brings a series of challenges including increased 
demand on policing services. Since 2014, the Violent Crime rate has risen by 10% and we are 
currently the highest rate per capita of the Big 12 Police Services in Ontario. 

It is vital that our Service is able to not only handle the substantial increase in violent crime in 
our community, but that we are able to handle the substantial increase in the world of 
cybercrime as well. The WRPS patrols two neighbourhoods, our traditional communities and the 
cyber community. Every day our members are patrolling the dark web, seizing, extracting, and 
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analyzing digital evidence. We must keep on top of the newest and most reliable technology and 
training to ensure that we protect the most innocent and vulnerable. 

Road safety continues to be a priority for our Service. Waterloo Region residents are asking for 
enhanced traffic enforcement across Waterloo Region, and we applaud the launch of Automated 
Speed Enforcement (ASE). ASE integrated with education, road design and enforcement will 
ensure we continue to create a safe environment for all road users. 

These are highlights of your Police Service as well as a snapshot of our Path Forward and exciting 
initiatives as we head into 2021. 

Please find attached a series of documents to provide greater insight: 

1. WRPS 2021 Briefing Package
2. WRPS 2021 Slide Deck Presentation
3. WRPS Police Services Board Budget Reports
4. WRPS 2019 Annual Report

Every single day, WRPS members across Waterloo Region face a series of unknown situations, 
complex calls for service and put themselves in harm's way for the greater good. I am immensely 
proud of the community leadership, dedication and hard work of all WRPS members. 

In closing, as your Chief of Police, I want to assure you that considerable dialogue, effort and 
development went into the 2021 proposed WRPS Operating and Capital Budget. The WRPS 
recognizes the challenges facing Waterloo Region, and our proposed budget allows your Police 
Service to maintain the level of public safety that our community expects while creating 
opportunities for continued evolution and financial stability. 

Thank you in advance for your continued support, and we look forward to presenting the 
proposed 2021 Budget as well as our continued work with Regional Council. 

Yours truly, 

Cc. s. Jill Eggleton, Police Services Board 
r. Bruce Lauckner, CAO, Region of Waterloo
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Growing Region 
The continued vitality and growth of Waterloo Region has generated increased demands on 
police services. Population growth and the increasing complexity of crime in our Region indicate 
that the demand for policing and the challenges of policing will continue to rise. 

Population, Households, Growth 

Figure 1 Past Population and Population Projection for Waterloo Region. Source: Region of Waterloo. 

• Waterloo Region is the 10th largest Census Metropolitan Area (CMA) in Canada, with a
year-end population of 617,879 in 2019.

• Over the past 15 years, the Region’s population has grown an average of 1.58% per year.
Total household growth over the last 15 years has grown an average of 1.62%.

• The Province’s Growth Plan projects that Waterloo Region’s population will reach 742,000
by 2031.
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Figure 2 Year-end 2019 Population and Household Estimates for Region of Waterloo. Source: Region of Waterloo. 

• In the last decade, the population growth rate increased by 1.5% each year. The highest
rate of growth occurred between 2019 and 2020 at 2.1%.

Figure 3 Total number of dwelling units created. Source: Statistics Canada, Table: 34-10-0066-01. *Includes data up 
to October 2020.

• 2019 saw the highest increase to date, at 108% increase in the total number of dwelling
units created.

• Between 2011 and 2019, the number of dwelling units increased by 86%, adding
approximately 3750 units per year.
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Regional Budget 
The Region of Waterloo is the upper tier government in a two-tiered municipal government 
system. Regional government manages services such as emergency medical services (EMS) or 
paramedics, policing services, emergency shelters, social assistance and housing, transit, 
waste and water. The demands for these types of essential services grow along with the 
population and growth of the Region. 

 

• The Waterloo Regional Tax Levy (inclusive of WRPS) has increased steadily since 2010 by
an average of 4.5%. Between 2019 and 2020, it increased 5.7%.

Figure 4 Regional Tax Levy/Tax Supported Program Budgets, 2010-2020. Source: Regional Budget Books. 
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Paramedic Services Budget 

• The Region of Waterloo Paramedic Services budget has increased steadily since 2010 by
an average of 8.2%. Between 2019 and 2020, it increased 8.7%.

Police Services Budget 

• The Waterloo Regional Police Service budget has increased steadily since 2010, by an
average of 4.7%. Between 2019 and 2020, it increased 6.2%.

Figure 6 Regional Police Service Budgets, 2010-2020. Source: Regional Budget Books. 

Figure 5 Regional Paramedic Services Budgets, 2010-2020. Source: Regional Budget Books. 
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Fire Services Budget 
Fire Services are provided by all seven lower tier municipalities. The following graph shows their 
combined net cost since 2010.  

• The combined seven fire services actuals have also increased steadily since 2010, by an
average of 3.2%.

• Between 2018 and 2019, the combined fire services actuals increased 8.9% (assuming
North Dumfries remained flat between 2019 and 2020 as their information is not yet updated
in the FIR).

Figure 7 Seven Municipal Fire Service Actuals Combined, 2010-2020. Source: Municipal Financial 
Information Return (FIR). 
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WRPS Human Resources 
Human resources, including salaries and benefits, account for approximately 90% of the 
average police budget. Overtime, sick time, and absences all impact the productivity and 
wellness of our members. Talent Acquisition, including attracting, hiring, and retaining members 
are important components of managing human resources, along with creating a modern culture 
of wellness and work-life balance. 

Staffing Levels 
While the regional population and total households has been increasing in Waterloo Region, the 
number of officers per 100,000 population has not kept pace. In 2019, WRPS had 757 actual 
police officers and 388 civilians 

Figure 8 Rate of WRPS Police Officers per 100,000 Population, 2010-2019. Source: Statistics Canada Table 35-10-
0077-01. 

• The police officer rate per 100,000 population in 2019 was down to 131, a decrease of 1%
compared to the 2018 rate. This is below the national and provincial rates of 183 and 174
respectively.

• WRPS has regularly reported police officer to population rates that are lower than the
national average.

• In 2019, Waterloo Region had the lowest police officer to population rate since 2003 when
there were 129.9 officers per 100,000.
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• Among the fifty police services serving municipalities with populations greater than 100,000
across Canada, WRPS continues to be below the average of 148 officers per 100,000.

• Of these 50 municipal police services, WRPS ranks 35th by rate of police officers per 100,000.
In 2018, WRPS ranked 30th by rate of police officers per 100,000.

• WRPS is the 13th largest municipal police service in Canada; 6th largest in Ontario.
• In comparison with the 12 largest municipal police services in Ontario (shown in in dark gray),

WRPS has the 3rd lowest rate of officers per population.

Figure 9 2019 Rate of Police Officers in Municipalities Serving Populations Greater than 100,000. Graph is ordered from highest to 
lowest rates. WRPS is highlighted in blue. The dark gray represents the top 12 largest Ontario municipal police services. No data 
was provided for Hamilton. Source: Statistics Canada Table 35-10-0077-01, 2020. 
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• Over recent years, WRPS has been a leader in using civilian professionals for work that
does not require the authority or training of a police officer. Civilian members offer
specialized skills in areas such as information technology, business and crime analytics, and
employee wellbeing. The salaries of civilian members are generally lower than sworn
members within a police service.

• WRPS has been consistently above both national and provincial comparators when it comes
to the rate of civilians per population; in 2019 WRPS had 67 civilians per 100,000
population.

• WRPS ranks 5th of the largest 12 Ontario municipal police services for the number of
civilians per population as shown in dark gray.

Figure 10 2019 Rate of Civilian Employees for Municipalities Serving Populations of Greater than 100,000. Graph is ordered 
from highest to lowest rates. WRPS is highlighted in blue. The dark gray represents the top 12 largest Ontario municipal police 
services. No data was provided for Hamilton and RCMP services were removed due to rates near zero. Source: Statistics 
Canada Table 35-10-0077-01, 2020.
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Overtime 
• Through various initiatives in 2020, such as a new shift schedule and Regional Scheduling

Team, WRPS has successfully reduced overtime in 2020 by 48% to date.
• As shown in the monthly overtime graph below, overtime is often connected to events

requiring significant resources such as St. Patrick’s Day in March and Homecoming in
September.

• The Voice Radio Contingency Plan, where two officers per vehicle were deployed for safety
until the new radio system was operational, impacted overtime demands in 2019 and 2020.

• For reference, a full-time employee will work 2,080 hours over the course of a year.

Figure 11 WRPS Annual Total Overtime Hours, 2010-2020. Source: WRPS Finance and Assets. 

Figure 12 WRPS Monthly Overtime Hours, 2017-2020. Source: WRPS Finance and Assets. 
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Staff Attrition 
WRPS aims to fill allotted “intakes” of new police recruits at the Ontario Police College (OPC) 
four times each year. 

Figure 13 Uniform Recruitment. Source: WRPS Human Resources. 

• The Human Resources team make great efforts in marketing our Service and the Region of
Waterloo to a wide range of applicants with recruitment nights, information sessions, job
fairs, and community outreach.

• Investing in a new police officer and civilian professional is a significant commitment of time
and resources.

Investing in a new Police Constable 
Prior to hiring, at least 85 hours of time are committed to processing one applicant through the 
process and all the necessary background checks before offering a new Constable position:  

• One Sergeant and three Constables are assigned and dedicated full time to recruitment in
the Human Resources Branch.

• There are a variety of selection stages including a Local Focus Assessment, an Essential
Competencies Interview, and background security clearances which must be passed.

• A psychological screening with a medical practitioner is arranged.
• Prior to a final job offer, a thorough background investigation is completed which includes

interviewing references, conducting in-home visits, and other checks.

Once hired, it takes about 10 months of training before a new officer is ready to serve the 
community on patrol. It is a significant investment of time and resources: 

• In the Training and Education Branch, an Academic team of one Sergeant and two
Constables, along with Constables trained in Practical Skills work together to provide the
WRPS police training for new recruits.

• WRPS runs three weeks of training before the OPC program.
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• The OPC recruit program is 13 weeks. WRPS has at least one full time seconded officer as
a liaison for new recruits at the College (with cost recovery by the Ministry of the Solicitor
General).

• Following OPC, WRPS offers five additional weeks of training on practical skills, with experts
from specialized areas all across the Service.

• New recruits are then paired with a qualified Field Development Officer (FDO) for at least 48
twelve-hour shifts for on the job training.

Retirements 
In recent years WRPS has experienced an increasing number of retirements due to a large 
cohort of new hires in the late eighties and early nineties. 

• Steady consistent hiring practices offer improved opportunity for the organization’s capacity
to recruit, train, and manage resources.

Figure 14 Retirements by Quarter. Source: WRPS Human Resources. 
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Member Wellness 
Our members are our greatest resource, and policing takes its toll on members’ wellness. In 
2017, WRPS created a Wellness Unit dedicated to supporting the overall wellness of our 
employees and their families.  

Figure 15 Average Days of Absence by Quarter. Source: WRPS Human Resources; Statistics Canada Table 14-10-
0196-01. 

• With a modernized short and long term sick leave program, and a focus on member
wellness, the average number of sick days for WRPS members is declining and the second
and third quarters of 2020 dropped below the private sector average.
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• The improvements in accommodations are a result of the Return to Work (RTW)
improvements made in 2017 onwards, including the addition of an Occupational Health
Nurse and new reintegration strategies.

• WRPS continues to offer accommodation options for members facing a variety of challenges
to safely and sustainably stay at, or return to, work pursuant to employment law.

• The nature of the policing profession comes with risks. On average, in 2020 WRPS has had
21 members absent due to occupational injury however these numbers are 15% lower than
the previous year. Occupational Stress Injuries (OSI) account for the majority of WSIB
claims.

Figure 16 Accommodations by Quarter. Source: WRPS Human Resources. 

Figure 17 Occupational Absences by Quarter. Source: WRPS Human Resources. 
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• Pregnancy and Parental leaves of absence are protected statutory leaves, and as such
must be granted by the employer. Parental leaves tend to increase over the summer
months.

Figure 19 Health and Safety by Quarter. Source: WRPS Human Resources. 

• There is a notable increase in hazard reporting. Supervisors and members are becoming
more aware of hazards and are reporting them at a greater rate. The increase in reporting is
due to training and monitoring monthly duty report emails.

• The surge in Hazards for Q2 2020 is due to COVID-19 exposures.
• Types of health and safety reported incidents include: struck/caught; overexertion/strain;

harmful substances/environmental; fall; or assault.

Figure 18 Leaves of Absence by Quarter. Source: WRPS Human Resources. 
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Figure 20 Outreach Calls by Quarter. Source: WRPS Human Resources. 

• Outreach calls to members have increased in 2020, including calls to members who were off
work for COVID-19 related reasons. These calls are made by the Wellness Unit in relation to
on-duty incidents/significant calls and to check in on members off work.
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Increasing Call Demand and Complexity 
Over the last decade, Waterloo Region has seen an increase in demand on policing services 
that outstrips the population growth.  

Calls for Service 
Occurrences are generated to dispatch a call for service and to track demands for police 
services. Occurrences can be generated by calls from the public, online reports and/or initiated 
by an officer. The type of call is selected based on the best information available at the time. 
Many occurrences are not criminal in nature and do not result in a criminal charge; however, 
significant police resources are required to respond. Examples of high volume occurrences 
include unwanted persons, driving complaints, disputes, disturbances, domestic disputes, 
suspicious persons, suspicious vehicles, and mental health related calls for service. 

Figure 21 Citizen Generated Calls (CGC) and Total Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) Occurrences, 2010-2019. 
Source: WRPS Niche Records Management System (RMS). 

• The data table displays the raw totals of each type of event, while the percentages indicate
the proportion of the total. For example, there were 94,762 citizen generated calls (CGCs) in
2010 or 25% of the total occurrences generated in the CAD system that year.

• On average, the CGCs grew 3% per year. Within the decade, the largest growth of CGCs
occurred between 2018 and 2019 at 7%.

• Overall, the number of CGCs rose by 25% between the years of 2010 to 2019. By
comparison, the population of the Region grew by 16% over the same time period.

• Within the decade, the most significant growth occurred between 2010 – 2011 where the
total CAD occurrences rose by 8%. Since then, the total CAD occurrences has hovered
around 300,000 annually.
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Figure 22 Unwanted Persons, 2010-2020 Q3. Source: WRPS Niche RMS as of December 1, 2020. 

• This type of call includes unwanted persons and trespassing at commercial and residential
properties as well as schools and other institutions.

• In 2019, on average an “Unwanted Person” call came into our dispatch every 53 minutes.
(Source: WRPS 2019 Annual Report.)

Figure 23 Driving Complaints, 2010-2020 Q3. Source: WRPS Niche RMS as of December 1, 2020. 

• In 2019, on average a “Driving Complaint” call came into our dispatch every 52 minutes. It
was also the call type that experienced the biggest jump in online reporting, up 26%.
(Source: WRPS 2019 Annual Report.)

• Driving complaints dropped slightly during 2020 due to there being fewer drivers on the road
early during the pandemic.
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Figure 24 Disturbances and Disputes, 2010-2020 Q3. Source: WRPS Niche RMS as of December 1, 2020. 

• Disturbances are usually dispatched as a priority one call and may involve a physical
altercation between one or more persons. Due to the risk of injury and property damage,
disturbances usually require more than one police officer to respond.

• Disputes can include neighbor or landlord/tenant disputes, disputes at commercial locations
or workplaces, and public demonstrations.

• Domestic, familial, and elder disputes are their own occurrence types.
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Figure 25 Domestic Disputes, 2010-2020 Q3. Source: WRPS Niche RMS as of December 1, 2020. 

• Domestic disputes require a minimum of two officers to respond and often require additional
response from investigators in the Intimate Partner Violence Unit.

• Domestic disputes have increased during the pandemic and are expected to exceed 2019 in
number of occurrences.

Figure 26 Suspicious Persons and Vehicles. Source: WRPS Niche RMS as of December 1, 2020. 

• There has been a steady increase in suspicious person occurrences over the last decade
with a 59% increase between 2010 and 2019.

• Despite there being fewer drivers on the road during 2020, suspicious vehicle occurrences
are expected to be near what was seen in 2019.
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Figure 27 Mental Health Occurrences, 2010-2020 Q3. Source: WRPS Niche RMS as of December 1, 2020. 

• According to the Semi Monthly Statistical Reports for September, 2020, both Unwanted
Persons and Mental Health occurrences are above the five year average and expected to
exceed 2019 numbers by the end of the year.

• More than half of the crisis calls received are also responded to by the IMPACT team which
is a partnership between police and the Canadian Mental Health Association. More details
are in the Partnerships section of this document.

Figure 28 Attempt Suicide Occurrences, 2010-2020 Q3. Source: WRPS Niche RMS as of December 1, 2020. 

• Attempt suicide occurrences closely follow the pattern of mental health occurrences and the
response will often include members of the IMPACT team.
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Figure 29 Selected Sudden Death Occurrences, 2010-2020 Q3. Source: WRPS Niche RMS as of December 1, 2020. 

• Police are often the first on scene of suicide and accidental overdose calls and are required
to ensure the death is not suspicious.

• Sudden death occurrences require a response from Patrol, IMPACT team, Detectives and/or
Major Crime investigators as well as the Coroner.

• Sudden Death occurrences do not represent an official cause of death and is based on the
best information available to the officer at the time of the occurrence.
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Overdoses 
The opioid crisis is a growing and evolving problem occurring nationally, provincially and locally. 
The Waterloo Regional Police Service and Region of Waterloo Paramedic Services are 
collaborating to monitor suspected opioid related overdoses. The chart below includes the 
number of suspected opioid overdoses where police and/or paramedics have responded.  

Figure 30 Overdoses in the Region of Waterloo, 2016 – 2020. Source: WRPS, Waterloo Region Integrated Drug 
Strategy. 

• This data includes the number of suspected opioid overdoses where police and/or
paramedics have responded. Fatal and non-fatal overdoses are included and the data is
subject to change as findings may be preliminary.

• Please note that the 2018 data on fatalities is based on preliminary data from the Office of
the Provincial Coroner. The 2019 data is as reported by WRPS.

WRPS began equipping officers with Naloxone in January 2018. Naloxone is a life-saving drug 
that can temporarily reverse the effects of an opioid overdose and allow enough time to get the 
person medical help.  

WRPS Administered Naloxone 
2018 2019 2020 

Non-Fatal 36 59 45 
Fatal 1 4 3 
Total 37 63 48 

Figure 31 WRPS Administered Naloxone. Source: WRPS Niche RMS. 

• WRPS officers administering Naloxone have saved 140 lives in our community since 2018.
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Road Safety 
Road safety has been a top community priority for over a decade. Much of the work done by the 
officers in the Traffic Services Unit is proactive in nature and is focused on reducing the impact 
the Fatal Four offences have on the community. The Fatal Four offences included: (1) Impaired 
driving, (2) Speeding/aggressive driving, (3) Seatbelts use, and (4) Distracted driving. 

Road Safety Charges 

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 
2020 to 
Nov 30 TOTAL 

Impaired Driving  825  866  860  785  803  725   4,864 

Speeding 13,358 11,323 11,629   8,854   7,253   9,223  61,640 
Stunt  101   86  163  192  143  318   1,003 
Aggressive Driving   5,803   5,593   5,854   5,131   3,187   2,571  28,139 
Dangerous Driving  160  173  196  194  238  190   1,151 
Seatbelts   1,064  874  829  762  651  549   4,729 
Distracted Driving   1,614   1,160   1,323   1,351  711  611   6,770 

Other HTA charges 11,852 13,195 14,111 13,200 12,168   8,753  73,279 
CAIA   3,764   3,671   3,794   3,308   2,982   2,117  19,636 

Total Charges 38,541 36,941 38,759 33,777 28,136  25,057  201,211 
Figure 32 Road Safety Charges. Sources: WRPS Traffic Services. WRPS Niche Records Management System, E-
MVC and Ministry of Transportation Inquiry Services System (MTO/ISS) as of November 30, 2020. 

Highway Traffic Act (HTA) Impaired Driver Suspensions 

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 
2020 to 
Nov 30 TOTAL 

Over 50 BAC (HTA 48) 177 196 201 222 228 147 1,171 
90 Day Susp. for 80+ or 
Refusal* (HTA 48.3) 460 488 455 431 412 348 2,594 
90 Day for DRE Confirmed 
Impaired** (HTA 48.3.1) 0 9 47 43 72 103 274 
Other HTA Suspensions 0 4 17 24 55 78 178 
Total HTA Suspensions 637 697 720 720 767 676 4,217 

Figure 33 Highway Traffic Act (HTA) Impaired Driver Suspensions. Source: WRPS Traffic Services. Ministry of 
Transportation Suspension and Impoundment Management System (SIMS) as of November 30, 2020. *90 day 
suspensions that were issued and does not included suspensions completed via warrant. ** 90 day suspensions that 
were issued and does not include suspensions completed via warrant or DRE (Drug Recognition Evaluator) 
evaluations that were ruled out. Cancelled suspensions/impoundments are not included in this table. 

• Drug related impaired driver suspensions have increased significantly in recent years
despite extensive public campaigns and media efforts to educate drivers on the dangers of
impaired driving.

• Laying charges related to impaired driving, whether due to alcohol or drugs, requires
specialized training and equipment; WRPS currently has 12 officers trained as Drug
Recognition Evaluators.
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Fatal Collisions 

2015 2016 2017 2018 
2019 to 
Nov 30 

2020 
YTD 

Yearly Total 14 11 12 9 16 19 
Fatal Collisions where at Least 1 Fatal 
Four Offence was determined to be a 

Factor 11 10 5 6 13 16 
Figure 34 Fatal Collisions. Source: WRPS Traffic Services as of November 30, 2020. 

• When investigating a fatality, the investigating officer will spend 40-60 hours on a single fatal
collision.

• In addition to the investigating officer, a team of Traffic Services officers will spend
approximately 6-8 hours at the scene of the crash to investigate and gather evidence.

• 2020 has seen more fatalities on our roads than any other year since 2008 when there were
18 fatal collisions that resulted in 20 deaths. So far this year, there have been 19 fatal
collisions that have resulted in 20 deaths.
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Changes in Crime 
It should be noted that crime data is only representative of what is reported to police. There are 
many factors which may influence police-reported crime such as: our community’s willingness to 
report, available police resources, police service priorities, crime prevention measures, targeted 
enforcement practices, and other avenues of reporting crime that do not get relayed to the 
police. 

Disrupting a 4-year trend of increases, overall crime has now decreased in Waterloo Region.1 In 
2019, there were 37,698 counts of Total Criminal Code Violations (Excluding Traffic) which 
denotes crime is down 2.3% from the previous year. As can be seen in the graphs below, the 
decreases in crime has been driven by a drop in property crimes but Waterloo Region now has 
the highest rate of violent crime compared to the 12 largest municipal police services in Ontario. 

Total Crime Rate 
The crime rate is a measure of the actual volume of police-reported crime per 100,000 persons. 
The overall crime rate is composed of offences grouped into three categories: (1) violent 
offences or crimes against persons; (2) crimes against property; and (3) other Criminal Code 
(CC) violations.

• In Waterloo Region, the total crime rate (excluding traffic) decreased by -4%.
• Despite this decrease, of the 12 large municipal police services included in this report, the

overall crime rate in Waterloo Region continues to be the fourth highest in 2019.

Figure 35 Total Crime Rate (Excluding Traffic), Per 100,000 Population. Source: Statistics Canada Table 35-10-0180-01. 
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Property Crime Rate 
The change in total crime rate has been driven by a decrease in property crime in Waterloo 
Region. Since 2010, the property crime rate has remained above the Ontario rate for Waterloo 
Region. Waterloo Region’s property crime rate decreased by 4% from 2018 but is the fifth 
highest of the other municipal police services. 

Figure 36 Property Crime Rate, Per 100,000 Population. Source: Statistics Canada Table 35-10-0180-01. 

• The decrease in the property crime rate has been driven by a decrease in some high
volume property crimes including 279 fewer break and enters (over 2,500 counts), 192
fewer vehicle thefts (over 800 counts), 381 fewer thefts under $5000 (over 3,500 counts)
and 236 fewer thefts under $5000 from motor vehicles (over 3,700).

• Two property crimes that increased in 2019 were Shoplifting $5000 or Under (+230, up
9.6%) and Identity Theft (+77, up 28.3%), though there are still thousands of instances of
Fraud (2,715) and Mischief (3,330) holding relatively steady.

• Other Criminal Code Violations that went up include Production/Distribution of Child
Pornography criminal charges went up 93.1% (+81 counts) and Possession of Weapons (up
5.4% with 530 counts). [not graphed above]

• Possession of opioids continued to trend upwards. This crime went from eight counts in
2017 to 139 counts in 2018 to 257 in 2019. That is an 82.9% increase compared to last
year. Methamphetamines is still the most frequent charge of drug Possession and is holding
steady. Similarly, both Opioids and Methamphetamines experienced the highest Trafficking
charges. [not graphed above]
(Source: Waterloo Regional Police Service Criminal Offence Summary [All Count], 2019)
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Violent Crime Rate 
While the decrease in property crime is good news for the residents of Waterloo Region, of 
great concern is the significant increase in violent crime. The violent crime rate has been 
increasing in Waterloo Region since 2014 and is above the Ontario crime rate.  

Figure 37 Violent Crime Rate, Per 100,000 Population. Source: Statistics Canada Table 35-10-0180-01. 

• Waterloo Region’s violent crime rate rose 10% from last year and is the highest of the 12
largest municipal police services in the province.

• The increase in violent crime translates to 1,628 more victims in 2019 than there were in
2018.

• Driving factors pushing the Violent Crime rate higher were Assaults (+976 counts, up
23.1%), Sexual Violations (+136 counts, up 15.6%), Violations Resulting in Deprivation of
Freedom (+46 counts, up 32.4%), and Other Violations (+460 counts, up 17.4%). Specific
crimes with hundreds more incidents in 2019 included Assault Level 1 (+760), Utter Threats
(+342), Assault with a Weapon (+234), and Sexual Assault Level 1 (+141). Robbery (+83)
and Forcible Confinement (+52) also rose. (Source: Waterloo Regional Police Service
Criminal Offence Summary [All Count], 2019).

• In 2020, there were seven murder victims, one manslaughter victim, and eight attempted
murders in Waterloo Region (Source: WRPS Major Crime).
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Total Crime Severity Index 
Where the per capita rates look at the total number of crimes, the Crime Severity Index (CSI) 
measures both the volume and severity of police-reported crime in Canada. The CSI for 
Waterloo Region has remained above that of the province for the last decade.  

Figure 38 Total Crime Severity Index. Source: Statistics Canada Table 35-10-0188-01. 

• The decrease in property crime in Waterloo Region resulted in a slight decrease with the
CSI going from 73.8 in 2018 to 73.0 in 2019.

• Currently Waterloo Region’s overall CSI is the fourth highest of the other 12 large Ontario
municipal police services.
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Non-Violent Crime Severity Index 
The Non-Violent CSI takes into account both property crime and other Criminal Code violations. 
The Non-Violent CSI reflects the decrease in total property crime violations discussed above. 

Figure 39 Non-Violent Crime Severity Index. Source: Statistics Canada Table 35-10-0188-01. 

• In 2019 Waterloo Region’s Non-Violent CSI also changed from being the 5th highest to the
4th highest of the 12 largest municipal police services in Ontario, and continues to remain
above the median level.
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Violent Crime Severity Index 
Violent Crime severity Index measures overall volume and severity of Violent Crime. The Violent 
Crime Severity index has been increasing since 2014.  

Figure 40 Violent Crime Severity Index. Source: Statistics Canada Table 35-10-0188-01. 

• In 2019, Waterloo Region’s Violent CSI increased from the 5th highest index among
Ontario’s 12 largest municipal police services to the 4th highest

• The Violent CSI for Waterloo Region continues above the provincial index for the third year
in a row and is 7% higher than the previous year.
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Firearm Violations 
Across Canada, there has been an increase in crime involving guns and this trend has been 
evident in Waterloo Region. One way WRPS is monitoring firearm activity is through Uniform 
Crime Report (UCR) criminal code violations. The following chart shows how the number of 
firearms violations (based on the most serious violation) have been changing over time and how 
WRPS compares with the other 12 large Ontario municipal police services.  

Figure 41 Rate of Firearms Violations, Per 100,000 Population. Source: Statistics Canada Table 35-10-0188-01. 

• Firearms related violations include discharging a firearm with intent, using a firearm in the
commission of an offence, and pointing a firearm.

• Waterloo Region saw a 46% increase in the rate of firearms violations between 2018 and
2019, bringing the rate to 7.6 firearms violations per 100,000 population.

• The rate in Waterloo Region is above the median for other large municipal police services in
Ontario, and notably above the rates for other GTA municipalities including Peel Region,
York Region, Durham Region and Halton Region.
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Shootings 
Crimes involving firearms have been increasing across Canada. Waterloo Region has seen a 
significant increase in the number of occurrences involving guns. In 2019, WRPS developed a 
standard definition of a “shooting” due to the increase in volume locally and a lack of standard 
definition at a provincial or national level. WRPS began tracking shootings based on Toronto 
Police Service’s definition: "a shooting includes incidents where the victim(s) was reported to 
have been shot or shot at with a real firearm (firearm as defined under the Criminal Code of 
Canada and refers to any incident where evidence exists that a bullet(s) was discharged from a 
real firearm including accidental discharge (non-police), celebratory fire, drive-by, etc. and that it 
excludes events such as suicide, dispatch animal, police-involved or any event where the 
weapon used was not a real firearm (such as pellet gun, air pistol, “simulation” etc.)”. This 
definition will be incorporated into a National definition through the Uniform Crime Report (UCR) 
survey of Statistics Canada.  

Figure 42 Count of Shootings in 2019–2020. Source: WRPS Niche Records Management System. 

• There were 15 shooting incidents in Waterloo Region throughout 2020.
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Arrests and Charges 

Figure 43 Total Arrests by WRPS, 2010-2020. Source: WRPS Niche Records Management System. *2020 is as of 
November 30, 2020. 

• WRPS makes an average of 14,044 arrests per year. Between 2010 and 2019 there has
been an increase of 27% in the number of arrests.

Figure 44 Charges Laid by WRPS 2010-2020*. Source: WRPS Niche Records Management System. *2020 is as of 
November 30, 2020.. 

• Since 2010, WRPS has laid over 537,000 charges.
• There is an average of 60,718 total charges per year.
• Average Criminal Code charges make up 33% of total charges, with steady increase since

2013 and peaking in 2019.
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Increasing Investigative Complexity 
Changes in police investigations stem from changes in new and evolving law, technology, public 
expectations, and economic conditions. Some significant recent case law has also had a 
profound impact on requirements, complexity, and time.  

Virtually every aspect of society has been touched by technology. Technology has quickly 
evolved and continues to evolve at unprecedented rates. The result has been the advent of, and 
increased frequency in, more technical investigations. In many cases, criminals have been able 
to commit crime on a large scale, and to some degree, they have been able to commit these 
crimes in anonymity. Internet and smart phone providers, software and hardware developers 
have increased security measures in order to protect their consumers. Technology devices are 
increasingly developed with more and more advanced encryption and privacy capabilities.  

In many investigations, judicial authorization(s) are required in order to be able to investigate 
cases and bring evidence to court. Computers and phones contain an abundance of information 
for most people and often multiple judicial authorizations are required for the evidence they 
contain. The preparation of these judicial authorizations and the need to extract and analyze this 
information is time consuming. For example, officers can spend up to 10 hours or more on one 
judicial authorization depending on the complexity. 

Average Criminal Workload per Officer 
The Region of Waterloo is one of 16 municipalities participating in the Municipal Benchmarking 
Network (MBN) Canada partnership that collects comparable data on 36 service areas to 
analyze, share and inspire continuous improvement. Policing is one of these service areas. The 
number of reported criminal code incidents per police officer is a measure indicative of an 
officer’s workload, although it is important to note that it does not capture many aspects of 
policing such as traffic or drug enforcement, proactive policing, crime prevention or the provision 
of assistance to victims of crime. 

Figure 455 Number of Reported Criminal Code Incidents (Non-Traffic) per Police Officer. Source: Municipal 
Benchmarking Network (MBN) Canada, PLCE305. 2019 MBNCanada Performance Report, p.169. 
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• WRPS reported 31,345 total number of non-traffic criminal code incidents in 2019. This
represents a workload of 41 incidents per officer or the 5th highest workload amongst other
Canadian municipalities participating in MBNCanada.

• When comparing to the five upper-tier municipalities in a two-tiered system, WRPS ranks 1st
with the highest workload and is well above the upper-tier municipalities’ median of 23
incidents per officer by 18 incidents.

• Since 2010, the number of incidents per officer has increased by 13% with the largest
growth occurring between 2016 to 2018.

Decreasing Clearance Rates 
Compared to the 12 other large municipal police services in Ontario, WRPS is below the median 
level for clearing crimes. Clearance rates represent the proportion of criminal incidents solved 
by police.  

Figure 46 Total Weighted Clearance Rate. Source: Statistics Canada Table 35-10-0188-01. 

• As in the previous year (2018), Waterloo Region’s weighted clearance rates for all three
categories (violent, non-violent and total weighted) declined again in 2019 by 8-10%.

• There is a direct correlation between the decreasing clearance rates and the increasing
criminal workload per officer, as shown on the next page.

• The complexity of investigations, the concern for victims, the desire for justice, and the need
to prioritize the waiting workload were common themes from a recent review of Investigative
Services. All WRPS investigative units must prioritize cases based on a threshold of criteria
to be met including: incident exigencies, active cases and threat to victim or public safety.

• Particularly in some investigative areas such as child exploitation, there is workload for an
infinite number of investigators, and a very high impact on young victims in our community.
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Judicial Authorizations 
A warrant is a judicial order by a Judge or Justice of the Peace that authorizes a named person 
to enter into a location and seize specified evidence that is relevant to an offence. The warrant 
permits intrusion of a person's reasonable expectations of privacy. A search warrant is a 
"staple" investigative tool that assists police officers in determining the nature of a criminal 
offence and the identity of the culprit. Proceeding by warrant ensures our Service considers and 
applies privacy interests and the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms. 

• As of December 1, 2020, WRPS has applied for 625 Judicial Authorizations representing a
42% increase over the previous year.

• Since 2010 there has been a 979% increase in Judicial Authorizations.
• This significant increase is due to the number of investigations and an ever-expanding body

of case law that has mandated additional judicial authorizations in scenarios where none
was previously required.

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020*
Number 63 86 187 290 335 315 339 364 441 680
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Figure 47 Judicial Authorization Applications, 2011-2020. Source: WRPS Niche Records Management System. *The 
2020 predicted year-end value is based on available data from January 1 to November 30, 2020.
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Warrants 

Figure 48 Warrants, 2019 and 2020. Source: WRPS Niche Records Management System. *The 2020 predicted year-
end value is based on available data from January 1 to November 30, 2020. 

There are many different types of judicial authorizations or warrants depending on the 
circumstances and the required evidence: 

• A search warrant allows entry to a particular area to search for evidence of a crime.
• A Production Order compels a person, including an organization, to disclose documents and

records to an authorized peace officer.
• A Controlled Drug and Substances Act (CDSA) warrant is issued under the CDSA regarding

these types of investigations.
• A Feeney warrant is a warrant allowing the police to come onto a property and into a home

or business to arrest the person whose name is on the warrant.
• A Tracking Warrant for Transactions and Things authorizes the police or a person acting

under their direction to install, activate, use, maintain, monitor and remove a tracking device
to track the location of transactions or the location or movement of a thing (e.g., vehicle).

• A Tracking Warrant for Individuals authorizes the police or a person acting under their
direction to install, activate, use, maintain, monitor and remove a tracking device to track an
individual’s movement by identifying the location of a thing that is usually carried or worn by
the individual.

• A Transmission Data Recorder (TDR) warrant authorizes the police to obtain transmission
data by means of a TDR.

• A DNA Warrant authorizes the taking of bodily substances for DNA analysis.
• A General Warrant authorizes the use of investigative techniques, procedures or devices, or

other things to be done, that would otherwise constitute unreasonable searches.
• A One Party/Part VI Warrant relates to wiretaps and private communications.
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Case Law Regarding Technology, Warrants and Staffing 
While the need to gain judicial authorization is not new, there is an ever expanding body of case 
law which has mandated additional judicial authorizations in scenarios where they were not 
previously required such as technology. These rulings impact staffing needs, workload 
requirements, caseloads, clearance rates, and may increase overtime. Below are a few 
examples of recent case law decisions of note: 

• R. v. Spencer, [2014]: In this case, the issue was whether the police could request and
obtain subscriber information from an Internet Service Provider (ISP) regarding internet
subscriber information associated with an Internet Protocol (IP) address. The Supreme
Court of Canada (SCC) ruled that the request for subscriber information infringed on the
guarantee against unreasonable search and seizure. While the decision dealt solely with
ISP’s, telecommunication companies took it to mean that court orders were required for
even basic subscriber data, which is something previously available from a phone book.
Many other businesses and organizations are adopting a similar privacy-centric approach
causing an increase in the demand for Judicial Authorizations (e.g., Production Orders).
There are already examples of businesses requesting production orders for their exterior
video surveillance in situations where there is no reasonable expectation of privacy or legal
requirement for a court order.

• R. v. Fearon, [2014]: An officer can conduct a search without a warrant immediately after
an arrest to ensure officer and public safety. In R. v. Fearon, the court found that only in rare
and exceptional circumstances can an electronic device be searched in such a situation and
that in most cases a warrant should be sought to search electronic devices.

• R. v. Jordan, [2016]: In this case, the court rules that cases must be heard within 18
months at provincial court and 30 months for those heard in Superior Court. Once the time
period between the laying of the charge(s) and the end of trial exceeds this, it is presumed
to be unreasonable. Due to the amount of investigations requiring judicial authorizations,
increased volume, and backlogs to extract data from cell phones and, the burden to meet
the obligations in R. v. Jordan is great.

• R. v. Marakah, [2017]: In this case, the court ruled that senders of electronic messages
may retain an expectation of privacy over their sent messages, even when these messages
are viewed on a recipient’s device. Ultimately, a person’s privacy rights extend to their
phone or device but may also extend to the phone or device of the recipient of the
messages. This means that warrants are now regularly required to view these messages or
retrieve data from a victim or witness’ phone. Of note, this has had a significant impact on
overdose death investigations, where warrants are now needed to search the deceased’s
phone.

• R. v. Reeves, [2018] SCC 56: In this case, the court ruled that one person cannot waive
another person’s privacy interest, which limits investigator’s ability to proceed by way of
consent when searching a shared space or device (such as family, school or business
computer).

• R. v. Yu, [2019]: In this case, the court ruled that there is a limited expectation of privacy in
common areas of a condominium or apartment (such as the hallways) meaning police
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cannot undertake video or other forms of previously lawful surveillance in those areas 
without judicial authorization.  

• R. v. Pascal, [2020]: In this case, the Court of Appeal has added additional first party
disclosure requirements as it relates to victims and witnesses that requires the police to
conduct criminal records checks for all Crown victims/witnesses and disclose additional
occurrence reports if requested from the Crown.

• Special Investigations Unit Act, 2019 effective December 1, 2020: This Act has
expanded the Special Investigations Unit (SIU)’s mandate, with new timelines, and
additional notification for all discharges of a firearm at a person regardless if there are any
injuries. Therefore, it is anticipated that more matters, more claims for indemnification under
the Collective Agreement, more overtime, and more temporary off-lining of equipment and
facilities (e.g., cells, vehicles, use of force options, uniforms, etc.) while SIU investigates.

In January 2017, a decision in R. v. M.G.T. was highly critical of Crown practices that did not 
automatically release all 9-1-1 calls as part of the initial disclosure package, as required by R. v. 
Stinchcombe. Following this decision, a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) framework was 
created for use as a disclosure protocol across Ontario police services. The Provincial 
Framework Phase II MOU with the Ministry of the Attorney General requires compliance 
with respect to: 

• Disclosure of audio, video and 9-1-1 calls;
• New disclosure timelines to meet for certain offences (14 days for impaired operation and

intimate partner violent occurrences, 21 days for all others);
• Crown requests (replies within 14 days);
• Accused transcriptions;
• Transcription of direct digital evidence which includes surveillance/wire taps, cell phone,

computer aided dispatch (CAD) recording, breath room and cell block audio/video and
unmanned aerial vehicle recordings;

• Translation of all witness statements or evidence into one of the two official languages;
• Redaction of CAD and electronic Motor Vehicle Collisions (MVCs);
• Adoption of in-car and body worn cameras by WRPS and its required disclosure; and
• It is anticipated that officers will have to attend more court days which will negatively impact

our ability to meet staffing and may cause increases in overtime.

WRPS Impacts from Provincial Justice COVID-19 Measures 
The impact of COVID-19 has changed the way the Provincial judicial system operates. As a 
result, the courthouse is not open to the public, trials are no longer in person, and prisoners are 
being held longer in WRPS custody. 

• WRPS Community Resource Officers at Central Division are now sitting in on community
meetings with community partners who now run a remote Court in the community.

• The Provincial Justice system now requires WRPS to provide facility space to hold Officer
testimony as officers are not allowed in the Court buildings.
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• Many marginalized and vulnerable members of the community have no access to
technology or knowledge of using it. As a result, they are showing up at the Courthouse to
log onto a virtual platform in the front area of the building and WRPS Special Constables are
now assisting them with access to the justice system.

• WRPS Central Division is assuming additional cleaning costs due to overnight bail as
prisoners are staying in Central Division and people are being held in cells longer creating
sanitization issues.

• First appearance at Courts for fingerprinting has been cancelled. WRPS Special Constables
are now driving to Headquarters to do this at the Police Reporting Centre (PRC) since
people are not allowed in the Courthouse. This requires an additional vehicle for Special
Constables to travel to Headquarters.

• Investigative officers have to do extra follow up with victims and the virtual trial process.
Investigators are now coordinating with people to ensure they have proper computer
requirements.

• If someone does not attend for virtual Court, the Province is no longer issuing warrants. As a
result, Bench summons are being served again. In one week alone, 180 summons were
required. WRPS contracts this service for $40 per summon. This additional workload is
expected to increase significantly to a cost of $800 -$1200 a day for this change.

• The Province is trying to create hubs at libraries and city halls so those without computers
can access one for Court. This creates problems with lack of security, privacy and potential
COVID-19 exposure by trying to facilitate Court in a public location.

• Due to COVID-19, fingerprinting ceased for two months at Courts so people were not
printed. As a result, there are now 380 Fail to Appear (FTA) warrants issued which Justices
of the Peace are not signing. This has created a backlog causing significantly more work.

• WRPS Court Services requested a $15,000 card scanner as many prisoners were in a cell
because they were unable to be fingerprinted before their First Appearance. The scanner
was purchased to take fingerprints on paper and load electronically so they can plead.

• More work is now required to support the Crown, Probation/Parole or agencies that work
from home. Since these agencies are working at home, they do not have full access to
systems so there is more work on WRPS to schedule Officers for Court, etc.

• WRPS is also sending two Special Constables every day to the PRC to do COVID-19
screening for Forensic Identification.

• Due to R. v. M.G.T, Court Services has assigned two Special Constables to assist with
disclosure and backlog starting in January (11 offence types LEVEL 1 now require
disclosure of 9-1-1 recordings).

• Courts are now dealing with a backlog of trials due to COVID-19. The MOU disclosure
framework outlines that transcription of an accused statement is required that will cost
WRPS a minimum off $15,000 with anticipated increases in 2021.
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Changes in Judicial System
With the relaxation of administrative charges (e.g. FTA court) and the elevated release of 
persons on Undertakings versus bail hearings, the Service is now seeing the same offenders 
more frequently. While perhaps lessening the administrative burden at the court level, this has 
increased the demand for policing services in the community.  

Figure 49 Breaches, 2010-2019. Source: WRPS Niche Records Management System. Includes charges for Breach 
of Probation Order (Specific date), Breach of Recognizance, Breach of Probation (P.O.A), Breach of Probation 
(between) and Breach of Conditional Sentence.  

• Since 2010 there has been a steady increase in the number of breaches with a peak in 2017
(93% increase compared to 2010).

Mandatory Training Requirements 
The changes to practical and academic training for police officers over the previous years has 
resulted in changes to the way WRPS conducts business. In addition to the investigative burden 
driven by the courts, police are also responding to changing societal expectations, expanding 
training requirements, and the downloading of costs from other agencies.  

Provincial and Federal Costs 
The Ontario Police College (OPC) and Canadian Police College (CPC) have, and will continue 
to, increase registration fees. A memo on July 10, 2019, from CPC Assistant Commissioner 
Serge Cote informed police services of a 40% increase in tuition fees to cover expenses. The 
OPC have also announced increased course costs to varying degrees depending on the course. 
WRPS does not know specifically what impact this will have for training in 2021 and beyond. 
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Enhanced Practical Training 
• C8 carbine rifles were introduced in 2011 in response to active shooter situations with

particular emphasis on academic institutions. Approximately 300 officers qualified at an
initial 4-day session. Annual half-day requalification sessions and an e-learning component
are required, and there is a cost to purchase, maintain and replace these firearms.

• Conducted Energy Weapon (CEW) were introduced in 2015 to all front line officers after
CEWs were recommended by Coroner inquests and government reports. WRPS extended
deployment of CEWs to all front line officers in compliance with the Police Services Act
(PSA). Prior to this, CEWs were only available to front line supervisors and the Emergency
Response Team (ERT). Initial training for CEWs takes 16 hours including both practical
training and e-learning. Annual requalification takes a half day, and included e-learning. The
cost for a CEW is $2220 per unit with a 5-year warranty. The cost of a cartridge is $57.
Annual training uses five cartridges per member. The cost of cartridges alone is
approximately $220K/year. Batteries are an additional expense ($103 per unit) and have a
5-year replacement lifecycle.

• Recruit training has increased from two weeks to 3½ weeks since 2014 prior to OPC. This is
in response to greater emphasis on academic and practical training to enhance the recruit’s
success at OPC and their overall preparedness. Post OPC training is five weeks with more
emphasis on WRPS specific information including community education, mental health and
equity, inclusivity and diversity. Recruits also receive specific training through job shadowing
in Traffic, General Investigations, Courts and Identification.

• Enhanced Field Development is an additional two weeks of training that occurs midway
through a police recruit’s 48 twelve-hours shifts paired with a qualified Field Development
Officer (FDO).

• Community engagement training occurs approximately one year following the completion of
the FDO program to introduce new officers to the social infrastructure in the Region.
Discussions are underway to expand this training to include introductions to a variety of
community groups to enhance equity, inclusion and diversity knowledge.

Enhanced Academic Training
Many of the procedural changes identified as integral to Investigative Services have required a 
corresponding training component in one form or another. Enhanced academic training has 
been implemented over several years to address this increasing complexity, new legislative 
requirements, and changing societal expectations, for example:  

• Public safety training programs have been broadened to include an enhanced de-escalation
training module to better prepare and assist officers in responding to and managing the
complex and volatile situations they encounter in the performance of their duties.

• Bill C-13, legislation that governs production orders, expanded from one general order to
five specific orders and has required an additional day in the Search Warrant course.

• Bill C-75, legislation that governs powers of release, included changes to the Criminal Code
which precipitated an additional training day.
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• Training began in 2016 on the Collection of Identifying Information in Certain
Circumstances, Ontario Regulation 58/16. Mandatory refresher training is now required
every three years (3 hour e-learning).

Training Bulletins and additional course content for new recruits and officers is required to 
ensure our members are up-to-date on significant case law decisions, such as: 

• The R. v. White/Brewster/Yu case law decision resulted in additional requirements for
investigations related to entry into common areas and placement of devices.

• While being an expectation for 15 years, a more recent decision of the R. v. Garcia/
Machado case law decision, has reconfirmed the need for completion of a Report to Justice
(RTJ) on all items seized. This has added additional administrative time to investigations
and court processes where property has been seized by an officer in the lawful execution of
their duties.

• Recent significant case law has increased the complexity of investigations involving smart
phones as they relate to a persons’ right to privacy. This has been incorporated into the
Constable-in-Training and Search Warrant courses.

• In response to the Supreme Court of Canada (SCC) case R. v. Grant/Subaru/Le/Omar
regarding Investigative Detention, training has been conducted through bulletins and
academic training on investigative detention and associated considerations.

• Due to the R. v. Hamilton/Glenfiend case law decision, a search warrant is now required to
download electronic data from a motor vehicle at a collision scene.

• SCC R. v. Spencer case law decision now requires police to obtain a production order to
request subscriber information for IP addresses. This is a large issue for Internet Child
Exploitation investigations.

In addition, a number of training initiatives have been undertaken to meet legislative 
requirement or the needs of our community or members. Other examples include: 

• Standardized Field Sobriety Testing and Drug Recognition Expert for the investigation of
Impaired by drug operation of a motor vehicle,

• Ongoing training for the administration of Naloxone,
• Introduction of the Cannabis Act and associated enforcement,
• Impaired driving law changes to include mandatory alcohol screening,
• The Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act (AODA),
• The Occupational Health and Safety Act, specifically revisions to WHMIS and mandatory

training for all members and supervisors,
• The Municipal Freedom of Information And Protection of Privacy Act (MFIPPA),
• Appropriate Uniform Crime Reported (UCR) clearance coding of investigation,

specifically around sexual assault investigations,
• Trauma informed interviewing,
• Road to Mental Readiness and training involving member’s mental health protection,
• Incident Management Systems (IMS) training for all uniform supervisors,
• Various training modules associated with dealing with persons with mental health

conditions, and
• Federal Victim Bill of Rights.
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Pivoting Organization 
Equity, Inclusion and Diversity 
Equity, Inclusion and Diversity (EID) and anti-racism is an organizational and developmental 
priority. Since 2005, WRPS has had a team of members who sit on a Diversity Committee to 
bring awareness, education and inclusion to the forefront. Initiatives such as the raising the 
Pride flag, attending multi-cultural festivals, a Diversity and Cultural Competencies Award, and 
ongoing internal training are examples of work done to ensure a more diverse and inclusive 
organization for more than fifteen years. 

The Equity Inclusion and Diversity (EID) Unit was inaugurated in 2017 as a full-time dedicated 
team and began to lead the Service in actively pursuing a diverse and inclusive workforce, as 
well as creating equitable outcomes for our members and the community we serve. Today, our 
EID Unit includes both sworn and civilian members, who come from a variety of backgrounds 
including the BIPOC (Black, Indigenous, and People of Colour) community, the 2SLGBTQ+ 
community, and the South Asian community. The team is also collectively fluent in multiple 
languages. 

Over the last several years much progress has been made in the EID Unit, including the launch 
of internal training on a variety of topics including indigenous awareness, implicit bias 
awareness, and respect in the workplace. These programs have now been made mandatory for 
all Service members. 

The first EID Plan for the Service was launched in early 2020. WRPS is passionate about our 
work within our organization and the community and carrying out our mandate of utilizing equity, 
inclusion, and diversity principles to support and help cultivate a safe and inclusive Waterloo 
Region. 

Efficiencies Over the Last Five Years 
For the last five years, the Service has embarked on Continuous Improvement initiatives, which 
included reviews using Lean Six Sigma methodology to determine innovative and fiscally 
responsible approaches to providing policing services. A list of 47 initiatives undertaken since 
2015 are included in the following table. 
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WRPS Efficiency Projects and Reviews: 2015-2021 

Date Project Problem Description  Savings/Efficiency gained 

1 On-going Reallocation of FTE 
(rather than adding) 

Multiple reviews have taken place, which have resulted in re-allocating 
positions within the organization rather than adding expansion positions 
through the budget process. 

Six positions were re-allocated in the 2020 Budget. Nine positions were re-
allocated within the draft 2021 Budget. 

2 2021 
(TBD) 

Digital Evidence 
Management (DEMS) 

Frontline Support Unit (FSU) currently piloting for submission of digital 
evidence to WRPS as a result of the Pandemic. Provincial solution to be 
finalized.  

Operational efficiencies: Do not require an officer to physically gather 
electronic/digital evidence from complainant. Allows complainant to submit 
any digital evidence they have directly to WRPS easily.  

3 2021 
(TBD) 

Centralized Disclosure WRPS currently has a decentralized model, which is fragmented for case 
preparation and case management. With the implementation of DEMs and 
body-worn cameras, we must examine our processes and organizational 
structure for disclosure to ensure efficiency, that we are utilizing 
technology and keeping pace with best practices and case law 
requirements. 

Targeted efficiencies expected are improvement in quality of briefs; 
minimize risk to prosecutions, and more efficient and agile workflow. 

4 2020-
Ongoing 

Cybercrime Review 

(Lean Six Sigma) 

In 2018, the Staffing and Workload project also identified challenges the 
Unit was facing with respect to workload. Given the demands placed on 
the unit, which has created some backlogs, a review of the Unit is 
necessary to create further efficiencies. Demands currently facing the unit 
include volume of cases, which include intake, imaging, processing, 
analysis and reporting of evidence. 

Currently in Analyze phase. Cybercrime workload analysis being completed 
with recommendations forthcoming.  

5 2020-
Ongoing 

Business Intelligence 
Project 

The Business Intelligence (BI) Project will be developing a suite of 
dashboards and other tools that will allow for the timely and efficient 
visualization and manipulation of operational and administrative data in 
real-time by users from all levels of the organization.  

Will be implementing BI solution to various areas of the Service over the 
next two years. Priority will be for front line patrol and Real Time Operations 
Centre (RTOC). Improved efficiency and transparency by strategic use of 
information to support evidence-based decision-making.  

6 2020-
Ongoing 

Data Management 
Strategy and Data 
Governance 

WRPS has a complex system of entering and using data in a variety of 
different systems for different purposes. WRPS lacks a clear and 
transparent strategy to manage our data, which has led to poor data 
quality and frustration in getting accurate information when it is needed. A 
Data Governance Framework will provide a structure to ensure proper 
management and accountability for our information. The first step will be to 
develop a strategy for how the data will be managed at WRPS. This work 
will build upon the Data Integrity Project and the IT Audit. 

Steering committee and working group formed with goal to have a Data 
Governance model and framework in place for 2021. This strategy will help 
support the success of the Business Intelligence project, improve officer 
safety and investigations by building trust and accuracy in our data, support 
community accountability and reporting, and mitigate organizational risk. 
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Date Project Problem Description  Savings/Efficiency gained 

7 2020-
Ongoing 

Policy and Procedure 
Modernization 

The current Policy and Procedure development and revision process is out 
of date and highly inefficient. Currently, at least 60 or 35% of the 
approximately 185 WRPS procedures are out of date. There are 15 
procedures more than a decade past their recommended review date. 
Under the current process, there are lengthy delays and little 
accountability with no established timelines. It takes a minimum of six 
weeks to complete a minor procedural update and several months to 
revise procedures that are significantly out of date. 

With the goal of mitigating organizational risk and improving efficiency, this 
Policy and Procedure Modernization Project aims to establish a modern, 
sustainable and more agile process for the tracking and revision of WRPS 
Policies and Procedures, build in greater ownership with senior leaders, and 
establish an organizational expectation for all members to remain up-to-date 
and knowledgeable on policy and procedures. 

8 2019-
Ongoing 

Real Time Operations 
Centre 

(Lean Six Sigma) 

The Real Time Operations Centre (RTOC) is a regionalized hub used to 
manage risk by coordinating front line and investigative resources, 
leveraging technology to increase situational awareness and provide 
actionable intelligence to field operations. Included in the RTOC is a 
Regional Scheduling Team (RST) which will provide scheduling 
consistency region-wide using TAMS and E-Rosters. 

The Regional Scheduling Team was implemented in Sept 2020 utilizing re-
allocated positions within the organization, increasing efficiency in 
scheduling and allowing S/Sgts to focus on other duties. Created 
consistency in management of TAMS. Goal to launch full RTOC in July 
2021. 

9 2019-
Ongoing 

Field Support Frontline 
Call Reduction 
Strategies 

The Field Support Division is focusing on call reduction strategies to 
improve service delivery. This includes increasing the volume and type of 
calls handled by the Frontline Support Unit (FSU) and processes in 
Communications such as the expanded use of Text Blue to reduce 
frontline resources required for responding to dropped/silent 9-1-1 calls 

2019 Total incidents handled by FSU – 14,081 

2020 Total incidents handled by FSU (to end of Q3) – 9804 

Above totals include incidents handled via online reporting 

2019 Incidents diverted via Text Blue – 7505 

2020 Incidents diverted via Text Blue (to end of Q3) - 5718 

10 2019-
Ongoing 

Civilianization Currently, civilian members comprise 33% of our entire membership and 
the further expansion of civilianized positions has numerous benefits. 
These include the strategic redeployment of officers, financial offsetting; 
enhanced specialization, stability and consistency; and succession 
planning opportunities for civilian members. There is ongoing 
implementation from recommendations of Staffing and Workload Demand 
Project and consideration for future civilianization as opportunities present. 

Since the 2018 Staffing and Workload Project, a total of 20 positions have 
been civilianized in areas including: Communications, Court Services, Policy 
and Procedure Development, Strategic Services, Cybercrime, and in 
Training and Education.  
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Date Project Problem Description  Savings/Efficiency gained 

11 2019- 
Ongoing 

Front Desk Officer Role 

(Lean Six Sigma) 

There are issues with consistency and staffing across the Divisions with 
the front desk officer position. With the implementation of the Frontline 
Support Unit (FSU) and security requirements, a review of this function is 
warranted in order to better align our front desk needs and create 
efficiencies. 

Recommendations not yet implemented due to COVID-19. Currently running 
modified hours at front desk.  

12 2019 - 
ongoing 

Operational Equipment 
Management Process 

(Lean Six Sigma) 

The tracking of equipment across the organization is problematic and 
inconsistent. This results in difficulty finding equipment, identifying 
ownership and leaves the organization unable to properly quantify our 
operational equipment needs. 

Short-term electronic tracking of operational equipment being created. Long 
term will involve electronic lockers with an equipment management solution 
at the new Central Division first.  

13 2019 - 
Ongoing 

High Priority Police 
reporting 

(Lean Six Sigma) 

The current process for police reporting is resource intensive and creates 
duplication. The high priority dictation software system has become 
obsolete and is no longer supported by the company Nuance and dictation 
is becoming obsolete across other Police Services. 

Live police reporting model pilot is scheduled for early 2021. Efficiencies 
expected are less administrative work and duplication for officers and 
information processing specialists, less tasking to Officers, compliance with 
disclosure process, decision-making (efficient deployment) and officer safety 
via real time entry and access to information.  

14 2019 - 
ongoing 

Records Check 
process 

(Lean Six Sigma) 

The WRPS has seen a steady increase to the volume of police record 
check applications since 2015. In 2018, applications for police record 
checks grew by 34%, requiring staff overtime and processing of 
applications by the Unit Supervisor during peak periods. Further, large 
volumes of ‘foot traffic’ to the Police Reporting Centre (PRC) for police 
record checks have negatively impacted customer service wait-times, 
increasing by 11% in 2018, and has also negatively impacted the WRPS 
online service delivery.  

Consistent five-day turnaround time. 

Implementation of civilian fingerprinting right at the record check counter, 
improving the timelines for fingerprint appointments, taking the process from 
15 minutes to five minutes. Fingerprint results are also received quickly, and 
customers can reduce the number of trips for their record check from two to 
one.  

Record check costs remained competitive with our comparators even with a 
further 2021 increase of $5 for volunteer checks. The implementation of an 
improved system in 2021 will allow for electronic identification verification 
(EIV) and electronic returns. 

Level of service maintained for checks despite COVID-19. 
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Date Project Problem Description  Savings/Efficiency gained 

15 2019 - 
ongoing 

Seizure of Evidence 
and Return to Justice 

(Lean Six Sigma) 

A recent property audit revealed that in occurrences with seized evidence, 
a Report to Justice (RTJ) was not being completed consistently. In 
addition, the audit found 1) inaccuracies and incompleteness of seized 
evidence tags and reports in support of seized evidence; 2) a lack of 
member and Supervisor accountability for the seizure of evidence; and 3) 
inconsistencies between hardcopy records and entries in systems, given 
processes require duplicative entry by multiple parties.  

Recommendations include implementing an electronic property tag and 
electronic lockers. Creation of a supervisor report for RTJ compliance and 
use of E-hub from the province to digitize RTJ submissions to the Justice of 
the Peace. Mitigate risk to organization by gaining compliance with the Code 
and liability for lost property. 

16 2019 - 
Ongoing 

Vehicle utilization 
review (reductions) 

A review of vehicle needs is completed throughout the year, which has 
resulted in the reduction of vehicles from the fleet. 

Six vehicles were reduced from the fleet in 2019 and one vehicle in 2021 to 
date. 

17 2019 Promotional Process Although improved since 2016, the promotional process was still taking a 
significant amount of time and there were many complaints regarding the 
toll on applicant wellness. As a result, a small group from Human 
Resources and Legal further streamlined the process, which was launched 
in late 2020. 

The 2020 Staff Sergeant Promotional Process was completed in about two 
months, further cutting the time to run the whole process down to 39 
business days. In addition, the labour resource demand (i.e., time spent by 
members involved completing tasks required to run the promotional 
process) was decreased by ~70%. This works out to a labour savings of 
600-1500 + hours depending on number of applicants – about 600 hours
saved for the 2020 Promotional Process, which was Staff Sergeants only.

18 2019 Sworn Transfer 
Process 

Prior to 2019, there was no standard, documented process for sworn 
transfers. A new Sworn Transfer Process was reviewed, redesigned, and 
implemented to support a shift in organizational culture and improved 
transparency.  

The sworn transfer process now: 

1. Provides members with equal opportunity for sworn positions;
2. Promotes equity, inclusion, and diversity;
3. Allows members to take ownership of their careers;
4. Encourages succession planning, learning, and performance

management;
5. Protects the wellness of members; and
6. Is transparent, equitable, efficient, defendable, and effectively utilizes

technology.

19 2019 Forensic Ident 
Supervision 

(Lean Six Sigma) 

The Staffing and Workload project identified that efficiencies could be 
gained by reviewing the current supervisory model in the branch.  

Implemented a new shift schedule in Jan 2020. Shift schedule evaluation to 
be done.  

Eliminated Sergeant responsibility for Fail to appear warrants. 

Other recommendations not yet implemented – streamline 980 call 
information, and transition to Forensic Specialist role.  

20 2019 Traffic Supervision 
model 

(Lean Six Sigma) 

The supervisory model in the branch at the time was inefficient. Some 
platoons were running short by authorizing an Acting Sergeant where 
there may not be a need. 

Implemented with new shift schedule Jan 2020. Overall shift schedule 
evaluation to be done.  
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Date Project Problem Description  Savings/Efficiency gained 

21 2019 Internal Mail system 

(Lean Six Sigma) 

Reviews of internal procedures for mail and courier delivery. With the 
development of best practices internally, this may affect what is delivered 
externally; thereby increasing security and improving timelines. 

Quick hits implemented including discontinuing the Sun life mailbox, mail 
room security upgrades and adding a second pick up at the Investigative 
Services building for mail and sending outgoing courier packages.  

Mail chart added at each mail drop off location. 

22 2019 Call Management 
Process 

(Lean Six Sigma) 

In extension of the work done by the Staffing and Workload Demand 
project, it was identified that we currently do not have a call management 
strategy. Greater efficiency in call management can be realized in 
reviewing how certain call types are handled in Communications, in 
Neighbourhood Policing, Investigative Services and with the role of Front-
line support unit. 

Recommendations for various call types under consideration. 

23 2019 Uniform Crime 
Reporting process 

(Lean Six Sigma) 

 A review of how we process occurrences and code for UCR purposes 
was done to improve quality, consistency and timeliness of coding and 
better meet the information needs of the organization and Statistics 
Canada deadlines.  

Workload analysis completed. Move from paper to electronic Dashboard 
with measurements to manage processing and turnaround time. Added one 
part time UCR coder. 2019 had the most occurrences that were ever coded 
and the Statistics Canada submission deadline was met.  

24 2019 Verified Alarms 
Program (VARP) 

(Lean Six Sigma) 

An analysis of alarm calls completed by the Staffing and Workload study 
found that many alarm calls are closed as false alarms or officers often 
arrive on scene after private security have already dealt with the call. This 
project aimed to gain efficiencies on the front line by reducing the number 
of false alarms officers are dispatched to.  

Verified Alarm Response program was implemented in Jan 2020 and saw a 
reduction in attending false alarms calls by about 67 % from Jan – June 
2020 compared to same time frame 2019. Stopped alarm registration 
function to streamline billing. Better customer service as calls are not 
waiting. Reduced work equating to ~1.25 FTE annually. 

25 2019 Collision Reporting 
outsourcing 

As a result of a Self-Reported Collision Study in 2018 it was determined 
that a third-party company could assist in providing an alternative method 
of service delivery for motor vehicle collisions. This would result in 
improved customer service to our community and the ability to redeploy 
officers to core policing functions. This initiative also addresses a key goal 
of the 2018-20 Operations Plan by establishing and implementing 
alternative service delivery options. 

Reduced WRPS staffing demands by four Constables and one Records 
position upon implementation. This also allowed for a significant expansion 
in collision types that could be handled at a Collision Reporting Centre thus 
further reducing the call response demand on frontline resources in 
Neighbourhood Policing.  

2019 Collisions handled by CRC– 10,458. 

2020 Collisions handled by CRC (to end of Q3) – 5267 (Volume impacted by 
COVID-19). 
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Date Project Problem Description  Savings/Efficiency gained 

26 2019 Short and long-term 
sick leave 
implementation 

In January 2020, WRPS moved from a Central Sick Bank system to a 
short term and long-term disability (LTD) plan. Members now use their 
own personal sick time as their short-term disability plan and move to LTD 
at 70% pay if approved by Sunlife. A loan program is available for 
members who do not have sufficient personal sick bank balances to bridge 
them to LTD. The previous Central Sick Bank was bankrupt for civilian 
members and not sustainable in the long-term for sworn members. 

There is now a modernized and sustainable income protection program for 
our members. Members may go into an unpaid status if not approved 
through Sunlife. There has been decreases in average sick time. Members 
are paid at 70% on LTD as opposed to 100% previously. 

27 2019 Implementation of 
Front Line Support Unit 
(FSU) 

Implementation from recommendations of Staffing and Workload Demand 
Project. The FSU became formally operational on April 1, 2019 to alleviate 
frontline Patrol workload and enhance customer service by selectively 
increasing WRPS strategic redeployment of lower priority calls for service 
that do not involve an immediate risk to public safety or loss of evidence. 

 FSU has also significantly increased in the effective use of accommodated 
sworn members. 72% of the Unit’s current complement are accommodated 
members performing core police functions while diverting calls from frontline 
response. 

28 2018-
Ongoing 

IMPACT Police are not trained mental health care workers, yet police are called to 
respond to over 3,300 mentally ill occurrences per year. The Canadian 
Mental Health Association (ICMHA) Waterloo Wellington and WRPS 
began collaborating with their Integrated Mobile Police and Crisis Team 
(IMPACT) to holistically respond to police calls involving persons 
experiencing mental health crises. 

IMPACT team staff consisting of a variety of addictions and mental health 
clinicians respond live to calls with police officers. In Waterloo Region, 
IMPACT responded to 51% of requests live in the moment. 78% of the 
people seen were diverted from attending a local hospital. IMPACT teams 
provided 102 hours of police member support. 

29 2018-
Ongoing 

Health IM Different partners involved in complex health care maintain unique 
systems, which often do not connect. HealthIM software supports first 
responders, during emergency mental health crisis calls. The system is 
designed to increase safety for both the responder and the person in 
crisis, improve outcomes for individuals suffering from unmanaged mental 
health challenges and promoted effective oversight. HealthIM facilitates 
communication between officers, mobile crisis teams, and community 
healthcare partners via a brief mental health screener application 
completed by officers on their mobile workstations and smartphones 
during a call for service.  

Since implementation in June 2019, a total of 3079 reports completed via 
HEALTH IM screener:  

• 123 of these calls were Acute Crisis representing 4% of calls.
• 55% apprehension rate.
• Average officer wait time down to 1 hour, 11 minutes at the hospital.
• 2186 Individual interactions.
• 893 with more than one interaction for mental health concerns.

30 2018-
Ongoing 

Project Management 
Process Review 

Organizational Restructuring Review Team recommended the Service 
undertake a review of how projects are prioritized, managed and staffed. 

Project Management (PM) procedure created in 2019. Formation of a PM 
Committee to review project charters begin in early 2020. Creation of 
standardized templates and process to streamline how projects are 
documented, resourced and budgeted. Increase in organizational 
awareness of projects and communication.  
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Date Project Problem Description  Savings/Efficiency gained 

31 2018-
2019 

Information Technology 
Audit 

PriceWaterhouse Coopers (PwC) performed a review of our Information 
Technology Branch to identify current technology related strengths, 
reporting and leadership structures, gaps and opportunities and develop a 
growth strategy to meet future demands.  

Developed a Transition Roadmap to help WRPS IT prioritize the list of 
initiatives to transition to a future state enabling a new way of delivering 
services. 

32 2018 Court Services Review The Court Services Review focused on the most efficient delivery of 
services and scope of WRPS responsibilities in Courts. All WRPS 
positions and roles in Court Services were reviewed to determine potential 
civilianization and or privatization, best practices across Ontario were 
reviewed, process improvements priorities, and clarifying core WRPS 
requirements for improved cooperation with the local Crown’s Office.  

Roles were clarified and some efficiencies implemented such as 
transitioning WRPS staff from POA Court. Privatization of serving of courts 
documents in 2020 resulting in a reduction of two Full Time Equivalent 
WRPS staff. There is continued review of other privatization options. 

33 2018 Staffing and Workload 
Demand 

The Staffing and Workload Demand Project objectives were to: (1) Assess 
current and future staffing implications within our police service and 
policing in general, and opportunities for civilianization; (2) Assess current 
and future workload demands, alternative service delivery options, 
enhanced call management, opportunities for redeployment, and other 
organizational efficiencies; and (3) Create a long-term staffing plan that will 
enhance proactive initiatives and the wellbeing of our members and our 
community. 

Recommendations included short- and long-term staffing requirements, a 
12-hour shift schedule (which was implemented in January 2020); call
management and alternative service delivery options (FSU was
implemented), civilianization of specific positions, privatization
considerations, and ongoing continuous improvement areas of focus. The
implementation of the 12-hour shift schedule in patrol was a factor in the
50% reduction in overtime as of September 2020. In addition, 21 positions
were found in the organization, which could be reallocated elsewhere to
mitigate the need to add resources through the budget cycle.

34 2017-
Ongoing 

Salary gapping 
(vacancies) 

A reduction is included in the budget based upon projected natural and 
targeted position vacancies. 

$2,480K of targeted savings through position vacancies was included in the 
2020 Budget. 

35 2017 Return to 
Work/Reintegration 
Improvement Process 

This project included reorganization of the Abilities Management and hiring 
of an Occupational Health Nurse and Abilities Management Coordinator. A 
Committee was developed to ensure best practices for return to work were 
put in place. A new re-integration model and pathway was developed. 

Continued decreases in member absences and accommodations since 
implementation in 2017. 

36 2016-
2018 

Civilian Staffing Review 

(Lean Six Sigma) 

Due to changes in technology, process and organizational design, there 
was demand for work that was not being met and we had capacity within 
certain positions that was in excess to the current need. 

Three phases over two years that focus on redesign of civilian jobs so that 
staffing matches demand and reduced waste. All civilian positions reviewed 
– numerous recommendations. Multiple positions collapsed and were re-
allocated to new positions required by the IS Review of 2017.
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Date Project Problem Description  Savings/Efficiency gained 

37 2016-
2017 

Dictation Backlog 

(Lean Six Sigma) 

The current dictation system had a backlog of roughly 18,000 occurrences 
with turnaround times for non-priority WRPS incidents taking 3-4 months. 

24-hour turnaround on all reports since 2017.

$185,000 savings in wages saved by reducing duplication by Records and 
Officers. 

Will states decreased by 67% ($141,000 saved in Level of effort to process). 

Cycle time reduced from 181 days to 24 hours for reports.  

38 2016-
2017 

Data Integrity 

(Lean Six Sigma) 

Data integrity is an ongoing problem that negatively impacts our ability to 
deliver accurate information. The error rate of personnel entering data into 
RMS is high specific to person and address Masterfile errors.  

Reduction in person and address Masterfile errors by 35%.  

Training video was created and viewed by all sworn members. 

Changes to Computer Aided dispatch stopped automatic roll of incomplete 
data to the Records Management system.  

Data quality now part of inbox testing in promotional process. 

39 2016-
2017 

Canine program 

(Lean Six Sigma) 

A review was done of the canine program in order to make 
recommendations regarding structure and utilization of the program, 
ongoing training needs, risk management, and interactions our PRIDE 
partners and other nearby agencies. 

Shift schedule change balanced workload to staffing. This change increased 
K9 availability by 60% and increased arrests related to canine by 41%. 

Creation of revised policies, training requirements and acquisition of 
canine’s established.  

A Master Trainer function was created to assist with training for WRPS and 
PRIDE partners.  

Electronic Activity reporting was created to allow handlers to track their 
training and calls without paper.  

A training video for front line on proper containment with canine was created 
and viewed by all sworn members.  

40 2016 Performance 
Appraisals 

(Lean Six Sigma) 

Previous performance appraisals were long, repetitive and not embraced 
by members or supervisors. Appraisals are supposed to be completed 
yearly however in many cases they were not completed at all.  

Steady increase in documented Performance Development Updates 
(PDUs). Encourages ongoing conversations between employees and 
supervisors. Compliance rate is over 75%. 

41 2016 Promotional Process 

(Lean Six Sigma) 

The promotional process took roughly nine months from start to finish. 
During the assessment and interview phase, it involved all Staff 
Sergeants, Inspectors and Superintendents sporadically over a three-
month period. The process was lengthy and confusing for candidates and 
did not achieve the desired results for the candidate or WRPS. 

New promotional process now takes 90 days. It now accurately assesses a 
candidate's knowledge, skills, abilities and leadership potential, while 
creating improved transparency and accountability.  
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Date Project Problem Description  Savings/Efficiency gained 

42 2016 Adopt a School 
Program 

(Lean Six Sigma) 

The Adopt a School program (elementary school) was not meeting the 
needs/ expectations of our school partners in developing youth in 
community safety.  

Satisfaction ratings from schools went from 24% to 82%. 

There was 96% increase in the number of proactive school visits by front 
line as a result of the new model.  

43 2015-
2017 

Investigative Services 
Review 

An Investigative Services Review was undertaken to examine the 
workloads, mandates and overall structure of most of the Service’s 
investigative areas. The goal of the review was to provide 
recommendations that would create a comprehensive approach to 
investigations that efficiently and effectively met the varied needs of the 
community, complemented our Neighbourhood Policing approach, 
recognized the importance of interaction between investigative areas and 
frontline patrol and was mindful of the wellness of our members. 

Most recommendations from this Review were implemented in 2017 to 
incorporate best practices, clarified mandates and reporting structures, 
formalize a fixed tenure policy, standardize the mentoring program, and 
initiate annual wellness screening and monitoring in investigative areas. 

44 2015-
2016 

Vehicle Shuttling 
Process 

(Lean Six Sigma) 

The system for shuttling vehicles for repair was an inefficient use of officer 
time. In 2013, there were 2009 incidents and 1,406 officer hours spent 
shuttling vehicles for repair. In 2014, there were 2001 incidents and 1,514 
officer hours.  

Cost savings in the vendor shuttling vehicles for vehicle cleaning, $13,600 
were saved in labour cost. 

Process created that supply enhanced services from IT for computer repairs 
in vehicles.  

Creation of a standard operating process to follow for repairs. 

45 2015-
2016 

Electronic Disclosure 

(Lean Six Sigma) 

Court and disclosure documents were previously completed, reviewed and 
delivered to Courts for prosecution in hard copy. The infrastructure to 
produce electronic disclosure was in place and in preparation for its use to 
be provincially mandated in 2016, WRPS moved to an electronic 
disclosure process.  

Over $48,000 savings in printing and disk costs alone and in offsite storage 
access fees by going electronic. 

46 2015 & 
2019 

Lean Six Sigma (LSS) 
Training 

In 2015, Waterloo Regional Police Service (WRPS) began its continuous 
improvement journey by training members in LSS and again in 2019. This 
entailed weeks of training while applying methodology to a real project. 
There are 30 members who received green belt training and 1 of those 
members is black belt certified.  

Pool of members trained throughout the Service creates capacity that can 
be used for process improvement projects. 

23 process improvement projects have taken place across the organization 
using the LSS methodology. 

47 2014-
Ongoing 

Participation in 
Connectivity Tables 

There are individuals in our community with complex needs who are in 
situations of acutely elevated risk. Connectivity Tables were established in 
Cambridge, and in Kitchener-Waterloo to address systemic barriers that 
can, at times, limit the success of any one or two agencies dealing with 
complex cyclical issues. The tables consist of 33 partner agencies 
including policing, education, health, justice and social service. 

The Tables provide the opportunity to mobilize services in changing patterns 
of recidivism and truly address the root of the issue, which often relates to 
mental health and substance abuse issues. Since 2014, three have been 
469 situations brought to the table. Since 2014, WRPS is involved with over 
81% of the situations at the tables and originates the highest percentage of 
cases. WRPS has both contributed and benefitted the most from 
Connectivity. 
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Partnerships 
As a matter of practice and policy, WRPS has always supported and worked 
cooperatively with a number of upstream service providers and agencies in the Region. 
WRPS recognizes and continues to advocate for upstream funding and a community approach 
to managing and resolving complex situations caused by homelessness, addiction, and 
domestic violence among other factors. 

For example, our members divert the largest number of acute care intervention 
requests they handle to the Regional Connectivity Tables (Connectivity KW4) for 
enhanced community care. Since 2014, WRPS has been at the table weekly with 
health and social service agency representatives to provide immediate, coordinated and 
integrated responses to address situations facing individuals, families or communities with acute 
elevated risk factors. According to the Connectivity KW4 2018 Annual Report, there were 84 
situations brought to the table (82 opened) and 127 people helped. Mental health, criminal 
involvement, and drugs were the three greatest risk categories involved. Of the 30 partner 
agencies involved, WRPS originated and led the highest number of situations at the table 
(originating 19 and leading 11). 

WRPS is a champion of the Waterloo Region Integrated Drug Strategy working to prevent, 
reduce or eliminate problematic substance use and its consequences; a partner on a community 
focused implementation of Consumption Treatment Sites to reduce harm; and a lead 
advocate for a renewed National Drug Policy to adopt a public health led diversionary 
approach to illicit substance use. 

The WRPS continues to support and participate in a leadership role to advance Wellbeing 
Waterloo Region, a community-led collaborative working to build a stronger network to improve 
the social determinants of health.  

With the IMPACT model, WRPS and the Canadian Association of Mental Health (CAMH) now 
collectively respond to addiction, mental health and crisis concern calls with a coordinated 
mobile police and crisis response team. More than fifty-percent of all crisis intervention calls in 
Waterloo Region involved this coordinated response team to ensure that the most vulnerable 
have access to public and mental health care programs. In 2019/2020, IMPACT directly support 
1,209 people in Waterloo Region and 78% were diverted from the hospital. 

Most recently, members of the WRPS played a leadership role during the pandemic and the 
emergent need for safe Shelter Care for our most vulnerable. WRPS worked in partnership with 
the City of Waterloo, Region of Waterloo Social Services, the Working Centre and House of 
Friendship, neighbourhood associations and businesses to ensure short and long term 
seamless transition plan of Shelter Care within our community.  

A new Waterloo-Guelph Human Trafficking team has officially launched and will offer 
wraparound services to victims and survivors of human trafficking throughout Guelph, 
Wellington and Waterloo Region. This joint initiative brings together partners from WRPS, the 
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Guelph Police Service (GPS), Victim Services of Waterloo and Wellington/Guelph and the 
Waterloo Region Sexual Assault and Domestic Violence Treatment Centre to offer a holistic 
approach to human trafficking incidents. 

WRPS patrol officers, Community Resource officers, and investigators collaborate daily with a 
variety of social and public health agencies to provide victim-centric delivery of services and 
support - including the Special Victims Unit, Youth Protection Unit, Intimate Partner Unit, Elder 
Support Unit, Major Crime, and the IMPACT Team.  

Organizational Restructuring 
To help meet ongoing challenges, WRPS is restructuring as part of the Path Forward. There will 
be a renewed alignment within Neighbourhood Policing and Investigative Services to meet the 
evolving and changing demands of our community as well as modernized approach to 
community policing. WRPS will be launching a new Community Safety and Wellbeing 
Division (getting back to the basics of community interaction and building relationships): 

The Division will be lead by an Inspector who will oversee three areas, including: 

Community Resources Team 
This team will be responsible for creating and implementing a neighbourhood and community 
engagement strategy and working closely with the members of our already established Equity, 
Inclusion, and Diversity Team to re-establish our connections to the community. These officers 
will serve as point contacts for the diverse communities we serve. The team will also work with 
our various partner agencies to create a Homeless/Housing/ Shelter Care Strategy and a Youth 
Diversion and Restorative Justice Strategy. 
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IMPACT 
WRPS will be expanding our relationship with the Integrated Mobile Police and Crisis Team 
(IMPACT) to respond to mental health calls through a generous grant from the province of 
Ontario. WRPS will now be able to field the team between the hours of 9am-3am with a 
renewed focus on empathy and support. This is part of a three-year-strategy to divert mental 
health calls from the frontline. As well, WRPS is also embarking on a pilot project to see the 
addition of a mental health clinician within our Communications Centre who will have the ability 
to answer calls in real time and divert mental health calls from the frontline. 

Neighbourhood Policing Team 
This team will consist of all officers currently assigned to our Community Oriented Response 
and Enforcement Teams (CORE) from across the Region. They will be brought together and 
deployed across the region as required. They will be responsible for developing and 
implementing policing strategies in the core areas of the region. 

New Strategic Business Plan 2021-2023 

Trust and Confidence in Police 
The results of the statistically significant Community Index of Wellbeing (CIW) with over 5000 
respondents indicated that 68.5% of residents in Waterloo Region are confident in the police 
and agree According to the Waterloo Region Community Wellbeing Survey: A Prompt for 
Discussion (June 2019), WRPS is doing a good job overall. In fact, the police ranked second 
highest in public confidence among other institutions, including the health care system, school 
system, and the justice system and courts. Recognizing that two policing ratings in particular 
needed focus and identifying that certain groups within our population were more dissatisfied 
with police, our environmental scanning for the 2021-2023 Strategic Business Plan placed 
emphasis on a deep dive of trust and confidence in police results. This was important to explore 
given that police contribute to the Community Vitality domain of wellbeing.  

Environmental Scanning of our Community - Survey 
A sample of the community, many with intersectional identities from groups having less trust 
and confidence in police, provided their opinions through an online survey with the highest ever 
WRPS led crowdsourcing response rate (N=1053). Consistent with other cycles, about one third 
of respondents had been a victim of crime in the Region. Victims have greater concern about 
crime, are more likely to change their behaviour due to crime, and perceive that crime has 
increased in their neighbourhood (General Social Survey on Victimization, Statistics Canada, 
2019). When asked “What are the three most important policing issues in your neighbourhood?” 
the top policing priorities had to do with road safety, drugs, and break and enters (PSB Report 
2020-203, attachment).  
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Thinking of the number of police officers in one’s neighbourhood, an increasing amount of 
people think there are too few (WRPS Community Survey Summaries):  

In terms of trust and confidence: 

• 76% agreed the police make decisions based on facts.
• 76% agreed the police treat people with respect.
• 80% generally support how the police usually act.
• 89% feel a moral duty to follow police orders and 94% would help the police if asked.

The most negative rating was:

• 55% disagreed the police provide the same quality of service to all citizens.
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Areas to work on still include providing the same quality of service to all citizens and dealing 
with the things that matter to people in this community along with addressing crime. Yet, the 
CIW and the WRPS Community Survey support that the public has confidence that WRPS can 
do so. 

A survey of Regional Council echoed that, though they would recommend additional mental 
health training and direct WRPS to respond less to social issues, WRPS is doing well with 
community involvement, should increase visibility, and should do more towards addressing 
community traffic concerns, break and enters, opioids/drug trafficking, and guns and gangs. 

Environmental Scanning of our Community - Focus Groups 
To further identify policing priorities for the next three years, the WRPS in partnership with the 
Police Services Board, held a series of 22 hour-long virtual dialogue sessions across Fall 2020 
– more than ever before as part of the planning cycle. Participants acknowledged current issues
in the Region requiring police response/co-response such as: COVID-19; elevated levels of
acute crisis, domestic violence, substance abuse; homelessness, poverty, unemployment,
mental health; wellbeing checks; youth programming, as well as support for newcomers,
international students, group homes, and seniors.

Participants also expressed specific ongoing public safety concerns: i) break and enters, ii) 
cybercrime, iii) domestic violence, iv) fraud, v) hate crime, vi) human trafficking, vii) missing 
persons, viii) prevention, ix) safety downtown and at night, x) traffic, xi) weapons, and xii) youth 
terms and conditions compliance. The participants articulated that if WRPS made progress to 
reduce these crimes/issues over the next three years, our Region would be a safer, healthier, 
more connected community with a greater sense of wellbeing and belonging. Moreover, 
relationship building infused every discussion. That demand for investment in community is one 
reason for the organizational restructuring, with WRPS’ EID Plan to complement the developing 
goals of the new Strategic Business Plan.  
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Public Perceptions of Police 
In line with the public’s emphasis on relationships, positive perceptions of police are an 
important factor of public safety. Willingness to report, cooperate during investigations, call if in 
need of assistance, and abide by laws are all affected by the public’s view of police and have 
the potential to contribute to crime and clearance rates. This is receiving national focus and 
complements our local assessments. There are variations in Canadians’ level of satisfaction 
with police performance. People living in Ontario were less likely to endorse that their local 
police was doing a good job across the six measures. However, as can be seen below, the 
Kitchener-Cambridge-Waterloo CMA’s ratings exceeded both the provincial and national 
averages in all areas. 

It would imply that continuing to invest in the WRPS is a good investment. Consequences to not 
supplementing resources to meet demand surface in public dissatisfaction – our ultimate shared 
client.   

Figure 50 Police Performance: Comparing the CMA, Provincial and National “Good” Ratings. Source: Public perceptions 
of the police in Canada’s provinces, 2019; Statistics Canada. 
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Police Budget 
The police budget is set to ensure adherence to legislation, adequacy standards, Board Policy 
and WRPS procedures as set out in the Ontario Police Services Act. It is intended to ensure 
adequate funding exists for effective policing in Waterloo Region and ensure the Service has 
the resources, technology and headcount necessary to meet those responsibilities and 
obligations, and support the 2021-2023 Strategic Business Plan. 

Average Police Cost per Capita 

Figure 51 Total Cost for Police Services per Capita. Source: Municipal Benchmarking Network (MBN) Canada, 
PLCE227T. 2019 MBNCanada Performance Report, p.167. 

• The “total cost for police services per capita” is a measure that reflects the total cost and
includes police services, prisoner transportation and court security. Since staffing costs
make up the majority of policing costs, there is a strong correlation between jurisdictions
with higher levels of police staff and those with higher police costs reflected in this graph.

• Among Canadian municipalities participating in MBNCanada, WRPS has the 2nd lowest
total cost per capita. This is consistent with the results of previous years.

• When comparing against upper-tier municipalities, WRPS has been consistently below the
average police cost per capita.
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Technological Infrastructure 
Technology infrastructure is a significant budgetary driver within both the operating and capital 
budget forecast. Technology continues to evolve at unprecedented rates, as computers, 
smartphones and smart technology are ever-present in the daily lives of people and 
organizations. There are several major Information Technology (IT) projects underway over the 
next few years so WRPS remains current and able to ensure the security measures necessary 
to protect the information in our systems. 

• Mobile Strategy is issuing smartphones to all frontline officers to enable:
o Officers to have more accurate and timely information,
o Increased officer safety by tracking individuals as well as their vehicle,
o Officers to be more efficient with tools that provides the ability to work in the field, and
o New tools for mobile access to:
 Computer Aided Dispatch system
 Records Management System
 Federal and Provincial databases
 Digital evidence management systems
 Platoon briefings
 Global Positioning Systems (GPS) systems
 Health care relate tools (HealthiM)
 Federal, Provincial, and Municipal legislation in real time, and
 Policies, procedures, and other WRPS related information and communication.

• Voice Radio Infrastructure requires capital funds to be carried forward from 2020 to 2021,
and represents the 50/50 cost share arrangement with the Region to fully implement the
new Regional P25 voice radio system.
o Fire agencies and WRPS have moved from a Legacy system to the latest technology.
o This new radio technology has enabled more secure data, increased reliability,

protection for sensitive data, backup solutions, and enables multi agency and multi-
jurisdictional communications platforms.

• Digital Evidence Management System (DEMS) is a provincial led initiative that will support
police, justice system, and corrections. This project will provide updated and efficient tools to
all partners and reduce the reliance on manual and paper-based processes. Some of the
efficiencies gained include:
o Centralized management of all digital evidence including video (internal and external),

pictures, audio, and forensics data,
o Tools for our community members and businesses to be able to more effectively and

timely provide information to the police service, and
o Tools to enable improved redacting of information.

• Transformation of digital security with leading technologies to support public safety, the
community and policing. An enabled cloud-based system will make the policing industry
more effective and to control increased costs of policing.
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• Next Generation 911 (NG911) is the evolution of 9-1-1 services to more reliable and
capable system, replacing and upgrading 30+ year-old technology to industry standard
technology. This will transform the way 9-1-1 services are provided with:
o The ability for the public to communicate with public safety agencies (police, fire and

EMS) via a form of text messaging,
o More accurate GPS data of where a community member is located,
o Updated GPS data while on a 9-1-1 call,
o Enhanced digital maps within Waterloo Region, and
o Phase III of NG911 will offer the community option to send digital data (pictures and

video) to a Public Safety communications center.
• Body Worn Video (BWV) – Pilot will evaluate the potential implementation of BWV to

increase transparency of engagements between officers and members of the community to:
o Improve relationship with our community,
o Improved evidence for an investigation,
o Interface BWC with Provincial DEMS solution,
o Improve officer training and help with situational awareness, and
o Foster high quality service delivery.

• In-Car Video (ICV) – Pilot will evaluate the potential implementation of ICV to also increase
transparency of engagements between officers and members of the community. Although
the goals, objectives and benefits of ICV are similar to BWV, the technology and use of the
technology fit very different needs.

• Cloud based solutions will lessen the impact of increased budgetary challenges by
protecting and securing sensitive data, improving backup solutions, several new enterprise
solutions, and improved document management.

• Open Data with a number of projects will create secure interfaces to share data with
partners and community members to create a more effective and efficient environment for
Public Safety and transparency with the community.

• Fire and Police Partnership will continue to be enhanced ultimately to create a better
environment for our community, more effective information sharing, faster response times,
and improved data quality.

• Business Intelligence (BI) platform will be developed to provide relevant and accurate
information, drawing from many different systems, for all levels of the organization to support
intelligent analysis, evidence-based decision making, and measurement and accountability.

Future Public Safety Communications Centre
The WRPS Communications Centre is beyond its capacity and there is a need to find alternate 
space for the backup centre which is currently located at the old and existing Central building, 
whereby the Region is undergoing discussions on the future use of this space. The WRPS 
Communication Centre currently dispatches 9-1-1 calls for municipal bylaw officers and triages 
emergency calls to fire or paramedics as required. Initial budget estimates have been 
established and conversations are on-going with partners for a regional public safety 
communications centre. However, it is not yet in the ten-year capital forecast. 
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Other Budget Drivers 
Year over year budgetary increases are influenced by a number of factors, such as: 
• Contractual Salaries have increased due primarily to estimated contractual salary

increases/progressions, job evaluation and annualization of the market evaluation for civilian
professionals in 2020.

• Benefits also increased due to the continued enhanced Canada Pension Program (CPP),
higher Workplace Safety and Insurance Board (WSIB) actuals due to presumptive
legislation for first responders and post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), phased in
increases to health and dental rates, and retiree benefits.

• Other Increases include contractual retirement sick leave gratuity payments, training
investments, support of the mobile strategy, continued expansion of wellness programs and
loss of revenue for cannabis implementation costs.

Budget Mitigation Strategies 
Lean Budgeting 
Recognizing the need to focus limited financial resources, extensive reviews were completed 
and Senior Leaders submitted flat or reduced budgetary requests from the previous year: 
• $4.6 million in efficiencies were found throughout the review process.
• Salary gapping or staffing vacancies continue to offset budget needs now and in the future.

Total salary gapping is now $2.5M or 18 officers.
• Continuous improvements have resulted in 47 efficiency projects over the last five years.
• Transfer from reserves will offset increased contractual retirement benefits.

Zero Staffing Expansion 

Figure 52 WRPS 2018 Approved Staffing Expansion Plan. Source: WRPS Finance and Assets. 
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• Since 2019, twenty sworn positions were civilianized in areas including Communications,
Court Services, Policy and Procedure Development, Strategic Services, Cybercrime, and
Training and Education.

• For both 2020 and 2021, no expansion of the WRPS staffing complement has occurred.
• In 2020, sixteen positions were re-allocated within authorized complement. In 2021 nine

positions were re-allocated. For the past two years twenty five positions have been found
within budget.

Other Funding Sources 

• Long-term funding sources are an important consideration in both the operating and capital
police budgets.

• Almost $40 million is required in 2021 to fund the capital program. A reserve strategy has
been implemented to shift funding from debentures to reserves. There continues concern in
regards to relying on development charge collections in the long term.

• In 2021, debentures make up 41% of the funding sources, while development charges and
reserves will each account for about 34% and 26% respectively.

Figure 53 WRPS Ten-Year Budget Funding Sources. Source: WRPS Finance and Assets. 
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Ten-Year Capital Budget Forecast 
With approval from the Police Services Board, a Ten-Year Capital Forecast is planned to 
manage long-term financial commitments covering facility additions and renovations, fleet, 
police equipment, and technology projects. The new Central Patrol facility is the most significant 
capital investment over the next two years. 2021 includes both estimated 2020 Budget carry-
forward and 2021 Budget request. 

• New Central Division (200 Frederick St): Funds have been forecasted in 2018-2022 to fully
renovate the former courthouse building to replace the current Central Division inclusive of
the regional prisoner management facility. This project is funded by Regional Development
Charges and debentures. Given the significant costs, WRPS removed other capital projects
from last year’s ten year forecast to offset including projected expansions to the
Investigative Services, Reporting Centre and South Division buildings, and the construction
of a Rural North Division.

• Police Vehicles and Equipment: Capital funds are required to continually maintain and
replace vehicles. The police pursuit rated utility vehicle continues to be the standard for
frontline with a new hybrid option that was introduced by Ford. Work continues in
partnership with the Region of Waterloo Fleet Management Unit to increase the
effectiveness and cost efficiency of the fleet through green and utilization initiatives such as
repurposing.

• Other capital costs in 2021 include: facilities refresh, furniture, and lifecycle replacements;
lifecycle replacement of equipment; Headquarters upgrades for appropriate and safe
accessibility; Business Intelligence tools; body worn and in-car video system; electric vehicle
charging stations; facility security upgrades, and evidence care and control upgrades.

Figure 54 WRPS Ten-Year Capital Budget and Forecast. Source: WRPS Finance and Assets. 
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The 2021 Capital Request 
(including 2020 carry-forward): 
$40,127,000 

Reductions (2021 to 2029): 
$7,604,000 

Reduced Debentures (2021 to 
2020): 
$8,163,000 

2021 WRPS Operating Budget Position 
($K) 
2020 Budget $180,123 

Add: Base Budget Expenditure Adjustments 5,581 
Deduct: Projected Revenue Increase (317) 
Base Budget Increase 185,387 2.92% 

Expansion Requests $0 

2021 Budget $185,387 2.92% 

• With adjustments, mitigation strategies, zero staffing increase, and a Path Forward with
organizational restructuring, WRPS has reduced the 2021 operating budget position to
$185,387K or a 2.92% increase year over year.

• This equates to a property tax increase of 1.6% or $10.54 to the average household.

Figure 55 WRPS 2021 Capital Budget Request. Source: WRPS Finance and Assets. 

Figure 56 WRPS 2021 Operating Budget Position. Source: WRPS Finance and Assets. 
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Ontario Comparators 
2021 board-approved budgets and 2019 officer complement for 11 Ontario police services are 
displayed below. The average year over year increase, excluding assessment growth, is 3.9%. 

Police Service Number of officers Year over year budget increase 
(excluding assessment growth) 

Brantford 187 5.99% 

Guelph 201 4.75% 

Ottawa 1543 4.50% 

Niagara 720 4.30% 

Halton 714 4.24% 

Peel 2022 3.80% 

York 1543 3.65% 

North Bay 98 3.22% 

Hamilton 856 2.98% 

Waterloo 757 2.92% 

Barrie 240 2.65% 

3.90% average 

Figure 57 2021 Board-approved budgets for eleven Ontario police services. Source: WRPS Finance and Assets 
based upon information as of Jan.7, 2021; Number of Officers Source: Statistics Canada Table 35-10-0077-01, 2020. 

Implications of Reduced Budget 
Alternative Service Delivery – In the 2021 Budget there is $4,302K of interdepartmental 
charges from the Region for services from the Sign Shop, Facilities, Fleet, Information 
Technology and Finance. $1,000K is being contributed to the Facilities Renewal reserve to 
partially fund the capital program. In addition to this, Regional program support allocations are 
completed annually to WRPS on the Financial Information Return (FIR) schedules. The exact 
cost for 2020 and 2021 is not yet known. 2019 actuals were $1,416K. There has been 
discussions around whether it might be advantageous to review alternative service delivery 
options that might provide additional efficiencies. 

Cost Recovery Options – Section 116 of the Municipal Act identifies the authority given to the 
Region to operate an emergency communications centre. 

Emergency communication system 

116. (1) A municipality may establish, maintain and operate a centralized communication
system for emergency response purposes.
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The WRPS operates the main Public Safety Answering Point (PSAP) 9-1-1 facility for the 
Region of Waterloo. This responsibility resides with the Region as per the Municipal Act but has 
been historically funded by the WRPS. The approximate cost to operate a PSAP for 2021 is 
$4,888K for both operating and capital components. The total cost to operate the entire 
Communications Centre (including PSAP, dispatching services for both WRPS and 
City/Townships By-law) including both operating, capital and information technology elements is 
approximately $12.2M for 2021. 

Currently WRPS dispatches for the Cities/Townships By-law Units and does not receive any 
cost recovery for this service. Discussions could be held to explore cost recovery options which 
could generate approximately $323K revenue. 

Other cost recovery options include a review of the funding provided to non-core programs such 
as Children’s Safety Village (approximately $250K per year), Chorus ($14K in the 2021 Budget 
for a delayed program due to the pandemic, annualized costs are $37K) and Band ($13K in the 
2021 Budget for a delayed program due to the pandemic, annualized costs are $32K). As well 
WRPS continues to fund the expense of Provincial Offences Act (POA) ticket printing even 
though all revenue is fully allocated to the Region. When e-ticketing was implemented the 
Region ceased the funding for the expenses associated with this activity (approximately $28K 
per year). Lastly the lease arrangements in Elmira (rural north facility) and Carizon (Family 
Violence Project) could be reviewed for alternative facility options. 
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WATERLOO REGIONAL 
POLICE SERVICES 

BOARD 

From: Finance Unit 
Finance and Assets Branch 

Report: 2020-173 

To: 

Date: 

The Chair and Members of the Waterloo Regional Police Services Board 

October 14, 2020 

Subject: Proposed 2021 Budget 

Recommendation: 

For information, discussion and direction. 

Summary: 

The 2021 Proposed Budget report provides the Police Services Board (PSS) a budget 
position, as of this date. The Senior Leadership Team (SL T) has performed 
comprehensive planning and budget reviews of their divisions, branches, units and 
program areas. 

As of October 14, 2020, the Waterloo Regional Police Service (WRPS) 2021 operating 
budget estimate is $189,200K which represents a 5.04% increase over 2020 or a 
Regional net tax rate impact of 1.10%. This equates to an increase of $22.96 per 
average household to $682. The current ten-year capital forecast is also provided for 
review which includes a proposed capital budget of $37,591 Kin 2021 including an 
estimated carry forward from 2020. 

On September 28, 2020, the WRPS received notification from the Office of the Regional 
Clerk that the WRPS is to prepare an Operating Budget with a total tax impact of 0% up 
to the rate of projected 2021 inflation. 

Report: 

Operating Budget 

Police services in Ontario must abide by the Police Services Act that sets out the core 
requirements for adequate_and effective policing. The core activities identify that 
Ontario's police services: 

1. prevent crime
2. enforce our laws
3. help victims
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4. keep public order
5. respond to emergencies

Report: 2020-173 

Furthermore, it identifies that municipalities must also: 
6. provide the police services with the support systems, buildings and 
equipment they need so they can carry out their activities.

In addition, police services must abide by the Ministry of Solicitor General Policing 
Standards Manual which contains guidelines to help municipalities and police services 
understand how to follow the act and regulations. 

Ninety nine percent (99%) of the WRPS Operating budget's focus provides the 
mandatory requirements under the Police Services Act: 

Administration and 
Infrastructure 

Emergency Response 
and Public Order 

2% 

21% 

Outside of the Police Services Act, and included in the WRPS Operating budget is the 
municipality's responsibility to operate a Police Services Board which equates to 
approximately $163K of the 2021 budget. 

The 2021 base budget is the amount of funding required to deliver the Board's Strategic 
Business Plan both related to approved level of service and goals for the 2018-2020 
Operations Plan, as well as anticipated goals for the next plan year cycle. It does not 
include additional funding for new initiatives and/or expansion requests. 

Adjustments to the base budget include an estimated contractual salary increase, 
contractual grade/step advancements, annualization of prior years' contractual 
agreements, benefit cost changes, non-compensation elements, and Region of 
Waterloo interdepartmental charges for facilities and fleet maintenance. 

The WRPS has successfully utilized budget reviews to only bring forward budget 
increases required for the legislative provision of adequate and effective police services. 
The challenge is to identify sustainable reductions of non-essential items and services. 
This can prove to be challenging with a public safety and emergency services budget 
whose staffing costs are over 90% of the total operating budget. The comprehensive 
budget review process involved analyzing all expense and revenue categories for the 
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past three years, review of current year actuals, and evaluating additions for mandatory 
and non-discretionary expenses. Furthermore, the Chiefs Advisory Council has further 
analyzed and determined efficiencies and reductions to major budget drivers. Through 
these reviews $753K of reductions have been incorporated into the operating budget 
estimate and $5,997K in the capital estimate in this report. 

A review of an optimal organization structure was undertaken, which included a 
reallocation of existing full-time staffing complement to meet critical organizational and 
community needs. This organizational review resulted in no additional expansion 
positions requested in 2021. Nine positions were reallocated to offset positions that 
were identified as being needed in 2021. The reallocation included resource changes in 
Human Resources to support the new sworn transfer process and labour relations 
activities, additional investigative capacity in Human Trafficking and Child Exploitation, 
regionalized scheduling support for the Real Time Operations Centre (RTOC), business 
intelligence (Bl) tools resources and support for our Human Resource Information 
System (HRIS). Civilianization of one police position is included in the reallocation and 
additional opportunities for civilianization are being explored. 

In 2018, a Staffing and Workload Demand review was completed which assessed both 
current and future staffing requirements based upon current demands for service, 
legislative impacts, judicial demands and call capacity while also considering alternative 
service delivery options, including civilianization. To meet current workload demands, 
79 full time equivalents (FTE) were required in 2019, 16 in 2020 and 39 in 2021. 
Considering the prioritization of the requirements, the staffing expansion in the 2019 
budget was reduced to 52 FTE. Priority areas included Neighbourhood Policing to 
ensure that staffing is adequate to meet the growing demands for service as well as 
ensuring adequate support for Family Violence, Youth Protection and Sexual Assault 
investigations. The 2019 expansion request was reduced by alternative service delivery 
for collision reporting (5 FTE) and civilianization (12 FTE) for a net expansion request of 
47 FTE. Due to Regional and WRPS budget pressures in 2020 and 2021, the decision 
was made to not include any expansion requests from this review although it is 
acknowledged that the resources are required to meet the increasing demands and 
workload on the Service. 

Several other reviews have been accomplished and/or are underway to determine 
innovative and fiscally responsible approaches to providing policing services. These 
reviews are included in a Continuous Improvement initiative that WRPS has undertaken 
over the last four years by utilizing Lean Six Sigma methodology to review various areas 
of the organization as well as processes to most efficiently and effectively utilize our 
resources. Examples, over the past number of years, include the Investigative 
Services, Canine team, organizational restructuring, civilian staffing, Forensic 
Identification, Information Technology, Courts, Evidence Management, Communications 
Centre and project process reviews. All of these reviews and subsequent 
recommendations have created internal capacity to better provide services to the 
community while utilizing existing resources. 
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The below chart outlines the current resources that were included in the 2020 proposed 
budget. 

Sworn Civilian Total 

2020 Authorized Full Time FTE 788 380 1,168 

Expansions 0 0 0 

Re-allocations (3) 1 (2) 

2021 Authorized Full Time FTE 785 381 1,166 

PSS Executive Assistant 1 1 

Secondments 8 8 

2021 Budgeted Full Time FTE 793 382 1,175 

Part Time 22.7 22.7 

Temporary Full Time 16.6 16.6 

Total Budgeted FTE 793 421.3 1,214.3 

Over the past six years, the authorized FTE increase has been minimal. 
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For the 2021 budget, the temporary full-time budget was increased by 0.5 FTEs in the 
Records Unit to ensure appropriate resources are available to backfill vacancies. This is 
offset by resource reductions in the part time budget of 2 FTE area across Finance, 
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Records and Evidence Management. As a result, there is an overall reduction to the 
budget. 

Crime severity and crime rates across Canada, Ontario and in Waterloo Region have 
been increasing annually since 2015. Although Statistics Canada's release of the 2019 
police-reported crime statistics is delayed this year, similar trends are anticipated. 
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Source: Statistics Canada. Table 35-10-0026-01 and 35-0188-01. Crime Severity Index. 
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WRPS supplements this national publication with a Criminal Offence Summary in our 
Annual Report based on a count of all reported violations (as compared to a count of 
most serious violations used by Statistics Canada). This 2019 Criminal Offence 
Summary shows locally that total crime counts have decreased slightly in 2019 (down 
by 2% from 2018). Contributing to this overall decrease are Non-Violent crimes (down 
4%) and Other Criminal Code Violations (down 21%). However, more concerning, 
Violent Crime rose 21% in 2019. Unfortunately, this translates into 1,628 more victims 
than last year and is a repeat of a 20% jump in 2018. Pushing the Violent Crime rate 
high r were Assaults (+976 counts, up 23%), Sexual Violations (+136 counts, up 16%), 
Violations Resulting in Deprivation of Freedom (+46 counts, up 32%), and Other 
Violations (+460 counts, up 17%). Specific crimes with hundreds more incidents in 
2019 included Assault Level 1 (+760), Utter Threats (+342), Assault with a Weapon 
(+234), and Sexual Assault Level 1 (+141). Robbery (+83) and Forcible Confinement 
(+52) also rose. Just over half of these 9,527 crimes were cleared (54%) which is down 
17% compared to 2018. 

Not all of the demands on policing services are criminal in nature, but they do still create 
work for our communicators and officers who aim to provide community safety. In 2019, 
there were 301,771 "events" documented into a Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) 
program and assigned an occurrence number. Citizen generated calls, where a member 
of the community calls in and we dispatch an officer(s) to respond, accounted for 
118,308 (an increase of 7 .5% from 2018). Some of the more frequent non-criminal call 
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types include bylaw and driving complaints, unwanted persons, injured/sick persons, 
motor vehicle collisions, alarms and disputes. In 2019, the WRPS Communications 
Centre received between 895 and 1,000 calls a day. 

To effectively reduce the base budget further would require consideration of service 
level reductions. The WRPS was six months into Budget deliberations when we 
received notification from the Office of the Regional Clerk. We are reviewing the current, 
draft Budget. 

As of October 14, 2020, the proposed 2021 Operating budget is $189,200K, which 
represents an increase of 5.04% over 2020 or a Regional net tax rate impact of 1.10%: 

Ii Tax Estimated $ per 
II Net Budget Budget 

Rate Assessment average 
Change 

II ($K) Increase Impact Growth household YOY 

2020 Approved $180,123,176 6.25% 1.38% 1.77% $658.60 $28.78 

2021 Proposed $189,199,749 5.04% 1.10% 1.50% $681.56 $22.96 

The Region of Waterloo is currently estimating assessment growth of 1.5% in the 2021 
budget. This is subject to change as we move towards final roll close this fall. 

In comparison, the following chart represents the final approved net levy budget 
increases for the last ei ht ears: 
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...,_Budget Increase (%) - N e t  Tax Rate Increase 

The 2021 Operating budget estimate can be found in Appendix A, which identifies the 
expense and revenue categories at an object code level. Each object code consists of 
numerous separate expense accounts. 
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The following information explains any changes year over year above or equal to 
$100K. 

Salaries and Wages have increased year over year by $3,562K due primarily to 
estimated contractual salary increases/progressions, job and market evaluation 
impacts, annualization of market evaluation for civilian professionals in 2020, offset by 
adjustments to the temporary full time and part time resource needs and reduced paid 
duty compensation. There were no expansion positions included in the budget. 

Benefits also increased by $1,980K due to the continued enhanced Canada Pension 
Program (CPP), higher Workplace Safety and Insurance Board (WSIB) actuals due to 
presumptive legislation for first responders and post traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), 
phased in increases to health and dental rates and retiree benefits. 

Other Allowance and Benefits increased by $997K as a result of an increase in sick 
leave payouts in the form of either a lump sum payment or salary continuance due to 
higher volumes of retirements and an increase in staff training expenses. 

Maintenance and Repairs increased by $909K due to a Motorola agreement to provide 
both maintenance and resource support to the overall Regional Voice Radio system. 
WRPS cost recovers from each agency that is on the voice radio platform their portion 
of the costs associated with operating the system. A segment of this was previously 
budgeted as in-house employees but due to recruitment difficulties the decision was 
made to outsource this activity. 

Small Equipment decreased by $292K due to reduced PRIDE and Voice Radio 
requirements offset by an increase in grant funded requirements due the inclusion of 
two Proceeds of Crime grants. This line only includes budget required for programs that 
are based upon cost recovery including PRIDE, Fire Services, Voice Radio and grants. 
The remaining budgetary needs are included in the capital budget. 

Fees decreased year over year by $113K due mainly to decreases in consultant use 
across numerous areas, a reduction in software maintenance fees recoverable from 
PRIDE or the Fire Services CAD project offset by an increase in software fees for 
WRPS to enable a mobile strategy. The WRPS will invest in a project to equip all 
frontline officers with smartphone technology to create efficiencies in digital evidence 
management. 

Financial expenses increased by $193K due to an increase in debt principal and interest 
charges due to the timing of debenture of capital projects upon completion related to the 
New Central division and the Voice Radio project (cost shared with Region). As well as 
$121 K of debt issued for Regional Development Charges (RDC) which is offset in 
revenue by the contribution to the reserve for a net impact of zero to the overall budget. 

The debt continuity schedule will be made available in November which will include 
current projections for the ten-year capital plan which are still currently being reviewed. 
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These numbers are subject to change due to confirmation of actual rates at the time of 
issue and changes to the ten-year capital plan assumptions. 

Communication Costs increased by $313K from 2020 due to the mobile strategy and a 
realignment of PRIDE and Voice Radio costs between accounts. 

Interdepartmental charges increased year over year by $144K due mainly to a $250K 
increase in the lifecycle provision to fund facility capital renewal projects to reduce the 
reliance on debt, increases in facilities rent and increases seen in both Region of 
Waterloo Facilities and Fleet Management overhead fees. 

The contribution level was reduced from the Vehicle reserve and moved to the 
Equipment reserve. In addition, budget amounts in the operating budget (renovations, 
cabling, moving costs) were moved to a contribution to the Equipment reserve to better 
fund the facility refresh program in capital. 

The revenue depicts a net decrease of $1, 109K. General Police revenue decreased by 
$175K due to a reduction of false alarm attendance and thereby funding which will 
create additional capacity for our members to attend other calls for service, reductions 
in paid duty revenues (net impact zero to overall budget), elimination of collision 
reporting revenues (now fully outsourced to Waterloo Accident Support Services Ltd.) 
and the removal of one time revenue from Wilfrid Laurier University to cover costs 
related to providing policing service to homecoming. 

Ministry Grants decreased by $471 K due to the removal of the $350K Region of 
Waterloo funding transfer related to the Ontario Cannabis Legalization Implementation 
Fund (OCLIF) to offset costs related to Cannabis legislation. As well as reductions to 
the Court Security and Prisoner Transportation (CSPT) grant of $93K realized in 2020 
and assumed flat in 2021. 

Fire Services cost recovery revenue is expected to decrease in 2021 by $192K (zero 
impact to overall budget). 

Miscellaneous Revenue is projected to go up in 2021 by $304K due to changes in 
salaries of new secondment agreements, two new Proceeds of Crime grants and a new 
Child Exploitation grant. 

lnterfund Contributions to RDC will increase by $121 K which is fully offset by the 
financial expenditures increase, for a net overall budget impact of zero. 

The lnterfund Contribution (Reserves) reduction of $715K relates to the removal of 
funding from the benefit stabilization reserve required in 2020 to phase in the long-term 
disability plan. 

Uncertainty exists for all future grant programs as the province has been reviewing their 
expenditures which will inform multi-year service delivery planning. In the 2021 Budget, 
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$9,719K of grant revenues from the provincial government has been included which 
represents 5% of the proposed total budget and would have a significant impact if not 
received. Appendix B outlines the current grant programs that have been included in 
the 2021 budget estimate. Based upon 2021 projected costs, there will be a funding 
shortfall of approximately $2,512K. 

Capital Budget 

The ten-year Capital Budget Forecast was reviewed with affected areas within the 
WRPS. The capital forecast includes planned capital improvements or lifecycle 
replacement on existing Facilities as well as future anticipated facility renovations/ 
additions. A Facilities Master Plan was developed in partnership with the Region of 
Waterloo and was approved and incorporated into the ten-year capital forecast in March 
of 2018. The forecast that is presented in this report includes amended information for 
facility projects based upon updated timing, work capacity, changing needs and include 
an inflationary factor from last year's estimates. 

The Capital plan also includes lifecycle and growth requests for fleet, Information 
Technology hardware and software, equipment and furniture. In 2017, a review of 
capital planning, reserve funding requirements and asset management took place which 
resulted in the establishment of a reserve strategy. In September 2020, a formal 
reserve Board policy was approved. The changes in the capital planning process will 
ensure that we have appropriate funding identified to maintain adequate facilities, fleet 
and equipment while reducing our reliance on debt. 

The ten-year capital forecast totals $198,392K with $37,591 K being requested in 2021, 
which includes 2020 budget carry forward of $8,745K. Facility related expenditures 
account for the majority (75%) of the request both for capital renewal and new 
addition/renovations primarily related to the new Central Division at 200 Frederick 
Street, Kitchener. Lifecycle replacement of equipment accounts for 11 %, followed by 
fleet, voice radio and new Information Technology projects for both WRPS and PRIDE 
all account for remaining portions of the remaining capital. See Appendix C for the 
2021 - 2030 Capital forecast. 
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■ Facilities Managed Capital
Renewal 

■ Fleet

■ Voice Radio 

• I T /  PRIDE Projects

■ Police Equipment

■ Facilities
Additions/Renovations

50000 Police Vehicles and Equipment: The $1,?00K 2021 request assumes 39 
vehicles will be replaced and no new vehicles added to the fleet. The police pursuit 
rated utility vehicle continues to be the standard for frontline with a new Hybrid option 
that was introduced by Ford. WRPS has now purchased eight Hybrids to add to the 
fleet. Work continues in partnership with the Region of Waterloo Fleet Management Unit 
to increase the effectiveness and cost efficiency of the fleet through green and 
utilization initiatives. The fleet plan is continually reviewed throughout the year based 
upon functional need and through this evaluation vehicles may be deferred or 
repurposed throughout the fleet. Utilization reviews are in progress and have already 
resulted in the decision to reduce one vehicle from the fleet due to low use in 2020. 
Requests to add three vehicles to the fleet were removed through the budget review 
process resulting in no change the overall fleet. The fleet reserve remains balanced to 
the end of 2030. Previous reserve forecasts showed the fleet reserve to be above 
targeted levels, therefore, monies were reallocated towards the capital reserve to further 
reduce the funding of projects from debentures. 

50005 Information Technology: $1,264K is requested in 2021 which includes funds for 
the pilot of an in-vehicle camera system, video conference capabilities, a Human 
Resource Information System (HRIS) in partnership with the Region, Next Generation 
911 (NG911) for the Communication Centre and information management solutions. 
Further work is progressing to identify whether additional carry forward of budget from 
2020 needs to be secured for a body worn camera and in-vehicle camera solution. 
Given the review of the ten-year Capital reserve forecast, additional projects have now 
been funded by the Capital reserve as opposed to previous assumptions that 
debentures would be used .. 
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50016 Business Intelligence tools: $1,232K is included in 2021 for the continuation of 
the implementation of the approved Business Intelligence solution from 2020 as well as 
additional infrastructure requirements in 2021. 

50045 WRPS Voice Radio Infrastructure: At this time $1,098K is estimated to be 
carried forward to 2020 which represents the cost share arrangement with the Region 
50/50 to fully implement the new P25 voice radio system for the Region of Waterloo. 

50046 200 Frederick St, Kitchener Construction: Funds have been forecasted in 2018-
2022 to fully renovate the former courthouse building to replace the current Central 
Division which includes the regional prisoner management facility. Design work and 
demolition has been completed and a tender has been issued for construction to begin 
at the end of 2020. $24,650K is scheduled to be spent in 2020. 

50047 Facilities Refresh and Furniture: $392K has been included in 2021 for the ten-
year forecast for lifecycle replacement of furniture and minor facility refresh projects. In 
order to simplify the administration, planning and execution of these projects, multiple 
operating accounts have been consolidated in this project (minor renovation, moving, 
cabling) and the capital project title has been renamed from the previous furniture title. 
The previous operating accounts were transferred to being a contribution to the reserve 
so had no impact overall on the Operating budget. This project is funded by the Capital 
reserve. 

50048 Police Equipment: $4, 135K is forecasted in 2021 which includes the lifecycle 
replacement and new requests for all police equipment including Information 
Technology Equipment. Major projects to be undertaken in 2021 include a mobile 
strategy to issue smartphones to all frontline officers to support a digital evidence 
management system (OEMS), lifecycle replacement of officer firearms and conducted 
energy weapon (CEW). This project is funded by the Capital reserve. 

50052 Headquarters Parking Upgrades: Parking at the 200 Maple Grove campus has 
reached its capacity with parking overflowing to non-parking areas daily. The master 
plan identified the expansion of parking with the current schedule having the 
construction begin in 2020 and ending in 2021. The project is currently awaiting site 
plan approval. The project also includes ensuring appropriate and safe accessibility to 
the Police Reporting Centre from Maple Grove road including sidewalks and marked 
crossing areas. $384K is included in the 2021 request. 

50063 Electric Vehicle Charging Stations: An electric vehicle charging station was 
implemented at the Headquarters campus with subsequent devices being planned at 
the other facilities. The use of the charging station is funded by the user. $32K is 
assumed in 2021. This project is funded by the Capital reserve. 

50064 Magazine Explosive Storage: $101 K is included in 2021 to ensure appropriate 
magazine explosive storage for the Emergency Response Unit. Currently they are 
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being stored in Brantford necessitating travel when needed. This project is funded by 
the Capital reserve. 

50068 Facility Security Upgrades: A security assessment was completed at the Maple 
Grove campus which developed a number of recommendations for implementation. 
Subsequent assessments are being done at all the facilities. $300K has been allocated 
in 2021 to address high priority items from these reviews including the replacement of 
an aging card access system which is at end of life. This project is funded by the 
Capital reserve. 

50069 Evidence Management Facility Upgrades: An internal audit report provided 
recommendations to improve evidence care and control. Based upon this report 
enhancements were recommended for Headquarters, South and North division where 
evidence is processed and stored. Based upon priority the recommendations for South 
and Headquarters building are to be completed in 2020 with North being implemented 
over 2021 ($281 K) and 2022. This project is funded by the Capital reserve. 

Facilities Managed Capital Renewal: $2,021K is currentlyforecasted in 2021 which 
relates to lifecycle replacement of the police building components. The plan includes 
monies to provide for general painting and flooring projects at all buildings, exhaust fan 
replacement at the Police Reporting Centre, overhead door/asphalt/curb replacement at 
South and humidifier/asphalt replacement at North. This project is funded both by a 
Facilities renewal reserve and debentures. Based upon a strategy put in place by the 
Region, WRPS has been phasing in increases to this reserve annually to reduce the 
debentures required. Based upon a ten-year forecast, total level of debentures required 
to fund facility related renewal projects have decreased by $1,780K over last year. 

The timing of facility projects continues to be reviewed annually based upon needs and 
timing of existing projects. One capital project to be added which is currently under 
discussion between the Region and WRPS is a Public Safety Communications Centre. 
Original plans were to include the Communications Centre on the third floor of the New 
Central facility. Due to inadequacies of the site including lack of square footage 
available for all partners and feasibility/cost of implementing the infrastructure required 
for a Communications Centre (voice radio included) the decision was made to put aside 
the third floor for future growth and begin the process of finding an alternate site with 
our partners. Conversations are on-going and initial estimates have been established. 
Agreement was achieved that this facility is the next priority for the WRPS based upon 
existing pressures of lack of adequate space at the Headquarters building for the 
existing Communications Centre for the police and the need to find alternate space for 
the backup centre which is currently located at the old and existing Central building 
whereby the Region is undergoing discussions on the future use of this space. As a 
result, all other projects (Training facility expansion, Headquarter renovation/addition) 
were moved out in the ten-year forecast to allow for the inclusion of this project. 
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The reserve projections for select reserves of which WRPS is responsible for and fund 
capital projects are provided for in Appendix D. All reserves remain in a positive 
balance throughout the ten-year forecast with the exception of the Capital reserve which 
goes into a negative balance in 2026 upon replacement of the Voice Radio user gear for 
WRPS. 

Based upon analysis to-date with the effort of funding more capital projects through 
reserves as opposed to debentures, we have been able to reduce debentures by 
$2,805 for non facility related projects for the time period of 2021 through to 2030. 
Work will continue to further mitigate future debt charges by funding projects through 
the reserves. 

Strategic Priorities and/or Operations Plan: 

This report supports the Strategic Business Plan goal to proactively plan for long term 
organizational growth and its financial requirements, aligned with the objective of 
responsible spending and accountability. 

Financial and/or Risk Implications: 

The budget report as presented proposes preliminary 2021 budget estimates. Changes 
in assessment growth could impact the final tax rate impact. 

Attachments: 

Appendix A - 2021 Operating Budget Estimate 
Appendix B - 2021 Grant Summary 
Appendix C - Ten Year Capital Budget and Forecast 
Appendix D - Reserve Continuity Schedules 
Appendix E - Office of the Regional Clerk's Letter 

Prepared By: Kirsten Hand, Director, Finance and Assets Branch 

Approved By: Bryan M. Larkin, Chief of Police 
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Appendix A 
WATERLOO REGIONAL POLICE SERVICE 
2021 Operating Budget Estimate 

EXPENDITURES 
Salaries & Wages 130,213,583 
Benefits 35,989,211 
Total Staffing Costs 166,202,794 

Other Allowances & Benefits 3,940,793 
Office Supplies 208,439 
Materials & Supplies 3,145,359 
Maintenance & Repairs 1,192,404 
Utilities 0 
Minor Vehicle Equipment 12,894 
Small Equipment (PRIDE and Grants only) 898,683 
Services 1,735,803 
Fees 5,560,653 
Rents 861,561 
Financial Expenses 4,432,064 
Communication Costs 1,275,879 
Meetings & Travel 607,273 
lnterdept'I Charges From 4,218,783 
lnterfund Tranfers (Vehicle Reserve) 2,511,089 
lnterfund Tranfers (Capital Reserve) 2,522,360 
lnterfund Tranfers (General Reserve) 0 
lnterfund Tranfers (Insurance) 816,407 
lnterfund Tranfers (RDC 0 

33,940,444 

"" 200,143,238 

REVENUES 
General Police Revenue 3,438,102 
Ministry Grants 8,988,413 
PRIDE Revenue 2,242,159 
Fire Services Revenue 795,838 
Miscellaneous Revenue 3,008,046 
lnterfund Contributions (RDC) 832,010 
lnterfund Contributions (Reserves} 715,494 
Total Revenue 20,020,062 

133,775,589 
37,969,146 

171,744,735 

4,937,445 
192,589 

3,176,277 
2,101,708 

25,620 
11,400 

606,777 
1,773,928 
5,447,298 

874,664 
4,625,430 
1,588,707 

591,772 
4,362,298 
1,935,000 
3,284,191 

0 
830,943 

0 
36,366,047 

208,110,782 

3,263,280 
8,517,591 
2,260,833 

603,488 
3,312,481 

953,360 
0 

18,911,033 

0 133,775,589 3,562,006 2.74% 
0 37,969,146 1,979,935 5.50% 
0 171,744,735 5,541,941 3.33% 

0 4,937,445 996,652 25.29% 
0 192,589 (15,850) (7.60%) 
0 3,176,277 30,918 0.98% 
0 2,101,708 909,304 76.26% 
0 25,620 25,620 #DIV/01 
0 11,400 (1,494) (11.59%) 
0 606,777 (291,906) (32.48%) 
0 1,773,928 38,125 2.20% 
0 5,447,298 (113,355) (2.04%) 
0 874,664 13,103 1.52% 
0 4,625,430 193,366 4.36% 
0 1,588,707 312,828 24.52% 
0 591,772 (15,501) (2.55%) 
0 4,362,298 143,515 3.40% 
0 1,935,000 (576,089) (22.94%) 
0 3,284,191 761,831 30.20% 
0 0 0 #DIV/0! 
0 830,943 14,536 1.78% 
0 0 0 #DIV/QI 
0 36,366,047 2,425,603 7.15% 

0 208,110,782 7,967,544 3.98% 

0 3,263,280 (174,822) (5.08%) 
0 8,517,591 (470,822) (5.24%) 
0 2,260,833 18,674 0.83% 
0 603,488 (192,350) (24.17%) 
0 3,312,481 304,435 10.12% 
0 953,360 
0 0 
0 18,911,033 
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Appendix B 
2021 Grant Summary 

G rit!t /:·· ;._,  £:6:i;)\ ;; 

Area Firearms Officer (AFQl 

Community Safety and Policing Grant {CSP) - Local 
Initiative 
Community Safety and Policing Grant {CSP) -
Provincial Initiative 

Court Security and Prisoner Transportation (CSPT) 

Hate _Q_rime Extre111ism Investigative Team (l:_-ICEITI 

Proceeds of Crime (POC) - Front Line Policing (FLP_I 

Proceeds of_ G_rime (POC) - Front Line P_olicing (FLPI 

Provincial Joint Forces Cannabis Enforcement Team 

Red_uced Impaired Driving Eve!"Y'!'!'!Jere {RIDE) 

Repeat Offender Parole Enforcement (ROPE\ 

--;-:;-
< ( ' '   i?E ;¥ V; 

To provide an officer to be designated as a Firearms Officer within the 
meaning of the Firearms Act to participate with the administration of the Chief 

I Firearms Office. April1 2018-March31,2021I 
To support police services/boards in combating cnme and keeping Ontario 
communities safe through Community Oriented Response and Enforcement 
COREl Teams. AOril1 2019-March31,2022 

To support police services/boards in combating crime and keeping Ontario 
communities safe throu"h Gan" lntelli"ence and Enforcement Initiative. Aoril1 2019-March31,2022 
To assist municipalities in offsetting costs of providing court security and January 1, 2019 - December 31, 

I prisoner transe;2rtation. 2020 
Through the HCEIT WRPS and other Police Services undertake to provide 
specialized investigative support on matters involving hate propaganda. the 
promotion of genocide, hate-motivated crimes and criminal extremism, and to 
conduct multi-jurisdictional strategic and tactical intelligence operations 
targeting individuals or organized groups involved in hate crime activity and 
criminal extremism in the Province of Ontario. Aoril 1 2017 March 31, 2021 

January 1, 2020 - March 31, 
A Joint Human Traffickm" "ro•ect in Waterloo R=ion and the Citv of Guel oh. 2023 
Sexual Violence and Harassment Training and Public Awareness Calll)aign January 1. 2020 - March 31, 
Initiative 2023 
Co-ordinated provincial enforcement strategy to specifically address the March 23, 2020 - March 31, 
enforcement of cannabis l=islation in the "rovince of Ontario 2021 
To provide funds to offset staff costs of enhancing RIDE programs of sobriety 
checks. Aoril1 2019-March31.2020 
To provide a co-ordinated provincial strategy to specifically address the 

I "ursuit and an"rehension offu"itives in Ontario Mav 13 2013-Januaru 31. 2020 
To support a coordinated approach to addressing human trafficking, creating 
and strengthing partnerships and building bridges to work with survivors and 

I a""rehend traffickers April 1. 2019 - March 31, 20211 The Provincial Strategy to End Human Traffickino 
The Anti-Human_J.@ffiCking Strategy tbd ...Jllil_ 

The Provincial Strategy to Protect Children from Sexual 
Abuse and Exploitation on the Internet (Child 
Exploitation} 

To support operations of providing specialized investigative support on 
matters involving sexual abuse and exploitation of children on the internet, 
which will contribute to the provincial strategy by building capacity and 
sustainability and supporting the establishment of a co-ordinated strategic 

lo1an among police services_,_crown attorneys and victim support services. 
To support operations of providing specialized investigative support on 
matters involving sexual abuse and exploitation of children on the internet, 

IThe Provincial Strategy to Protect Children from Sexual 
lwhich 

will contribute to the provincial strategy by building capacity and 
Abuse, and Exploitation on the Internet (Technical sustainability and supporting the establishment of a co-ordinated strategic 
Crime_sl plan among police servIcesL crown attorneys and victim support services 

IThe, 
Provinciarstrategy to Protect Children fro_m Sexual To increase the capacity to investigating Internet Child Exploitation (ICE} 

Abuse and Exploitation on the Internet-A United Team investigations 
Approach 

ToiAJt'iiAANra, 

April 1. 2017 - March 31. 2021 

April 1.2017-March31,2021 

Nov 20. 2020 - Mar 31, 2021 
January 1, 2019- December 31, 

20201 

;-'s: ·•·.-, 

f t    '-:tff  &!J 
,1 $ 163450 Is 

2 3  $ 3151.396 $ 

5 $ 752.037 $ 

$ 6 329.800 $ 

$ 214.510 $ 

$ 167,677 $ 

$ 99,689 $ 

1 $ 151,189 $ 

$ 44,800 $ 

1 $ 157,999 $ 

, 1 ,  150,220 I $  
1 '  $ 1700711$ 

11.! 196734IS 

1 L ! _  179.0161 $ 

i l l _  1502661$ 

21$ 152,555 $ 

,,e2021,Budge1!'<'j" : , : , i , /',' , ,,,,,. , , ,  ,, , ' :;>'Fundlng,Sllort(alll �!"#1Grant�undlna ·: -.,.:--:..", ·, ,_-, h• ·." -.- - · 

(163 450)1 $ 

(2,484 286 $ 

'366.043 $ 

'5.331.128 $ 

'214.510 $ 

'167,677 $ 

199,689 $ 

1151,189 $ 

144,800 $ 

(76,696 $ 

134,aood $ 
1122,75(),l $ 

/144,9§.fil.l..! 

(143.750)1 $ 

(45 417)1 $ 

667,110 

385 994 

998.,E5zg 

81.3_Q  

115,420 
- __g...,m_ 

51 749 

 5: ,_266 

104 8 4 9

24,671 

:, ; lih \1 i;iii ri '£ii2,356 
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Appendix C 
Waterloo Regional Police 

Ten Vear Capital Budget and Forecast ($000's) 
2021-2030 

2020 2021 2021 2021-2030 
Carryforward Request Total 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 Total 

EXPENDITURE 

Program Area Capital 
50000 Police Vehicles and Equipment 1,700 1,700 2,083 3,476 2,914 3,571 1,379 1,618 3,315 3,185 3,352 26,593 
50001 Automated Asset and Evidence Solution 248 233 233 118 42 875 

50003 PRIDE V 417 221 2,645 1,200 4,483 
50004 Police Vehicles - Growth 61 182 182 121 121 61 61 787 

50005 Information Technology 180 1,084 1,264 2,683 2,921 1,293 2,800 2,433 5,400 18,793 
50011 Voice Radio HW and SW Upgrades 350 16 45 5,359 3,039 16 395 9,221 
50012 Training Facilities Expansion 608 7,098 7,098 14,804 
50016 Business Intelligence Tool 1,050 182 1,232 1,232 
50045 WRPS Voice Radio Infrastructure 1,098 1,098 1,098 
50046 200 Frederick St Construction 5,650 19,000 24,650 17,248 41,898 
50047 Facilities Refresh and Furniture 392 392 400 408 416 425 433 442 451 460 469 4,295 
50048 Police Equipment 225 3,910 4,135 2,438 2,563 1,787 2,531 4,064 2,437 2,455 3,031 2,757 28,198 
50051 Central Division Renovation/Expansion 1,977 1,977 
50052 Headquarters Parking Upgrades 100 284 384 384 
50053 Headquarters Renovations 456 9,126 11,154 20,736 
50055 Reporting Centre Expansion 1,217 1,217 
50056 North Division Renovation 147 147 

50060 Police Furniture - Growth 18 40 38 30 25 13 13 175 

50061 Police Equipment - Growth 89 204 191 153 127 64 64 890 

50063 Electric Vehicle Charging Stations 32 32 40 40 40 152 

50064 Magazine Explosive Storage 101 101 101 

50068 Facility Security Upgrades 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 3,000 
50069 Evidence Management Facility Upgrades 281 281 280 561 

50070 Technical Investigations System 200 200 

Total Program Area capital 8,303 27,267 35,569 26,654 10,605 10,846 18,391 21,943 22,362 17,853 8,969 8,627 181,818 

Facilities Managed capital Renewal 
75011 Police Central Division Renewal so 75 100 125 150 175 200 225 1,100 
75012 Firearms Training Facility Renewal 10 10 179 459 12 79 135 874 

75013 Police South Division Renewal 877 877 971 606 484 439 124 12 204 145 194 4,057 
75014 Police North Division Renewal 435 435 12 191 52 12 18 530 818 24 14 2,105 
75016 Police Headquarters Renewal 77 141 218 1,083 367 1,130 682 654 277 595 35 118 5,160 
75017 Police Investigative Services Renewal 350 31 381 12 194 117 89 97 509 605 15 149 2,168 
75018 Police Reporting Centre Renewal 5 94 99 324 29 290 129 92 135 12 1,110 

Total Facilities Managed Capital Renewal 442 1,579 2,021 2,401 1,408 2,066 2,072 1,147 1,569 2,545 498 847 16,574 

TOTAL EXPENDITURE 8,745 28,846 37,591 29,055 12,013 12,912 20,464 23,090 23,931 20,398 9,466 9,473 198,392 
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2020 2021 2021 2021- 2030 

Car orward Request Total 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 Total 

FUNDING & FINANCING 

Grants/ Subsidies/ Recoveries 
Grants & Subsidies 167 89 1,058 480 1,793 

Recoveries 

Development Charges 
Reserve Funds 645 116 761 167 425 410 304 336 137 660 3,200 

Debentures 2,769 9,310 12,079 8,451 462 5,394 5,445 1,004 1,227 969 35,031 

Property Taxes/ User Rates 
Reserves and Reserve Funds 

3980066 Ufecycle Reserve Police 365 702 1,067 1,430 802 451 951 493 1,039 1,121 498 847 8,700 

3981300 Police Capital Reserve 464. 5,968 6,433 4,707 4,332 3,226 3,719 10,157 6,617 3,248 3,807 3,921 50,165 

3982340 Police Vehicles & Equipment Reserve 1,700 1,700 2,083 3,476 2,914 3,571 1,379 1,618 3,315 3,185 3,352 26,593 

General Tax Supported Capital Reserve 
Other Reserve Funds 

Contributions from Operating 
Debentures 4,502 11,049 15,551 12,050 2,889 4,390 6,045 5,280 13,652 11,350 1,008 694 72,910 

TOTAL FUNDING & FINANCING 8,745 28,846 37,591 29,055 12,013 12,912 20,464 23,09(? 23,931 20,398 9,466 9,473 198,392 
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Appendix D 

Opening Balance 

Capital Commitments - Vehicles #50000 

Auction Proceeds 
Interest earned 
Contributions from operating 

Closing Balance 

$4,000 

$3,500 

$3,000 

$2,500 

$2,000 

$1,500 

$1,000 

$500 

$0 

$ 

0 
N 
0 
N 

2020 

3,063 

(2,875) 

200 
89 

2,511 

2,988 

..... 
N 
0 
N 

2021 

2,988 

(1,700) 

200 
96 

1,935 

$ 3,519 

Police Vehicle Reserve Projection 
2020-2030 capital plan 

($000s) 

2022 2023 2024 

3,519 3,717 2,547 

(2,083) (3,476) (2,914) 

200 200 200 
107 93 66 

1,974 2,013 2,053 

$ 3,717 $ 2,547 $ 1,953 

2025 

1,953 

(3,571) 

200 
39 

2,095 

$ 716 

Police Vehicle Reserve Projection 
2020-2030 

N 
N 
0 
N 

M 
N 
0 
N 

st 
N 
0 
N 

$000s 

U') 
N 
0 
N 

l D

N 

r--
N 
0 
N 

00 
N 
0 
N 

CJ'> 

N 

2026 

716 

{1,379) 

200 
36 

2,136 

$ 1,709 

0 
M 
0 
N 

2027 2028 

1,709 2,533 

(1,618) (3,315) 

200 200 
63 63 

2,179 2,223 

$ 2,533 $ 1,703 

2020-
2029 2030 2030 

Total 
1,703 1,026 

(3,185) (3,352) (29,468) 

200 200 2,200 
40 18 711 

2,267 2,313 23,699 

$ 1,026 $ 204 
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Appendix D 

2020 

Opening Balance $ 9,869 

Capital Commitments - Automated Asset and Evidence Solution #S0001 0 
Capital Commitments - PRIDE #50003 0 
Capital Commitments - Information Technology #50005 (1,697) 
Capital Commitments - Voice Radio HW and SW Upgrades #50011 0 
Capital Commitments - North Division #50022 (242) 
Capital Commitments - HQ Security Upgrades #50044 (857) 
Capital Commitments - Furniture #50047 (206) 
Capital Commitments - Equipment #50048 (2,222) 
Capital Commitments - Headquarters Parking Upgrades #50052 (207) 
Capital Commitments - Equipment-Growth #50061 (30) 
Capital Commitments - Electric Charging Stations #50063 (56) 
Capital Commitments - Magazine Explosive Storage #50064 
Capital Commitments - Facility Security Upgrades #50068 (530) 
Capital Commitments - Evidence Management Facility Upgrades #50069 (160) 
Capital Commitments - Technical Investigations System #50070 0 

Contributions from operating 1,828 
Contrib from RDC reserve re: recovery of Excess Capacity- IS 694 
Contributions from the General Reserve above target level 571 
Interest income 249 
Closing Balance $ 7,004 $ 

$10,000 

$5,000 

$-

$(5,000) 

$(10,000) 

$(15,000) 

Police Capital Reserve Projection 
2020-2030 capital plan 

($000s) 

2021 2022 2023 2024 

$7,004 $4,019 $2,752 $1,881 

0 (248) (233) (233) 
0 (250) (133) 0 

(964) (400) (638) (250) 
0 (350) (16) 0 

(392) (400) (408) (416) 
(4,135) (2,438) (2,563) (1,787) 

(227) 0 0 0 

(32) (40) (40) (40) 
(101) 0 0 0 
(300) (300) (300) (300) 
(281) (280) 0 0 

0 0 0 (200) 

2,590 2,642 2,695 2,749 
694 694 694 

163 104 72 53 
4,019 $ 2,752 $ 1,881 $ 1,456 

2025 

$1,456 

(118) 
0 

(300) 
(45) 

(425) 
(2,531) 

0 

0 
0 

(300) 
0 
0 

2,804 

32 
$ 572 

Police Capital Reserve Projection 
2020-2030 

$000s 

2 .... N "' " U'l "' ,-.. 
N N N N N N N 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
N N N N N N N N 

2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 
2020-2030 

Total 

$572 $ (6,725) $ (10,425) $ (10,698) $ (11,469) 

0 0 (42) 0 0 (875) 
0 0 0 0 0 (383) 
0 (400) 0 0 0 (4,649) 

(5,359) (3,039) 0 (16) (395) (9,221) 
(242) 
(857) 

(433) (442) (451) (460) (469) (4,502) 
(4,064) (2,437) (2,455) (3,031) (2,757) (30,419) 

0 0 0 0 0 (433) 
(30} 

0 0 0 0 0 (208) 
0 0 0 0 0 (101) 

(300) (300) (300) (300) (300) (3,530) 
0 0 0 0 0 (721) 
0 0 0 0 0 (200) 

2,860 2,917 2,975 3,035 3,095 30,190 
2,776 

571 
672 

$ (6,725) $ (10,425) $ (10,698) $ (11,469) $ (U,295) 

00 "' 0 
N N 
0 2 2 N 
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Appendix D 

2020 

Opening Balance 2,571 

Target Balance $2M - transfer excess to Capital Reserve (571) 
Interest Income 69 

Closing Balance $ 2,068 

$3,000 

$2,500 I $2,000 ; .

$1,500 

$1,000 

$500 

$0 
0 .... 
N N 
0 0 
N N 

Police General Reserve Projection 
2020-2030 capital plan 

($000s) 

2021 2022 2023 

2,068 2,130 2,194 

62 64 66 

2024 

2,260 

68 

$ 2,130 $ 2,194 $ 2,260 $ 2,328 

2025 2026 

2,328 2,398 

70 72 

$ 2,398 $ 2,470 

Police General Reserve Projection 
2020-2030 

$000s 

N m ... "' ID r-- co 
N N N N N N N 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
N N N N N N N 

2020-
2027 2028 2029 2030 2030 

Total 
2,470 2,544 2,620 2,699 

(571) 
74 76 79 81 780 

$ 2,544 $ 2,620 $ 2,699 $ 2,780 

"' 0 
N m 
0 
N N 
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REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF WATERLOO 
OFFICE OF THE REGIONAL CLERK 

September 28, 2020 
F05-80 

Waterloo Region Police Services Board 
Chair Karen Redman Sent via email to: karen.redman@wrps.on.ca 
Chief Brian Larkin Sent via email to: bryan.larkin@wrps.on.ca 

Dear Chair and Chief: 

Re: COR-FSD-20-27, 2021 Budget Guideline and Timetable 

150 Frederick Street, 2nd Floor 
Kitchener ON N2G 4J3 Canada 

Telephone: 519-575-4420 
TIY: 519-575-4608 
Fax: 519-575-4481 

www.regionofwaterloo.ca 

Please be advised that the Council of the Regional Municipality of Waterloo at their 
regular meeting held on September 23, 2020, approved the following motion: 

That the Regional Municipality of Waterloo take the following action with 
respect to the 2021 Budget as set out in report COR-FSD-20-27 dated 
September 23, 2020: 

a) Direct staff to prepare the preliminary 2021 Tax Supported Operating
Budget with a total targeted property tax impact of 0% inclusive of Police
Services, with options for a total property tax impact up to the rate of
projected 2021 inflation;

b) Direct staff to prepare the preliminary 2021 User Rate Operating Budgets
with a total targeted user rate impact of 0%, with options for a total user
rate impact up to the rate of projected 2021 inflation;

c) Approve the 2021 Budget Process timetable as set out in Appendix A; 
and

d) Forward a copy of Report COR-FSD-20-27 to the Waterloo Region Police
Services Board and to the Area Municipalities in Waterloo Region.

Please accept this letter for information purposes only; a copy of the report is 
attached for your reference. If you have any questions, please contact Chris Wilson, 
Manager, Corporate Budgets at 519-575-4757 x3544 or via e-mail at 
CWilson@regionofwaterloo.ca 

3411304 
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Regards, 

Kris Fletcher 
Director, Council & Administrative Services/Regional Clerk 

KF/vc 

cc sent via email: C. Dyer, Commissioner, Corporate Services/Chief Financial Officer 
C. Wilson, Manager, Corporate Budgets

3411304 

J. Eggleton, Executive Assistant, Police Services Board 
Jill. Eggleton@wrps.on.ca
K. Hand, Director of Finance and Assets, WRPS 
Kirsten .Hand@wrps.on.ca
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WATERLOO REGIONAL 
POLICE SERVICES 

BOARD 

From: Finance Unit 
Finance and Assets Branch 

Report: 2020-192 

To: 

Date: 

The Chair and Members of the Waterloo Regional Police Services Board 

November 18, 2020 

Subject: Proposed 2021 Budget 

Recommendation: 

For information, discussion and direction. 

Summary: 

On October 14, 2020, a preliminary 2021 Operating and Capital Budget position was 
presented to the Police Services Board (PSB) in Report #2020-173. The proposed 
Operating budget was $189,200K, which represented a 5.04% increase over 2020 or a 
Regional net tax rate impact of 1.10%. This equated to an increase of $22.96 per 
average household to $682. The proposed 2021 Capital budget was $37,591 K. 

On September 28, 2020, the Waterloo Regional Police Service (WRPS) received 
notification from the Office of the Regional Clerk that Council directed Regional staff "to 
prepare a preliminary 202.1 Tax Supported Operating budget with a total targeted 
property tax impact of 0% inclusive of Police Services, with options for a total property 
tax impact up to the rate of projected 2021 inflation". Projected inflation rates from eight 
banking organizations ranged from 1.0% to 2.5%. 

At the October 14, 2020 meeting, the Board provided direction on the next steps of the 
2021 budget process: 

That the Waterloo Regional Police Services Board directs the Chief of Police to provide 
the Board with a report at the November 18, 2020 Police Services Board meeting that 
provides 2-3 budget scenarios for the 2021 budget and the implications each scenario 
would have on operations and service levels and that the report includes an overview of 
the work the Waterloo Regional Police Service has done to date, and continues to do, to 
create efficiencies within the Service. 
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Report: 2020-192 

Report: 

Operating Budget 

Internal reviews since the October meeting have resulted in the following reductions to 
the Operating budget: 

• Regional Facilities rent charge reduction of $126K due to maintenance and 
janitorial savings forecasted.

• Software maintenance expense reduction of $85K (reduced costs with new 
phone system upgrade, defer training system enhancement due to replacement
of a HRIS).

• Due to the expectation that several WRPS Volunteer programs will not be 
operating until at least late 2021 (due to pandemic), associated expenses were
reduced by $43K. 

• Uniform and small equipment purchases were funded from existing current year
budget valued at $27K. 

• Removal of school based program expenses of $10K.

• Miscellaneous reduced costs as a result of procurement processes of $BK. 

This reduces the 2021 Operating budget estimate to $188,901 K or a 4.8% increase 
year over year. 

As directed by the Board, a number of scenarios have been completed below taking into 
account different projections of inflation based upon the overall 2020 approved 
Operating budget of $180, 123K ($658.60 per average household). 

This is in addition to assessment growth, which is now reduced to 1.4%. The impact of 
the reduced assessment growth is $180K. 
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Report: 2020-192 

Scenario #1: Scenario #2: Scenario #3: Scenario #4: Scenario #5: Scenario #6: 

Inflation at Inflation at Inflation at Inflation at Inflation at Inflation at 
0% 1.0% 1.5% 2.0% 2.5% 3.0% 

Tax Rate Impact 0% 0.31% 0.47% 0.62% 0.78% 0.93% 

$ increase per average $0 $6.49 $9.74 $12.99 $16.24 $19.48 
household 

Budget Increase 1.4% 2.4% 2.9% 3.4% 3.9% 4.4% 

Description of Reduction ($Kl

Reduction of Staff/ 3,698 1,897 996 96 0 0 
Service Levels 

Salary Gapping 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 195 0 
(Vacancy)* 

Sick Leave Gratuity 600 600 600 600 600 600 
(Benefits Stabilization 
Reserve) 

Benefits (Benefits 500 500 500 500 500 0 
Stabilization Reserve)* 

Fuel 187 187 187 187 187 0 

Court Screening 115 115 115 115 115 115 
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Report: 2020-192 

Scenario #1: Scenario #2: Scenario #3: Scenario #4: Scenario #5: Scenario #6: 

Inflation at Inflation at Inflation at Inflation at Inflation at Inflation at 
0% 1.0% 1.5% 2.0% 2.5% 3.0% 

Accrued Time 50 50 50 50 50 50 

Tuition 20 20 20 20 20 0 

Total Reductions $6,256 $4,455 $3,554 $2,654 $1,753 $852 

*2022 Annualization 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 695 
Impact$

2022 Annualization % 0.8% 0.8% 0.8% 0.8% 0.4% 0% 
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Report: 2020-192 

A number of options exist to reduce the budget to the scenarios as presented above. 

These include the reduction of staff, service delivery and increases to the existing salary 
gapping vacancy rate. Scenarios 4 through 6 will allow the Service to provide adequate 
and effective policing with minimal impact to overall service delivery. 

Other municipal Board approved Police Services budget average a 3.9% increase year 
over year excluding assessment growth, and include Services such as Guelph (4.75%), 
Halton (4.24%) and Ottawa (4.5%). 

The sick leave gratuity estimate was reviewed to determine whether the increase in 
2021, which is expected to reduce again in 2022, could be funded from the benefit 
stabilization reserve, which is currently above its targeted balance. This option would 
reduce the impact on the 2021 budget by $600K. 

A number of benefits increase in 2021 including enhanced Canada Pension Program 
(CPP), Workplace Safety and Insurance Board (WSIB) actuals due to presumptive 
legislation for first responders and post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), phased-in 
health and dental rates and retiree benefits. In order to phase in these additional costs, 
it is proposed that an additional $500K is funded from the benefits stabilization reserve. 
In the 2020 Budget, $715K was used from the reserve to phase in the long-term 
disability program. Currently the benefit stabilization is forecasted to be above the 
targeted balance at the end of 2020 and would be able to fund the two proposed options 
to reduce the 2021 budget. 

In reviewing the fuel, tuition recovery program and estimates for accrued time payouts 
for members on the twelve-hour shift model, recommendation to reduce these items in 
2021. 

A request for proposal (RFP) for alternative delivery options for the court screening 
process are being explored and an assumption that $115K of savings could be realized 
has also been proposed for inclusion in the budget estimate. 

Lastly, the Region confirmed that they are able to allocate $86K of the Safe Restart 
phase 1 funding they received ($13.3M) to WRPS which can offset increased costs 
related to personal protection equipment (PPE) due to the pandemic. 

Some of the proposed reductions will have annualization impacts on the 2022 Operating 
budget ranging from zero to 0.8%. 

Exhaustive efforts were undertaken to examine reductions to the budget that did not 
involve reducing staff and/or service delivery; however, for scenarios 1 and 2, this was 
not possible and a reduction of staff would need to be factored in to meet the budget 
numbers. The impact of scenarios 1 through 4 represent reductions to the number of 
police officers providing service across Waterloo Region. 
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Report: 2020-192 

The Board also asked for additional options to increase revenues through cost recovery 
for services provided by WRPS to other entities. 

A list is provided below: 

• Currently WRPS dispatches By-law Units for the City of Kitchener, the City of
Cambridge and the City of Waterloo. WRPS does not receive any cost recovery
for this service. Discussions could be held to explore cost recovery options
which could generate approximately $323K revenue;

• The WRPS operates the main Public Safety Answering Point (PSAP) 911 facility
for the Region of Waterloo. This responsibility resides with the Region as per the
Municipal Act but has been historically funded by the WRPS. The approximate
cost to operate a PSAP for 2021 is $4,888K for both operating and capital
components. Discussions could be held with the Region to explore cost recovery
options (Down streaming 911 Calls) as well as advance the recommended
Regional consolidation of PSAP (Police, Fire), Regional Call Centre and
centralized Emergency Management Operations as outlined in previous reports.
Many other police services whom operate the PSAP on behalf of their
municipality receive some form of funding;

• In 2019, the Region of Waterloo received $754K of funding through the Ontario
Cannabis Legalization Implementation Fund (OCLIF) from the Ontario
government, which can be used to address implementation costs that directly
relate to the legalization of recreational cannabis. This includes costs related to
increased enforcement, increased response to public inquiries and policy
development. In addition, the cities and townships of Waterloo Region received
$760K. The Region transferred $350K of the funding to WRPS through the 2020
Budget process to offset related costs related to Cannabis legalization. WRPS
could work with the Region to determine if any of the unspent funding could be 
further utilized to offset costs to the Police Service, who continue to address non-
compliance with Federal, Provincial Cannabis Legislation;

• The WRPS currently funds a member seconded to the Regional Well-being
project at a cost of $143K, it could be explored whether cost recovery is 
available;

• The Region funds all paper required for paper POA tickets. When e-ticketing
was implemented, the Region ceased any funding support for the e-ticketing
printers. The WRPS does not receive any revenue from charges laid. A full cost
recovery initiative could be explored ($28K).

Lastly, the Board may consider the role of the WRPS in the Children's Safety Village 
(CSV). The two main school boards have confirmed they will not be sending any 
children to the village in the 2020/2021 school year due to the pandemic. 
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Report: 2020-192 

WRPS funds approximately $250K including an Educator, 50% of a Coordinator (cost 
shared with three municipal Fire Services) and a number of facility related costs. The 
CSV is a separate agency, which also receives funding from other public sector and 
private industry organizations although traditionally has relied on support from the 
WRPS, and Region of Waterloo. 

For the last five years, the Service has embarked on a Continuous Improvement 
initiative, which included a number of reviews using Lean Six Sigma methodology to 
determine innovative and fiscally responsible approaches to providing policing services. 

A list of these initiatives are included in Appendix A. Project #33, a Staffing and 
Workload Demand review was completed which assessed both current and future 
staffing requirements based upon current demands for service, legislative impacts, 
judicial demands and call capacity while also considering alternative service delivery 
options, including civilianization. 

Despite the approved recommendations, staffing has not kept up to pace with the 
associated population growth, workload demands, community and judicial demands as 
well as the complexity of social issues and investigating crime. From 2019 to 2021, 
forty-seven (47) positions were added to the budget as compared to the 
recommendation of one hundred and thirty four (134). 
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Staffing & Workload Demand Review Budget Expansions 

Furthermore, WRPS continues to below the national average (ranked 30th) and has the 
fifth (5th) lowest rate amongst the twelve largest municipal police services in Ontario 
(shown in dark grey) in the Police Resources in Canada 2018 Statistics Canada report. 
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Report: 2020-192 

2018 Rate of Police Officers in Municipalities Serving Populations Greater 
250 than 100,000 Population 
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Adjustments to the 2021 Capital request includes an increase in carry forward budget 
from 2020 as a result of changes in timing for various projects. It is anticipated that 
project spending will be delayed into the following year based upon recent information 
including the new Central Division, North Division window replacement, expansion of 
parking/sidewalks at the Headquarters campus, Information Technology projects and 
some Facility renewal projects. 

The 2021 budget request increased by $144K due primarily to Facility renewal work 
additions related to North Division window replacement offset by the phasing of work 
related to the expansion of parking/sidewalks at the Headquarters campus (#50052) to 
2022. Revised cost estimates received for project #50052 identified that additional 
money be added. 

The ten-year capital forecast now totals $201,391 in Appendix B. The Public Safety 
Communications Centre project continues to be discussed internally and is not yet in 
the ten-year capital forecast. 

Strategic Priorities and/or Operations Plan: 

This report supports the Strategic Business Plan goal to proactively plan for long-term 
organizational growth and its financial requirements, aligned with the objective of 
responsible spending and accountability. 
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Report: 2020-192 

Financial and/or Risk Implications: 

The budget report as presented proposes preliminary 2021 budget estimates. Changes 
in assessment growth could affect the final tax rate impact. 

Attachments: 

• Appendix A - Efficiency Projects and Reviews: 2015-2021
• Appendix B - Ten Year Capital Budget and Forecast

Prepared By: Kirsten Hand, Director, Finance and Assets Branch 

Approved By: Bryan M. Larkin, Chief of Police 
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Appendix A - Efficiency Projects and Reviews: 2015-2021 

1 On-
going 

2 2021 

3 

(TBD) 

2021 
(TBD) 

Reallocation of FTE 
(rather than adding) 

Digital Evidence 
Management (DEMS) 

Multiple reviews have taken place, which have 
resulted in re-allocating positions within the 
organization rather than adding expansion 
positions through the budget process. 

FSU currently piloting for submission of digital 
evidence to WRPS as a result of the Pandemic. 
Provincial solution to be finalized. 

Centralized Disclosure WRPS currently has a decentralized model, which 
is fragmented for case preparation and case 
management. With the implementation of DEMs. 
and body-worn cameras, we must examine our 
processes and organizational structure for 
disclosure to ensure efficiency, that we are 
utilizing technology and keeping pace with best 
practices and case law requirements. 

Report: 2020-192 

6 positions were re-allocated in the 2020 Budget. 9 
positions were re-allocated within the draft 2021 
Budget. 

Operational efficiencies: Do not require an officer 
to physically gather electronic/digital evidence 
from complainant. Allows complainant to submit 
any digital evidence they have directly to WRPS 
easily. 

Targeted efficiencies expected are improvement in 
quality of briefs; minimize risk to prosecutions, and 
more efficient and a_gile workflow. 
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4 

5 

2020-
0ngoing 

Cybercrime Review 

(Lean Six Sigma) 

2020- Business Intelligence 
Ongoing Project 

In 2018, the Staffing and Workload project also 
identified challenges the Unit was facing with 
respect to workload. Given the demands placed 
on the unit, which has created some backlogs, a 
review of the Unit is necessary to create further 
efficiencies. Demands currently facing the unit 
include volume of cases, which include intake, 
imaging, processing, analysis and reporting of 
evidence. 

The Business Intelligence (Bi) Project will be 
developing a suite of dashboards and other tools 
that will allow for the timely and efficient 
visualization and manipulation of operational and 
administrative data in real-time by users from all 
levels of the organization. 

Report: 2020-192 

Currently in Analyze phase. Cybercrime workload 
analysis being completed with recommendations 
forthcoming. 

Will be implementing Bl solution to various areas of 
the Service over the next two years. Priority will be 
for front line patrol and RTOC. Improved efficiency 
and transparency by strategic use of information to 
support evidence-based decision-making. 
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6 

7 

2020- Data Management 
Ongoing Strategy and Data 

Governance 

2020- Policy and Procedure 
Ongoing Modernization 

WRPS has a complex system of entering and using 
data in a variety of different systems for different 
purposes. WRPS lacks a clear and transparent 
strategy to manage our data, which has led to poor 
data quality and frustration in getting accurate 
information when it is needed. A Data Governance 
Framework will provide a structure to ensure 
proper management and accountability for our 
information. The first step will be to develop a 
strategy for how the data will be managed at 
WRPS. This work will build upon the Data Integrity 
Project and the IT Audit. 

The current Policy and Procedure development 
and revision process is out of date and highly 
inefficient. Currently, at least 60 or 35% of the 
approximately 185 WRPS procedures are out of 
date. There are 15 procedures more than a decade 
past their recommended review date. Under the 
current process, there are lengthy delays and little 
accountability with no established timelines. It 
takes a minimum of six weeks to complete a minor 
procedural update and several months to revise 
procedures that are significantly out of date. 

Report: 2020-192 

Steering committee and working group formed 
with goal to have a Data Governance model and 
framework in place for 2021. This strategy will help 
support the success of the Business Intelligence 
project, improve officer safety and investigations 
by building trust and accuracy in our data, support 
community accountability and reporting, and 
mitigate organizational risk. 

With the goal of mitigating organizational risk and 
improving efficiency, this Policy and Procedure 
Modernization Project aims to establish a modern, 
sustainable and more agile process for the tracking 
and revision of WRPS Policies and Procedures, build 
in greater ownership with senior leaders, and 
establish an organizational expectation for all 
members to remain up-to-date and knowledgeable 
on policy and procedures. 
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8 2019- Real Time Operations 
Ongoing Centre (RTOC) 

(Lean Six Sigma) 

The Real Time Operations Centre (RTOC) is a 
regionalized hub used to manage risk by 

coordinating front line and investigative resources, 
leveraging technology to increase situational 
awareness and provide actionable intelligence to 
field operations. Included in the RTOC is a 

Regional Scheduling Team (RST) which will provide 
scheduling consistency region-wide using TAMS 
and E-Rosters. 

9 2019- Field Support Frontline The Field Support Division is focusing on call 

Ongoing Call Reduction 
Strategies 

reduction strategies to improve service delivery. 
This includes increasing the volume and type of 
calls handled by the Frontline Support Unit (FSU) 

and processes in Communications such as the 
expanded use of Text Blue to reduce frontline 
resources required for responding to 
dropped/silent 911 calls 

Report: 2020-192 

The Regional Scheduling Team was implemented in 

Sept 2020 utilizing re-allocated positions within the 
organization, increasing efficiency in scheduling 

and allowing S/Sgts to focus on other duties. 
Created consistency in management of TAMS. Goal 
to launch full RTOC in July 2021. 

2019 Total incidents handled by FSU - 14,081 

2020 Total incidents handled by FSU (to end of Q3) 
-9804

Above totals include incidents handled via on line 
reporting 

2019 Incidents diverted via Text Blue - 7505 

2020 Incidents diverted via Text Blue (to end of Q3) 

- 5718
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10 2019- Civilianization 
Ongoing 

11 2019- Front Desk officer Role 
0ngoing 

(Lean Six Sigma) 

Currently, civilian members comprise 33% of our 
entire membership and the further expansion of 
civilianized positions has numerous benefits. These 
include the strategic redeployment of officers, 
financial offsetting; enhanced specialization, 
stability and consistency; and succession planning 
opportunities for civilian members. There is 
ongoing implementation from recommendations 
of Staffing and Workload Demand Project and 
consideration for future civilianization as 
opportunities present. 

There are issues with consistency and staffing 
across the Divisions with the front desk officer 
position. With the implementation of the 
Frontline Support Unit (FSU) and security 
requirements, a review of this function is 
warranted in order to better align our front desk 
needs and create efficiencies. 

Report: 2020-192 

Since the 2018 Staffing and Workload Project, a 
total of 20 positions have been civilianized in areas 
including: Communications, Court Services, Policy 
and Procedure Development, Strategic Services, 
Cybercrime, and in Training and Education. 

Recommendations not yet implemented due to 
COVID. Currently running modified hours at front 
desk. 
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12 2019 - Operational 
ongoing Equipment 

Management Process 

(Lean Six Sigma) 

13 2019 - High Priority Police 
Ongoing reporting 

(Lean Six Sigma) 

Report: 2020-192 

The tracking of equipment across the organization Short-term electronic tracking of operational 
is problematic and inconsistent. This results in equipment being created. Long term will involve 
difficulty finding equipment, identifying ownership electronic lockers with an equipment management 
and leaves the organization unable to properly solution at the new Central Division first. 
quantify our operational equipment needs. 

The current process for police reporting is resource Live police reporting model pilot is scheduled for 
intensive and creates duplication. The high early 2021. Efficiencies expected are less 
priority dictation software system has become 
obsolete and is no longer supported by the 
company Nuance and dictation is becoming 
obsolete across other Police Services. 

administrative work and duplication for officers 
and information processing specialists, less tasking 
to Officers, compliance with disclosure process, 
decision-making (efficient deployment) and officer 
safety via real time entry and access to 
information. 
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14 2019 -
ongoing 

Records Check process The WRPS has seen a steady increase to the 

(Lean Six Sigma) 
volume of police record check applications since 
2015. In 2018, applications for police record
checks grew by 34%, requiring 1) staff overtime; 
and 2) processing of applications by the Unit 
Supervisor during peak periods. Further, large 
volumes of 'foot traffic' to the Police Reporting 
Centre (PRC) for police record checks have 
negatively impacted customer service wait-times, 
increasing by 11% in 2018, and has also negatively 
impacted the WRPS online service delivery. 

Report: 2020-192 

Consistent 5-day turnaround time. 

Implementation of civilian fingerprinting right at 
the record check counter, improving the timelines 
for fingerprint appointments, taking the process 
from 15 minutes to 5 minutes. Fingerprint results 
are also received quickly, and customers can 
reduce the number of trips for their record check 
from two to one. 

Record check costs remained competitive with our 
comparators even with a further 2021 increase of 
$5 for volunteer checks. The implementation of an 
improved system in 2021 will allow for electronic 
identification verification (EIV) and electronic 
returns. 

Level of service maintained for checks despite 
COVID. 
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15 2019 Seizure of Evidence A recent property audit revealed that in Recommendations include implementing an 
ongoing and Return to Justice occurrences with seized evidence, a Report to electronic property tag and electronic lockers. 

Justice (RTJ) was not being completed consistently. Creation of a supervisor report for RTJ compliance 
(Lean Six Sigma) In addition, the audit found 1) inaccuracies and and use of E-hub from the province to digitize RTJ 

incompleteness of seized evidence tags and submissions to the Justice of the Peace. Mitigate 
reports in support of seized evidence; 2) a lack of risk to organization by gaining compliance with the 
member and Supervisor accountability for the Code and liability for lost property. 
seizure of evidence; and 3) inconsistencies 
between hardcopy records and entries in systems, 
given processes require duplicative entry by 
multiple parties. 

16 2019 - Vehicle utilization A review of vehicle needs is completed throughout 6 vehicles were reduced from the fleet in 2019 and 
Ongoing review (reductions) the year, which has resulted in the reduction of 1 vehicle in 2021 to date. 

vehicles from the fleet. 
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17 2019 

18 2019 

Promotional Process 

Sworn Transfer 
Process 

Although improved since 2016, the promotional 
process was still taking a significant amount of 
time and there were many complaints regarding 
the toll on applicant wellness. As a result, a small 
group from Human Resources and Legal further 
streamlined the process, which was launched in 
late 2020. 

Report: 2020-192 

The 2020 Staff Sergeant Promotional Process was 
completed in about 2 months, further cutting the 
time to run the whole process down to 39 business 
days. In addition, the labour resource demand (i.e., 
time spent by members involved completing tasks 
required to run the promotional process) was 
decreased by ~70%. This works out to a labour 
savings of 600-1500 + hours depending on number 
of applicants - about 600 hours saved for the 2020 
Promotional Process, which was Staff Sergeants 
only. 

Prior to 2019, there was no standard, documented The sworn transfer process now: 
process for sworn transfers. A new Sworn Transfer 
Process was reviewed, redesigned, and 
implemented to support a shift in organizational 
culture and improved transparency. 

1. Provides members with equal opportunity for
sworn positions; 

2. Promotes equity, inclusion, and diversity;

3. Allows members to take ownership of their
careers;

4. Encourages succession planning, learning, and 
performance management;

5. Protects the wellness of members; and 

6. Is transparent, equitable, efficient, defendable,
and effectively utilizes technology.
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19 2019 

20 2019 

21 2019 

Forensic ldent 
Supervision 

(Lean Six Sigma) 

Traffic Supervision 
model 

(Lean Six Sigma) 

Internal Mail system 

(Lean Six Sigma} 

The Staffing and Workload project identified that 
efficiencies could be gained by reviewing the 
current supervisory model in the branch. 

The supervisory model in the branch at the time 
was inefficient. Some platoons were running short 
by authorizing an Acting Sergeant where there 
may not be a need. 

Reviews of internal procedures for mail and 
courier delivery. With the development of best 
practices internally, this may affect what is 
delivered externally; thereby increasing security 
and improving timelines. 

Report: 2020-192 

Implemented a new shift schedule in Jan 2020. 
Shift schedule evaluation to be done. 

Eliminated Sergeant responsibility for Fail to appear 
warrants. 

Other recommendations not yet implemented -
streamline 980 call information, and transition to 
Forensic Specialist role. 

Implemented with new shift schedule Jan 2020. 
Overall shift schedule evaluation to be done. 

Quick hits implemented including discontinuing the 
Sun life mailbox, mail room security upgrades and 
adding a second pick up at the Investigative 
Services building for mail and sending outgoing 
courier packages. 

Mail chart added at each mail drop off location. 
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Report: 2020-192 

22 2019 Call Management In extension of the work done by the Staffing and Recommendations for various call types under 
Process Workload Demand project, it was identified that consideration. 

(Lean Six Sigma) 
we currently do not have a call management 
strategy. Greater efficiency in call management 
can be realized in reviewing how certain call types 
are handled in Communications, in Neighbourhood 
Policing, Investigative Services and with the role of 
Front-line support unit. 

23 2019 Uniform Crime A review of how we process occurrences and code Workload analysis completed. Move from paper to 
Reporting process for UCR purposes was done to improve quality, electronic Dashboard with measurements to 

consistency and timeliness of coding and better manage processing and turnaround time. Added 1 
(Lean Six Sigma) meet the information needs of the organization part time UCR coder. 2019 had the most 

and Statistics Canada deadlines. occurrences that were ever coded and the Statistics 
Canada submission deadline was met. 

24 2019 Verified Alarms An analysis of alarm calls completed by the Staffing Verified Alarm Response program was 
Program (VARP) and Workload study found that many alarm calls implemented in Jan 2020 and saw a reduction in 

are closed as false alarms or officers often arrive attending false alarms calls by about 67 % from Jan 
(Lean Six Sigma) 

on scene after private security have already dealt - June 2020 compared to same time frame 2019. 
with the call. This project aimed to gain Stopped alarm registration function to streamline 
efficiencies on the front line by reducing the billing. Better customer service as calls are not 
number of false alarms officers are dispatched to. waiting. Reduced work equating to ~1.2s FTE 

annually. 
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25 2019 

26 2019 

Collision Reporting 
outsourcing 

Short and long-term 
sick leave 
implementation 

As a result of a Self-Reported Collision Study in 
2018 it was determined that a third-party 
company could assist in providing an alternative 
method of service delivery for motor vehicle 
collisions. This would result in improved customer 
service to our community and the ability to 
redeploy officers to core policing functions. This 
initiative also addresses a key goal of the 2018-20 
Operations Plan by establishing and implementing 
alternative service delivery options. 

In January 2020, WRPS moved from a Central Sick 
Bank system to a short term and long-term 
disability (LTD) plan. Members now use their own 
personal sick time as their short-term disability 
plan and move to LTD at 70% pay if approved by 
Sunlife. A loan program is available for members 
who do not have sufficient personal sick bank 
balances to bridge them to LTD. The previous 
Central Sick Bank was bankrupt for civilian 
members and not sustainable in the long-term for 
sworn members. 

Report: 2020-192 

Reduced WRPS staffing demands by 4 Constables 
and 1 Records position upon implementation. This 
also allowed for a significant expansion in collision 
types that could be handled at a Collision Reporting 
Centre thus further reducing the call response 
demand on frontline resources in Neighbourhood 
Policing. 

2019 Collisions handled by CRC- 10,458 

2020 Collisions handled by CRC (to end of Q3) -
5267 (Volume impacted by COVID-19) 

There is now a modernized and sustainable income 
protection program for our members. Members 
may go into an unpaid status if not approved 
through Sunlife. There has been decreases in 
average sick time. Members are paid at 70% on 
LTD as opposed to 100% previously. 
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27 2019 Implementation of 

Front Line Support 

Unit (FSU) 

28 2018- IMPACT 
Ongoing 

Implementation from recommendations of Staffing 

and Workload Demand Project. The FSU became 

formally operational on April 1, 2019 to alleviate 

frontline Patrol workload and enhance customer 

service by selectively increasing WRPS strategic 

redeployment of lower priority calls for service 

that do not involve an immediate risk to public 

safety or loss of evidence. 

Report: 2020-192 

FSU has also significantly increased in the effective 

use of accommodated sworn members. 72% of the 

Unit's current complement are accommodated 

members performing core police functions while 

diverting calls from frontline response. 

Police are not trained mental health care workers, IMPACT team staff consisting of a variety of 

yet police are called to respond to over 3,300 addictions and mental health clinicians respond live 

mentally ill occurrences per year. The Canadian 

Mental Health Association (ICMHA) Waterloo 

Wellington and WRPS began collaborating with 

their Integrated Mobile Police and Crisis Team 

(IMPACT) to holistically respond to police calls 

involving persons experiencing mental health 

crises. 

to calls with police officers. In Waterloo Region, 

IMPACT responded to 51% of requests live in the 

moment. 78% of the people seen were diverted 

from attending a local hospital. IMPACT teams 

provided 102 hours of police member support. 
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29 2018- Health IM 
Ongoing 

30 2018- Project Management 
Ongoing Process Review 

Report: 2020-192 

Different partners involved in complex health care Since implementation in June 2019, a total of 3079 
maintain unique systems, which often do not 
connect. HealthlM software supports first 
responders, during emergency mental health crisis 
calls. The system is designed to increase safety for 
both the responder and the person in crisis, 
improve outcomes for individuals suffering from 
unmanaged mental health challenges and 
promoted effective oversight. HealthlM facilitates 
communication between officers, mobile crisis 
teams, and community healthcare partners via a 
brief mental health screener application 
completed by officers on their mobile workstations 
and smartphones during a call for service. 

Organizational Restructuring Review Team 

reports completed via HEALTH IM screener: 

• 123 of these calls were Acute Crisis
representing 4% of calls. 

• 55% apprehension rate. 

• Average officer wait time down to 1 hour, 11 
minutes at the hospital.

• 2186 Individual interactions.

• 893 with more than one interaction for mental 
health concerns.

Project Management (PM) procedure created in 
recommended the Service undertake a review of 2019. Formation of a PM Committee to review 
how projects are prioritized, managed and staffed. project charters begin in early 2020. Creation of. 

standardized templates and process to streamline 
how projects are documented, resourced and 
budgeted. Increase in organizational awareness of 
projects and communication. 
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31 2018-

2019 

32 2018 

Information 
Technology Audit 

PriceWaterhouse Coopers (PwC) performed a 
review of our Information Technology Branch to 
identify current technology related strengths, 
reporting and leadership structures, gaps and 
opportunities and develop a growth strategy to 
meet future demands. 

Court Services Review The Court Services Review focused on the most 
efficient delivery of services and scope of WRPS 
responsibilities in Courts. All WRPS positions and 
roles in Court Services were reviewed to 
determine potential civilianization and or 
privatization, best practices across Ontario were 
reviewed, process improvements priorities, and 
clarifying core WRPS requirements for improved 
cooperation with the local Crown's Office. 

Report: 2020-192 

Developed a Transition Roadmap to help WRPS IT 
prioritize the list of initiatives to transition to a 
future state enabling a new way of delivering 
services. 

Roles were clarified and some efficiencies 
implemented such as transitioning WRPS staff from 
POA Court. Privatization of serving of courts 
documents in 2020 resulting in a reduction of 2 Full 
Time Equivalent WRPS staff. There is continued 
review of other privatization options. 
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33 2018 

34 2017-

Staffing and Workload The Staffing and Workload Demand Project 
Demand 

Salary gapping 

objectives were to: (1) Assess current and future 
staffing implications within our police service and 
policing in general, and opportunities for 
civilianization; (2) Assess current and future 
workload demands, alternative service delivery 
options, enhanced call management, opportunities 
for redeployment, and other organizational 
efficiencies; and (3) Create a long-term staffing 
plan that will enhance proactive initiatives and the 
wellbeing of our members and our community. 

A reduction is included in the budget based upon 

Report: 2020-192 

Recommendations included short- and long-term 
staffing requirements, a 12-hour shift schedule 
(which was implemented in January 2020); call 
management and alternative service delivery 
options (FSU was implemented), civilianization of 
specific positions, privatization considerations, and 
ongoing continuous improvement areas of focus. 
The implementation of the 12-hour shift schedule 
in patrol was a factor in the 50% reduction in 
overtime as of September 2020. In addition, 21 
positions were found in the organization, which 
could be reallocated elsewhere to mitigate the 
need to add resources through the budget cycle. 

$2,480K of targeted savings through position 
Ongoing (vacancies) projected natural and targeted position vacancies. vacancies was included in the 2020 Budget. 

35 2017 Return to 
Work/Reintegration 
Improvement Process 

This project included reorganization of the Abilities 
Management and hiring of an Occupational Health 
Nurse and Abilities Management Coordinator. A 
Committee was developed to ensure best practices 
for return to work were put in place. A new re-
integration model and pathway was developed. 

Continued decreases in member absences and 
accommodations since implementation in 2017. 
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36 2016-

2018 

37 2016-

2017 

Civilian Staffing Review 

(Lean Six Sigma) 

Dictation Backlog 

(Lean Six Sigma) 

Due to changes in technology, process and 

organizational design, there was demand for work 

that was not being met and we had capacity within 

certain positions that was in excess to the current 

need. 

The current dictation system had a backlog of 

roughly 18,000 occurrences with turnaround times 

for non-priority WRPS incidents taking 3-4 months. 

Report: 2020-192 

Three phases over 2 years that focus on redesign of 

civilian jobs so that staffing matches demand and 

reduced waste. All civilian positions reviewed -

numerous recommendations. Multiple positions 

collapsed and were re-allocated to new positions 
required by the IS Review of 2017. 

24-hour turnaround on all reports since 2017. 

$185,000 savings in wages saved by reducing 

duplication by Records and Officers 

Will states decreased by 67% ($141,000 saved in 

Level of effort to process) 

Cycle time reduced from 181 days to 24 hours for 

reports. 
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38 2016-
2017 

Data Integrity 

(Lean Six Sigma) 

Data integrity is an ongoing problem that 
negatively impacts our ability to deliver accurate 
information. The error rate of personnel entering 
data into RMS is high specific to person and 
address Masterfile errors. 

Report: 2020-192 

Reduction in person and address Masterfile errors 
by 35%. 

Training video was created and viewed by all sworn 
members. 

Changes to Computer Aided dispatch stopped 
automatic roll of incomplete data to the Records 
Management system. 

Data quality now part of inbox testing in 
promotional process 
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Report: 2020-192 

39 2016- Canine program A review was done of the canine program in order Shift schedule change balanced workload to 
2017 to make recommendations regarding structure and staffing. This change increased K9 availability by 

(Lean Six Sigma) utilization of the program, ongoing training needs, 60% and increased arrests related to canine by 41% 
risk management, and interactions our PRIDE 
partners and other nearby agencies. Creation of revised policies, training requirements 

and acquisition of ca nine's established. 

A Master Trainer function was created to assist 
with training for WRPS and PRIDE partners. 

Electronic Activity reporting was created to allow 
handlers to track their training and calls without 
paper. 

A training video for front line on proper 
containment with canine was created and viewed 
by all sworn members. 

40 2016 Performance Previous performance appraisals were long, Steady increase in documented Performance 
Appraisals repetitive and not embraced by members or Development Updates (PDUs). Encourages ongoing 

supervisors. Appraisals are supposed to be conversations between employees and supervisors. 
(Lean Six Sigma) completed yearly however in many cases they Compliance rate is over 75%. 

were not completed at all. 
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41 2016 

42 2016 

Promotional Process 

(Lean Six Sigma) 

Adopt a School 
Program 

(Lean Six Sigma) 

The promotional process took roughly 9 months 
from start to finish. During the assessment and 
interview phase, it involved all Staff Sergeants, 

Report: 2020-192 

New promotional process now takes 90 days. It 
now accurately assesses a candidate's knowledge, 
skills, abilities and leadership potential, while 

Inspectors and Superintendents sporadically over a creating improved transparency and accountability. 
3-month period. The process was lengthy and 
confusing for candidates and did not achieve the 
desired results for the candidate or WRPS. 

The Adopt a School program (elementary school) 
was not meeting the needs/ expectations of our 
school partners in developing youth in community 
safety. 

Satisfaction ratings from schools went from 24% to 
82%. 

There was 96% increase in the number of proactive 
school visits by front line as a result of the new 
model. 
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43 2015-
2017 

44 2015-
2016 

Investigative Services 
Review 

Vehicle Shuttling 
Process 

(Lean Six Sigma) 

An Investigative Services Review was undertaken 
to examine the workloads, mandates and overall 
structure of most of the Service's investigative 
areas. The goal of the review was to provide 
recommendations that would create a 
comprehensive approach to investigations that 
efficiently and effectively met the varied needs of 
the community, complemented our 
Neighbourhood Policing approach, recognized the 
importance of interaction between investigative 
areas and frontline patrol and was mindful of the 
wellness of our members. 

Report: 2020-192 

Most recommendations from this Review were 
implemented in 2017 to incorporate best practices, 
clarified mandates and reporting structures, 
formalize a fixed tenure policy, standardize the 
mentoring program, and initiate annual wellness 
screening and monitoring in investigative areas. 

The system for shuttling vehicles for repair was an Cost savings in the vendor shuttling vehicles for 
inefficient use of officer time. In 2013, there were 
2009 incidents and 1,406 officer hours spent 
shuttling vehicles for repair. In 2014, there were 
2001 incidents and 1,514 officer hours. 

vehicle cleaning, $13,600 were saved in labour 
cost. 

Process created that supply enhanced services 
from IT for computer repairs in vehicles. 

Creation of a standard operating process to follow 
for repairs. 
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45 2015-
2016 

46 2015 & 
2019 

47 2014-
0ngoing 

Electronic Disclosure 

(Lean Six Sigma) 

Lean Six Sigma (LSS) 
Training 

Participation in 
Connectivity Tables 

Court and disclosure documents were previously 
completed, reviewed and delivered to Courts for 
prosecution in hard copy. The infrastructure to 
produce electronic disclosure was in place and in 
preparation for its use to be provincially mandated 
in 2016, WRPS moved to an electronic disclosure 
process. 

In 2015, Waterloo Regional Police Service (WRPS) 
began its continuous improvement journey by 
training members in LSS and again in 2019. This 
entailed weeks of training while applying 
methodology to a real project. There are 30 
members who received green belt training and 1 
of those members is black belt certified. 

There are individuals in our community with 
complex needs who are in situations of acutely 
elevated risk. Connectivity Tables were established 
in Cambridge, and in Kitchener-Waterloo to 
address systemic barriers that can, at times, limit 
the success of any one or two agencies dealing 
with complex cyclical issues. The tables consist of 
33 partner agencies including policing, education, 
health, justice and social service. 

Report: 2020-192 

Over $48,000 savings in printing and disk costs 
alone and in offsite storage access fees by going 
electronic. 

Pool of members trained throughout the Service 
creates capacity that can be used for process 
improvement projects 

23 process improvement projects have taken place 
across the organization using the LSS methodology. 

The Tables provide the opportunity to mobilize 
services in changing patterns of recidivism and truly 
address the root of the issue, which often relates to 
mental health and substance abuse issues. Since 
2014, three have been 469 situations brought to 
the table. Since 2014, WRPS is involved with over 
81% of the situations at the tables and originates 
the highest percentage of cases. WRPS has both 
contributed and benefitted the most from 
Connectivity. 
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Appendix B 
Waterloo Regional Police 

Ten Year Capital Budget and Forecast ($000's) 
2021- 2030 

2020 2021 2021 2021 - 2030 
Car!]forward Request_ Total 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 Total 

EXPENDITURE 

Program Area Capital 
50000 Police Vehicles and Equipment 1,700 1,700 2,083 3,476 2,914 3,571 1,379 1,618 3,315 3,185 3,352 26,593 
50001 Automated Asset and Evidence Solution 248 233 233 118 42 875 
50003 PRIDE V 417 221 2,645 1,200 4,483 
50004 Police Vehicles - Growth 61 182 182 121 121 61 61 787 
50005 Information Technology 530 1,084 1,614 2,683 2,921 1,293 2,800 2,433 5,400 19,143 
50011 Voice Radio HW and SW Upgrades 350 16 45 5,359 3,039 16 395 9,221 
50012 Training Facilities Expansion 608 7,098 7,098 14,804 
50016 Business Intelligence Tool 1,050 182 1,232 1,232 
50022 Replacement of North Division 401 401 401 
50045 WRPS Voice Radio Infrastructure 1,098 1,098 1,098 
50046 200 Frederick St Construction 6,650 19,000 25,650 17,248 42,898 
50047 Facilities Refresh and Furniture 392 392 400 408 416 425 433 442 451 460 469 4,295 
50048 Police Equipment 85 3,910 3,995 2,438 2,563 1,787 2,531 4,064 2,437 2,455 3;031 2,757 28,058 
50051 Central Division Renovation/Expansion 1,977 1,977 
50052 Headquarters Parking Upgrades 400 140 540 460 1,000 
50053 Headquarters Renovations 456 9,126 11,154 20,736 
50055 Reporting Centre Expansion 1,217 1,217 
50056 North Division Renovation 147 147 
50060 Police Furniture - Growth 18 40 38 30 25 13 13 175 
50061 Police Equipment - Growth 89 204 191 153 127 64 64 890 
50063 Electric Vehicle Charging Stations 32 32 40 40 40 152 
50064 Magazine Explosive Storage 101 101 101 
50068 Facility Security Upgrades 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 3,000 
50069 Evidence Management Facility Upgrades 281 281 280 561 
50070 Technical Investigations System 200 200 

Total Program Area Capital 10,213 27,123 37,336 27,114 10,605 10,846 18,391 21,943 22,362 17,853 8,969 8,627 184,045 

Facilities Managed Capital Renewal 
75011 Police Central Division Renewal so 75 100 125 150 175 200 225 1,100 
75012 Firearms Training Facility Renewal 179 459 12 79 135 864 
75013 Police South Division Renewal 64 877 941 971 606 484 439 124 12 204 145 194 4,121 
75014 Police North Division Renewal 90 724 814 12 191 52 12 18 530 818 24 14 2,483 

75016 Police Headquarters Renewal 323 141 464 1,083 367 1,130 682 654 277 595 35 118 5,406 
75017 Police Investigative Services Renewal 444 31 475 12 194 117 89 97 509 605 15 149 2,262 
75018 Police Reporting Centre Renewal 5 94 99 324 29 290 129 92 135 12 1,110 

Total Facilities Managed Capital Renewal 926 1,867 2,794 2,401 1,408 2,066 2,072 1,147 1,569 2,545 498 847 17,346 

TOTAL EXPENDITURE 11,140 28,990 40,130 29,515 12,013 12,912 20,464 23,090 23,931 20,398 9,466 9,473 201,391 
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2020 2021 2021 2021- 2030 
Car orward R uest Total 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 Total 

FUNDING & FINANCING 

Grants/ Subsidies/ Recoveries 
Grants & Subsidies 167 89 1,058 480 1,793 
Recoveries 

Development Charges 
Reserve Funds 928 57 985 356 425 410 304 387 1,004 1,364 969 660 6,862 
Debentures 3,259 9,310 12,569 8,451 462 5,394 5,394 32,271 

Property Taxes / User Rates 
Reserves and Reserve Funds 

3980066 Lifecycle Reserve Police 603 991 1,594 1,430 802 451 951 493 1,039 1,121 498 847 9,226 
3981300 Police Capital Reserve 1,092 5,884 6,975 4,978 4,332 3,226 3,719 10,157 6,617 3,248 3,807 3,921 50,979 
3982340 Police Vehicles & Equipment Reserve 1,700 1,700 2,083 3,476 2,914 3,571 1,379 1,618 3,315 3,185 3,352 26,593 
General Tax Supported Capital Reserve 
Other Reserve Funds 

Contributions from Operating 
Debentures 5,258 11,049 16,307 12,050 2,889 4,390 6,045 5,280 13,652 11,350 1,008 694 73,666 

TOTAL FUNDING & FINANCING 11,140 28,990 40,130 29,515 12,013 12,912 20,464 23,090 23,931 20,398 9,466 9,473 201,391 
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• 
WATERLOO REGIONAL 

POLICE SERVICES 
BOARD 

From: Finance Unit 
Finance and Assets Branch 

Report: 2020-213 

To: 

Date: 

The Chair and Members of the Waterloo Regional Police Services Board 

December 16, 2020 

Subject: Proposed 2021 Budget 

Recommendation: 

That the Waterloo Regional Police Services Board approve the Waterloo Regional 
Police Service 2021 Operating Budget net levy of $185,387,096; and 

That the Waterloo Regional Police Services Board approve the Ten Year Capital 
Forecast, 2021 - 2030, as shown in Appendix B. 

Summary: 

On October 14, 2020, a preliminary 2021 Operating and Capital Budget position was 
presented to the Police Services Board (PSB) in Report #2020-173. The proposed 
Operating Budget was $189,200K, which represented a 5.04% increase over 2020 or 
an increase of $22.96 per average household to $682. The proposed 2021 Capital 
Budget was $37,591 K. 

On September 28, 2020, the Waterloo Regional Police Service (WRPS) received 
notification from the Office of the Regional Clerk that Council directed Regional staff "to 
prepare a preliminary 2021 Tax Supported Operating budget with a total targeted 
property tax impact of 0% inclusive of Police Services, with options for a total property 
tax impact up to the rate of projected 2021 inflation". Projected inflation rates from eight 
banking organizations ranged from 1.0% to 2.5%. 

On November 18, 2020, in Report #2020-192, six budget scenarios with inflation rate 
assumptions ranging from 0% to 3% (including assessment growth estimated at 1.4%) 
and service/operational impact were provided to the Board. In addition, the Service 
provided a list of forty-seven efficiency projects and reviews. Lastly, additional options 
to increase revenues through cost recovery for services provided by WRPS to outside 
agencies and/or programs were outlined including the Public Safety Communications 
Centre (including by-law support to the Cities), Regional Well-Being project, Children's 
Safety Village, POA court expenses and Cannabis Legislation implementation support. 
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Report: 2020-213 

The Board asked for further examination of service and budget implications of scenario 
#4 (2% inflation) and scenario #3 (1.5% inflation). 

Report: 

Operating Budget 

Notification was received from the Region that the assessment growth estimate has 
been further reduced to 1.3% (it originally was estimated at 1.5%). It was further 
reduced to 1 .4% in November and is now expected to finalize at 1.3%. The Municipal 
Property Assessment Corporation (MPAC) has indicated that this assessment should 
not change before the returned roll on December 14, 2020. The impact of the reduced 
assessment growth is $140K or a $320K cumulative impact since October. 

The Region has requested WRPS discontinue providing information on the net tax 
impact for WRPS separately as it is calculated on only a portion of the total levy. 
WRPS was further requested to transition to providing the percentage change in 
property taxes as it is more reflective of the relative increase in the cost of service, net 
of assessment. This will be accomplished by showing the percentage increase in the 
average cost per household. The Region will only be showing the tax rate impact for 
the Total Levy (inclusive of Police) going forward. 

Adjustments since the November meeting have resulted in the following reductions and 
adjustments to the 2021 Operating Budget: 

• Salary Gapping (Vacancy) $1, 140K 

• Benefit Reduction of $681 K primarily related to salary gapping targets

• Transfer from Reserves to offset Sick Leave Gratuity $600K

• Transfer from Reserves to phase in Benefit costs of $500K

• Fuel estimate reductions of $187K

• Alternative service delivery Court screening request for proposal (RFP) savings
of$115K

• Regional Facilities rent charge reduction of $111 K due to lower electricity costs

• Safe Restart funding allocation from the Region for pandemic related personal
protection equipment expenses of $86K (in addition enhanced cleaning was
assumed to continue into 2021 offset by Safe Restart funding of $101 K for an 
impact of zero to the net budget)

• Accrued Time payout reduction of $50K 
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1 ,  

Report: 2020-213 

• Tuition expense reduction of $20K (flat from 2020 budgeted levels)

• Major Events Investigative expense reduction of $24K

This reduces the 2021 Operating budget estimate to $185,387K or a 2.92% increase 
year over year. This equates to a property tax increase of 1.6% or $10.54 to the 
average household. 

Net Budget Budget Estimated $ per 
Change Change Assessment average 

($K) Increase YOY$ YOY% 1 ,  Growth household 

2020 Approved $180,123 6.25% 1.77% $658.60 $28.78 4.6% 

2021 Proposed $185,387 2.92% 1.30% $669.14 $10.54 1.6% 

Due to the inclusion of an additional secondment for the Provincial Anti-Terrorism (PAT) 
program with the Ontario Provincial Police (OPP) the following resource chart is 
amended. Organizational restructuring as approved by the Board in November resulted 
in no additional expansion positions requested in 2021. Nine positions were reallocated 
to offset positions that were identified as being needed in 2021. 

Sworn Civilian Total 

2020 Authorized Full Time FTE 788 380 1,168 

Expansions 0 0 0 

Re-allocations (3) 1 (2) 

2021 Authorized Full Time FTE 785 381 1,166 

PSB Executive Assistant 1 1 

Secondments 9 9 

2021 Budgeted Full Time FTE 794 382 1,176 

Part Time 22.7 22.7 

Temporary Full Time 16.6 16.6 

Total Budgeted FTE 794 421.3 1,215.3 
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Report: 2020-213 

Despite the approved recommendations, staffing has not kept up to pace with the 
associated population growth, workload demands, community and judicial demands as 
well as the complexity of social issues and investigating crime. Stemming from the 
Board-approved 2018 Staffing and Workload Demand Project, forty-seven (47) 
positions were added to the 2019 budget as compared to the recommendation of one 
hundred and thirty-four (134) over 2019-2023. Since 2019, a total of 20 sworn positions 
have been civilianized in areas including Communications, Court Services, Policy and 
Procedure Development, Strategic Services, Cybercrime, and Training and Education. 
For both 2020 and 2021, no expansion of the WRPS staffing complement has occurred. 
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Staffing & Workload Demand Review Budget Expansions 

Community survey information obtained through the 2021 - 2023 Strategic Business 
Plan process outlined that 93.1% of respondents wanted the same (37.4%) or higher 
numbers (55.7%) of police officers in their neighbourhood. 

On December 8, 2020, Statistics Canada released the Police Resources in Canada, 
2019 report. As displayed in the graph below, of the 50 police services across Canada 
that serve a population of greater than 100,000, WRPS ranks 35th by rate of police 
officers per 100,000. In 2018, WRPS ranked 30th by rate of police officers per 100,000. 
In comparison with the 12 largest municipal police services in Ontario (shown in in dark 
gray), WRPS has the 3rd lowest rate. 
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Report: 2020-213 

2019 Rate of Police Officers in Municipalities Serving Populations Grater than 100,000 
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2021 board-approved budgets for nine Ontario police services are displayed below. 
The average year over year increase, excluding assessment growth, is 4.04%. 

Year over year budget increase 
Police Service Number of officers 

(excluding assessment growth) 

Brantford 187 5.99% 

Guelph 201 4.75% 

Ottawa 1223 4.5% 

Niagara 720 4.3% 

Halton 714 4.24% 

Peel 2022 3.8% 

York 1543 3.65% 

North Bay 98 3.22% 

Barrie 240 1.95% 

4.04% average 
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Report: 2020-213 

The following information explains any changes year over year above or equal to 
$100K. 

Salaries and Wages have increased year over year by $2, 149K, due primarily to 
estimated contractual salary increases/progressions, job and market evaluation 
impacts, annualization of market evaluation for civilian professionals in 2020, offset by 
adjustments to part time resource needs and reduced paid duty compensation. There 
were no expansion positions included in the budget. 

Benefits also increased by $1, 139K due to the continued enhanced Canada Pension 
Program (CPP), higher Workplace Safety and Insurance Board (WSIB) actuals due to 
presumptive legislation for first responders and post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), 
phased in increases to health and dental rates, and retiree benefits. 

Other Allowance and Benefits increased by $1,055K as a result of an increase in sick 
leave payouts in the form of either a lump sum payment or salary continuance due to 
higher volumes of retirements and an increase in staff training expenses. A contribution 
from reserves of $600K referenced below will offset the sick leave gratuity increase. 

Materials and Supplies have decreased by $178K due to reduced gasoline costs. 
Maintenance and Repairs increased by $1,014K due to a Motorola agreement to 
provide both maintenance and resource support to the overall Regional Voice Radio 
system. WRPS cost recovers each agency that is on the voice radio platform their 
portion of the costs associated with operating the system. A segment of this was 
previously budgeted as in-house employees but due to recruitment difficulties the 
decision was made to outsource this activity. 

Small Equipment decreased by $572K due to reduced PRIDE and Voice Radio 
requirements. This line only includes budget required for cost recovery programs 
including PRIDE, Fire Services, Voice Radio and grants. The remaining budgetary 
needs are included in the capital budget. 

Services increased by $430K due to increased fees from alternative service delivery 
vendors for Courts summon services and screening activities. This increase is offset in 
the staffing lines for estimated overall budget savings of $249K. 

Fees decreased year over year by $136K, due mainly to a cutback in consultant use 
across numerous areas, a reduction in software maintenance fees recoverable from 
PRIDE or the Fire Services CAD project, offset by an increase in WRPS mobile strategy 
software fees and expanded annual wellness check programs. The WRPS will invest in 
a project to equip all frontline officers with smartphone technology to create efficiencies 
in digital evidence management. 

Financial expenses increased by $193K due to an increase in debt principal and interest 
charges caused by debenture financing timing of completed capital projects related to 
the New Central division and the Voice Radio project (cost shared with Region). As well 
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as $121 K of debt issued for Regional Development Charges (RDC) which is offset in 
revenue by the contribution to the reserve for a net impact of zero to the overall budget. 

Communication costs increased by $345K from 2020 due to the mobile strategy and a 
realignment of PRIDE and Voice Radio costs between accounts. 

lnterfund Transfer contribution changes reduced the Vehicle reserve and moved funds 
to the Equipment reserve. In addition, budget amounts in the operating budget 
(renovations, cabling, moving costs) were moved to an Equipment reserve contribution 
to fund the facility refresh program in capital. 

The revenue depicts a net increase of $318K. General Police revenue decreased by 
$175K due to a reduction of false alarm attendance which will create additional capacity 
for our members to attend other calls for service, reductions in paid duty revenues, 
elimination of collision reporting revenues (now fully outsourced to Waterloo Accident 
Support Services Ltd.) and the removal of one time revenue from Wilfrid Laurier 
University to cover costs related to providing policing service for Homecoming. 

Ministry grants decreased by $285K due to the removal of the $350K Region of 
Waterloo funding transfer related to the Ontario Cannabis Legalization Implementation 
Fund (OCLIF) to offset costs related to Cannabis legislation. As well as reductions to 
the Court Security and Prisoner Transportation (CSPT) grant of $93K realized in 2020 
and assumed flat in 2021. This is offset by funding from the Safe Restart Provincial 
program to compensate for anticipated pandemic related costs. 

Fire Services cost recovery revenue is expected to decrease in 2021 by $192K (zero 
impact to overall budget). 

Miscellaneous Revenue is projected to go up in 2021 by $445K due to changes in 
salaries of new secondment agreements, two new Proceeds of Crime grants, Provincial 
Anti-Terrorism secondment and a new Child Exploitation_grant. 

lnterfund Contributions to RDC will increase by $121 K, which is fully offset by the 
financial expenditures increase, for a net overall budget impact of zero. 

The lnterfund Contribution (Reserves) increase of $385K due to funding from the 
reserves to phase in increased benefits and higher sick leave gratuity in 2021. 

The entire Operating Budget increase can be attributed to contractual obligations which 
have been partially offset by mitigation strategies to limit the impact. The 1.6% property 
tax increase represents the base budget required to provide the mandatory 
requirements as set out in legislation and does not include any expansions despite the 
increases in population and crime. 
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Capital Budget 

Adjustments to the 2021 Capital request include a slight adjustment to the Equipment 
capital project (#50048) as well as an increase of $5,400K to the New Central project 
(#50046) in 2022 as a result of a recent tender for construction. Further background will 
be provided below under 50046 New Central Division. 

The ten-year capital forecast now totals $206,771 in Appendix B. The Public Safety 
Communications Centre project continues to be discussed internally and is not yet in 
the ten-year capital forecast. 

The following includes comments in relation the 2021 Budget Request of $40, 127K 
which includes carryforward from the 2020 Budget of $11, 140K. Please note the 2021 
Budget excluding carry-forward decreased from last year by $942K, with debenture 
funding decreasing by $1,585K. 

50000 Police Vehicles and Equipment: The $1, 700K 2021 request assumes 39 
vehicles will be replaced and no new vehicles added to the fleet. The police pursuit 
rated utility vehicle continues to be the standard for frontline with a new hybrid option 
that was introduced by Ford. WRPS has now purchased eight hybrids to add to the 
fleet. Work continues in partnership with the Region of Waterloo Fleet Management Unit 
to increase the effectiveness and cost efficiency of the fleet through green and 
utilization initiatives. The fleet plan is continually reviewed throughout the year based 
upon functional need and through budget review evaluation. Vehicles may be deferred 
or repurposed throughout the fleet. Utilization reviews are in progress and have already 
resulted in the decision to reduce one vehicle from the fleet due to low use in 2020. 
Requests to add three vehicles to the fleet were removed through the budget review 
process resulting in no change the overall fleet. The fleet reserve remains balanced to 
the end of 2030. 

50005 Information Technology: $1,614K is requested in 2021, which includes funds for 
the pilot of body worn video and in car video system, video conference capabilities, a 
Human Resource Information System (HRIS) in partnership with the Region, Next 
Generation 911 (NG911) for the Communication Centre and information management 
solutions. 

50016 Business Intelligence tools: $1,232K is included in 2021 for the continuation of 
the implementation of the approved Business Intelligence solution from 2020 as well as 
additional infrastructure requirements in 2021. 

50022 North Division: $401 K will be carried forward to 2021 to continue the 
replacement of windows at North Division. This is funded by Regional Development 
charges and the Capital reserve. 
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50045 WRPS Voice Radio Infrastructure: At this time, $1,098K is estimated to be 
carried forward to 2020, which represents the 50/50 cost share arrangement with the 
Region to fully implement the new Regional P25 voice radio system. 

50046 New Central Division (200 Frederick St): Funds have been forecasted in 2018-
2022 to fully renovate the former courthouse building to replace the current Central 
Division inclusive of the regional prisoner management facility. Design work and 
demolition has been completed and a tender has been issued for construction to begin 
in early 2021. Based upon earlier cost estimates it was anticipated that the budget was 
insufficient. Tender results, which will be going to Regional Council in 2021 for official 
approval, came in over budget. This is as a result of a number of factors including the 
impact the pandemic has had on construction resources and measures, inflationary 
impact from last year's estimates and confirmation through the tender process that cost 
estimates were more accurate than the budget (within 5-10% of the Class A cost 
estimate). $24,650K continues to be scheduled to be spent in 2020, and the 2021 
forecast has increased by $5,400K to $22,648K. This project is funded by Regional 
Development Charges and debentures. Given this anticipated increase WRPS 
removed other capital projects from last year's ten year forecast including projected 
expansions to the Investigative Services, Reporting Centre and South Division 
buildings, and the construction of a Rural North Division. Even with the increase to the 
New Central budget of $5,400K and the application of inflation to all facility projects we 
continue to see an overall decrease to the projected capital spend from 2021 to 2029 of 
$7,604K. This also had an impact of a reduction of projected debentures of $8, 163K. 
An information report will be coming to the Board in January with information on the 
construction tender results. 

50047 Facilities Refresh and Furniture: $392K has been included in 2021 for the ten-
year forecast for lifecycle replacement of furniture and minor facility refresh projects. 
This project is funded by the Capital reserve. 

50048 Police Equipment: $3,992K is forecasted in 2021 which includes the lifecycle 
replacement and new requests for all police equipment including Information 
Technology Equipment. Major projects to be undertaken in 2021 include a mobile 
strategy to issue smartphones to all frontline officers to support a digital evidence 
management system (OEMS), lifecycle replacement of officer firearms and conducted 
energy weapon (CEW). This project is funded by the Capital reserve. 

50052 Headquarters Parking Upgrades: Parking at the 200 Maple Grove campus has 
reached its capacity with parking overflowing to non-parking areas daily. The project 
also includes ensuring appropriate and safe accessibility to the Police Reporting Centre 
from Maple Grove Road, including sidewalks and marked crossing areas. $540K is 
included in the 2021 request and is funded by Regional Development Charges and the 
Capital reserve. 

50063 Electric Vehicle Charging Stations: An electric vehicle charging station was 
implemented at the Headquarters campus with subsequent devices being planned at 
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the other facilities. The use of the charging station is funded by the user. $32K is 
assumed in 2021. This project is funded by the Capital reserve. 

50064 Magazine Explosive Storage: $101K is included in 2021 to ensure appropriate 
magazine explosive storage for the Emergency Response Unit. Currently they are 
being stored in Brantford, necessitating travel when needed. This project is funded by 
the Capital reserve. 

50068 Facility Security Upgrades: Security assessments were completed at all facilities 
which developed a number of recommendations for implementation. $300K has been 
allocated in 2021 to address high priority items from these reviews including the 
replacement of an aging card access system which is at end of life. This project is 
funded by the Capital reserve. 

50069 Evidence Management Facility Upgrades: An internal audit report provided 
recommendations to improve evidence care and control. Based upon this report, 
enhancements were recommended for Headquarters, South and North division where 
evidence is processed and stored. Based upon priority, the recommendations for South 
and Headquarters building were planned to be completed in 2020 with North being 
implemented over 2021 ($281 K) and 2022. This project is funded by the Capital 
reserve. 

Facilities Managed Capital Renewal: $2,794K is currently forecasted in 2021 which 
relates to lifecycle replacement of the police building components. The plan includes 
monies to provide for general painting and flooring projects at all buildings, exhaust fan 
replacement at the Police Reporting Centre, overhead door/asphalt/curb replacement at 
South and humidifier/asphalt/window replacement at North. This project is funded by 
the Facilities Renewal reserve and debentures. 

Next Steps 

WRPS will present the key policy highlights and the 2021 Path Forward to Regional 
Budget Committee on December 16, 2020. On January 12, 2021, WRPS will present 
the proposed 2021 budget. Final budget approval for Regional Council is on January 
20, 2021. 

Strategic Priorities and/or Operations Plan: 

This report supports the Strategic Business Plan goal to proactively plan for long-term 
organizational growth and its financial requirements, aligned with the objective of 
responsible spending and accountability. 

Financial and/or Risk Implications: 

Changes in assessment growth could affect the final property tax increase. 
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Attachments: 

• Appendix A - 2021 Operating Budget Estimate
• Appendix B - Ten Year Capital Budget and Forecast

Prepared By: 

Approved By: 

Kirsten Hand, Director, Finance and Assets Branch 

Bryan M. Larkin, Chief of Police 
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Appendix A 
WATERLOO REGIONAL POLICE SERVICE 
2021 Operating Budget Estimate 

EXPENDITURES 
Salaries & Wages 130,213,583 
Benefits 35 989,211 
T otal S t affing Costs 166,202,794 

Other Allowances & Benefits 3,940,793 
Office Supplies 208,439 
Materials & Supplies 3,145,359 
Maintenance & Repairs 1,192,404 
Utilities 0 
Minor Vehicle Equipment 12,894 
Small Equipment (PRIDE and Grants only) 898,683 
Services 1,735,803 
Fees 5,560,653 
Rents 861,561 
Financial Expenses 4,432,064 
Communication Costs 1,275,879 
Meetings & Travel 607,273 
lnterdept'I Charges From 4,218,783 
lnterfund Tranfers (Vehicle Reserve) 2,511,089 
lnterfund Tranfers (Capital Reserve) 2,522,360 
lnterfund Tranfers (General Reserve) 0 
lnterfund Tranfers (Insurance) 816,407 
lnterfund Tranfers (RDC) 0 

33,940,444 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - 200,143,238 

REVENUES 
General Police Revenue 3,438.102 
Ministry Grants 8,988,413 
PRIDE Revenue 2,242,159 
Fire Services Revenue 795,838 
Miscellaneous Revenue 3,008,046 
lnterfund Contributions (RDC) 832,010 
lnterfund Contributions {Reserves) 715,494 

132,362,441 
37 128,333 

169,490,774 

4,996,036 
192,779 

2,967,366 
2,206,137 

25,620 
11,250 

326,411 
2,166,118 
5,424,149 

888,064 
4,625,430 
1,620,745 

585,322 
4,138,484 
1,935,000 
3,284,191 

0 
840,543 

0 
36,233,645 

205,724,419 

3,263.280 
8,703,391 
2,260,833 

603,488 
3,452,971 

953,360 
1,100,000 

0 132,362,441 2,148,858 1.65% 
0 37,128,333 1,139,122 3.17% 
0 169,490,774 3,287,980 1.98% 

0 4,996,036 1,055,243 26.78% 
0 192,779 (15,660) (7.51 %) 
0 2,967,366 (177,993) (5.66%) 
0 2,206,137 1,013,733 85.02% 
0 25,620 25,620 #DIV/0! 
0 11,250 (1,644) (12.75%) 
0 326,411 (572,272) (63.68%) 
0 2,166,118 430,315 24.79% 
0 5,424,149 (136,504) (2.45%) 
0 888,064 26,503 3.08% 
0 4,625,430 193,366 4.36% 
0 1,620,745 344,866 27.03% 
0 585,322 (21,951) (3.61 %) 
0 4,138,484 (80,299) (1.90%) 
0 1,935,000 (576,089) (22.94%) 
0 3,284,191 761,831 30.20% 
0 0 0 #DIV/0! 
0 840,543 24,136 2.96% 
0 0 0 #DIV/QI 
0 36,233,645 2,293,201 6.76% 

0 205,724,419 5,581,181 2.79% 

0 3,263,280 (174,822) (5.08%) 
0 8,703,391 (285,022) (3.17%) 
0 2,260,833 18,674 0.83% 
0 603,488 (192,350) (24.17%) 
0 3,452,971 444,925 14.79% 
0 953,360 121,350 14.59%. 
0 1,100,000 384,506 53.74% 

TotalRevenue _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 20_,!)2J!,062_ 20 3.L.323 _ _ _ _ 0 _ 20,337 23 _ _  317 61 _ _  1.58% 
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Appendix B 
Waterloo Regional Police 

Ten Year Capital Budget and Forecast ($000's) 
2021- 2030 

2020 2021 2021 
Car!)forward Reguest Total 2022 2023 2024 2025 

EXPENDITURE 

Program Area capital 
50000 Police Vehicles and Equipment 1,700 1,700 2,083 3,476 2,914 3,571 
50001 Automated Asset and Evidence Solution 248 233 233 118 
50003 PRIDE V 417 221 2,645 1,200 
50004 Police Vehicles - Growth 61 182 182 121 
50005 Information Technology 530 1,084 1,614 2,683 2,921 1,293 2,800 
50011 Voice Radio HW and SW Upgrades 350 16 45 
50012 Training Facilities Expansion 608 7,098 
50016 Business Intelligence Tool 1,050 182 1,232 
50022 Replacement of North Division 401 401 
50045 WRPS Voice Radio Infrastructure 1,098 1,098 
50046 New Central Division (200 Frederick St.) 6,650 19,000 25,650 22,648 
50047 Facilities Refresh and Furniture 392 392 400 408 416 425 
50048 Police Equipment 85 3,907 3,992 2,439 2,551 1,776 2,533 
50051 Central Division Renovation/Expansion 
50052 Headquarters Parking Upgrades 400 140 540 460 
50053 Headquarters Renovations 
50055 Reporting Centre Expansion 
50056 North Division Renovation 
50060 Police Furniture - Growth 18 40 38 30 
50061 Police Equipment- Growth 89 204 191 153 
50063 Electric Vehicle Charging Stations 32 32 40 40 40 
50064 Magazine Explosive Storage 101 101 
50068 Facility Security Upgrades 300 300 300 300 300 300 
50069 Evidence Management Facility Upgrades 281 281 280 
50070 Technical Investigations System 200 

Total Program Area capital 10213 27,120 37,333 32,515 10,592 10,835 18,393 

Facilities Managed capital Renewal 
75011 Police Central Division Renewal 50 75 100 
75012 Firearms Training Facility Renewal 179 459 
75013 Police South Division Renewal 64 877 941 971 606 484 439 
75014 Police North Division Renewal 90 724 814 12 191 52 12 
75016 Police Headquarters Renewal 323 141 464 1,083 367 1,130 682 
75017 Police Investigative Services Renewal 444 31 475 12 194 117 89 
75018 Police Reporting Centre Renewal 5 94 99 324 29 290 

Total Facilities Managed Capital Renewal 926 1,867 2,794 2,401 1,408 2,066 2,072 

TOTAL EXPENDITURE 11,140 28,987 40,127 34,916 12,000 12,901 20,465 

2026 2027 2028 

1,379 1,618 3,315 
42 

121 61 
2,433 5,400 
5,359 3,039 
7,098 

433 442 451 
4,064 2,437 2,455 

456 9,126 11,154 

147 
25 13 

127 64 

300 300 300 

21,942 22,362 17,854 

125 150 175 
12 

124 12 204 
18 530 818 

654 277 595 
97 509 605 

129 92 135 
1,147 1,569 2,545 

23,089 23,931 20,398 

2029 

3,185 

16 

460 
3,031 
1,977 

300 

8,969 

200 
79 

145 
24 
35 
15 

498 

9,467 

2021- 2030 
2030 _ 

3,352 

61 

395 

469 
2,760 

1,217 

13 
64 

300 

8,630 

225 
135 
194 
14 

118 
149 

12 
847 

9,476 

Total 

26,593 
875 

4,483 
787 

19,143 
9,221 

14,804 
1,232 
401 

1,098 
48,298 

4,295 
28,037 

1,977 
1,000 

20,736 
1,217 
147 
175 
890 
152 
101 

3,000 
561 
200 

189,424 

1,100 
864 

4,121 
2,483 
5,406 
2,262 
1,110 

17,346 

206,771 
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2020 2021 2021 2021- 2030 

Caqyforward Reguest Total 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 Total 

FUNDING & FINANCING 

Grants/ Subsidies/ Recoveries 
Grants & Subsidies 167 89 1,058 480 1,793 

Recoveries 

Development Charges 
Reserve Funds 928 57 985 356 425 410 304 387 1,004 1,364 969 660 6,862 

Debentures 3,259 9,310 12,569 11,097 462 5,394 5,394 34,917 

Property Taxes/ User Rates 
Reserves and Reserve Funds 

3980066 Lifecycle Reserve Police 603 991 1,594 1,430 802 451 951 493 1,039 1,121 498 847 9,226 

3981300 Police Capital Reserve 1,092 5,880 6,972 4,979 4,320 3,215 3,721 10,156 6,617 3,248 3,807 3,924 50,959 

3982340 Police Vehicles & Equipment Reserve 1,700 1,700 2,083 3,476 2,914 3,571 1,379 1,618 3,315 3,185 3,352 26,593 

General Tax Supported Capital Reserve 
Other Reserve Funds 

Contributions from Operating 
Debentures 5,258 11,049 16,307 14,804 2,889 4,390 6,045 5,280 13,652 11,350 1,008 694 76,420 

TOTAL FUNDING & FINANCING 11,140 28,987 40,127 34,916 12,000 12,901 20,465 23,089 23,931 20,398 9,467 9,476 206,771 
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Mission 
The Waterloo Regional Police Service is committed to strengthening public 
safety and quality of life by working in partnership with the community in crime 
prevention, law enforcement, and providing assistance to all those who need 
our help.

Vision
Every person contributes to a safe Waterloo Region where current and 
future generations thrive.

Values
People and Partnerships
We are people focused, and everyone matters. We support inclusion and value 
the diversity of our members and our community. We recognize our police 
service benefits from and contributes much to partnerships, relationships, 
and collaboration. We foster youth engagement, and provide compassionate 
assistance to victims.

Integrity and Respect
In everything we do, we respect others. We conduct ourselves ethically,  
honestly, and professionally. We demonstrate fair and consistent leadership 
while upholding the principles of justice.

Continuous Improvement
We strive to achieve excellence in every aspect of policing. We engage in 
self-development through ongoing learning and education. We pursue  
opportunities for organizational growth through new and creative thinking.

Accountability
We are transparent and take responsibility for all we do. We take pride 
in our work.
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Waterloo Regional Police Services Board

Message from the Chair, Karen Redman
On behalf of the Waterloo Regional Police Services Board, we are 
pleased to present the 2019 Waterloo Regional Police Service’s 
Annual Report. As you will see throughout this report, 2019 was 
a very productive and successful year for the Board and for the 
Waterloo Regional Police Service. 

The 2019 Annual Report is an opportunity for you to gain an inside 
look at policing in Waterloo Region. Inside this report, you will be 
provided with statistics on crime, demand on service, and use 
of force, as well as information on crime prevention programs, 
social media campaigns, and community engagement initiatives 
that were launched in 2019. This report will also highlight many of 
the successful investigations and accomplishments achieved by 
members of the Waterloo Regional Police Service in their ongoing 
commitment to public safety.  

This report also showcases Waterloo Regional Police’s commitment 
to building positive relationships with community partners and 
residents to help improve community safety for all. 

I would like to take an opportunity to thank my colleagues on the 
Board for their commitment and dedication to governance. As well, 
I would like to extend my thanks and appreciation to Chief Bryan 
Larkin and all members of the Waterloo Regional Police Service 
for their ongoing dedication to public safety in our community. 

Lastly, I would like to thank you, the residents, for taking the time 
to review the 2019 Annual Report and for playing an active role in 
community safety within Waterloo Region.
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This partnership resulted in 
increased time for officers 
to address other priority 
calls for service and to 
focus on improved crime 
prevention and  
enforcement with the  
Region. It also reduced 
wait times for those  
involved in collisions. 

These are just a small 
glimpse of the great work 
done by our Service in 
2019. And, as we head  
into another year, there  
will be many more great 
accomplishments achieved. We look forward to continuing with our  
commitment of ‘People Helping People,” because at the heart of 
all we do, the Waterloo Regional Police Service is here for you.  

We would like to take an opportunity to thank all our first responder 
and community partners, and all those who played a part in keeping 
our community safe. We are also thankful to members of our Police 
Services Board and regional and municipal councils, for their role 
in helping our communities remain strong, vibrant and safe.

On behalf of Deputy Chief Kevin Chalk and Deputy Chief Kevin 
Thaler, we also want to thank you for your role in ensuring a safe 
and healthy Waterloo Region and for taking the time to read this 
report to learn more about your Police Service. 

Waterloo Regional Police Service

Message from the Chief, Bryan Larkin
On behalf of the Waterloo Regional Police Service, we are pleased 
to present the 2019 Annual Report to our community.  

This report provides you with an in-depth look at policing in Waterloo 
Region and offers insight into the hard work our members do each 
and every day to ensure your safety and wellness. This includes 
ongoing commitments to road safety, disruptive illegal criminal 
networks in our community, and providing proactive and educational 
crime prevention initiatives within Waterloo Region. 

In 2019, our Service responded to more than 300,000 calls for  
service. With each call, our members make public safety a top 
priority and we remain grateful for their ongoing commitment to 
ensure a safer, more vibrant Waterloo Region.  

This past year saw many successful outcomes involving complex 
investigations and challenging major events, thanks in large part 
to the great leadership and professionalism of our members. 

Last year also saw the development of our Service’s first-ever 
Equity, Inclusion & Diversity Strategic Plan, which was completed 
by our Equity, Inclusion, and Diversity team. The Plan is aimed at 
transformational, organizational, and cultural change across the 
Service and in the community. It will guide the Service through 
strategic goals to manage operational and personnel challenges 
experienced in policing a diverse community. The Plan was the 
result of the team’s ongoing commitment to build a more inclusive 
and diverse workplace, as well as their commitment to assist with 
recruiting efforts to ensure our Service reflects the community we 
service. 

At the beginning of 2019, our Service partnered with Waterloo 
Region Accident Support Services Ltd. to enhance services for 
collisions in Waterloo Region. 
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The Waterloo Regional Police Service is the 
sixth largest police Service in Ontario and  
provides frontline policing and investigative  
support to approximately 600,000 residents  
in Waterloo Region. 
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Our Services

Headquarters
200 Maple Grove Road
Cambridge, Ontario
N3H 5M1

Rural Division 
13 Industrial Drive
Elmira, Ontario 
N3B 2Y3

North Division
45 Columbia Street East
Waterloo, Ontario  
N2J 4N7

South Division
176 Hespeler Road
Cambridge, Ontario 
N1R 6V7

Central Division
134 Frederick Street
Kitchener, Ontario 
N2G 4G3

The Waterloo Regional Police Service is comprised 
of 776 sworn and 396 civilian members and serves 
the municipalities of Kitchener, Waterloo and  
Cambridge, as well as the Townships of Wellesley, 
Wilmot, Woolwich and North Dumfries.

The Service is committed to strengthening public 
safety and quality of life by working in partnership 
with the community in crime prevention, law  
enforcement, and providing assistance to all those 
who need our help and believe strongly in our vision 
that if every person contributes to a safe Waterloo 
Region, current and future generations will thrive.

Wellesley

Woolwich

Wilmot

Waterloo

Kitchener Cambridge

North Dumfries

Headquarters

South
Division

North
Division

Central 
Division

Rural
Division

Our Locations:

Sworn
Members

Civilian 
Members

396 776
Our Members:
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Communications Centre

145,373
Emergency 

Calls

164,091 
Non-Emergency

Calls

Did you know?
9-1-1 operators aim to answer calls within three rings

(or nine seconds), as per the National Emergency Number 
Assocation standard.

They are your calm in time of need. They are available 24/7, 365 
days a year. They are 9-1-1 dispatchers and call takers at the  
Waterloo Regional Police Service.

The Waterloo Regional Police Service’s Communications Centre 
receives between 895 and 1,000 calls a day. With every call, 
they remain professional and calm as they become the first voice 
someone hears when they are in need. On any given day, operators 
can calm a victim or witness of a violent crime, have a conversation 
with a confused elderly person or reassure a child that help is on 
its way.

As many people in our community switch from traditional landline 
phones to cell phones only, there is an increasing demand on  9-1-1 
phone lines due to dropped cell phone calls. This means a cell 
phone dials 9-1-1, but no one is on the line. When this happens, 
actions are taken to call the caller back in case they were having 
an emergency, but were unable to speak or stay on the line.

In 2019, the Communications Centre received more than 9,000 
dropped cell phone calls. The operator will generate a call for service 
to ensure the caller is safe and a police officer will respond to  
investigate. Sometimes, these are emergencies but, often, the  
caller has dialed by mistake. Other times, it may be a child playing 
with the phone and dialing by mistake. Remember, if you accidently 
call 9-1-1, please stay on the line!

Don't Hang Up! Please Stay on the Line

8% from 
2018

3% from 
2018
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What started out as a peaceful walk on a nature trail turned to fear 
for one local woman. She had set out on the trail with her dogs 
when she suddenly found herself standing in a large wooded area, 
unsure of where she was or how she could get out.

“I was so scared,” she said. “I wasn’t sure where I was and who 
could help me.”

She took out her phone and immediately called 9-1-1. A calm 
voice greeted her on the other end - 9-1-1 operator Olivia Sarrazin.

“Knowing that we can make a difference and help someone every 
time the phone rings is rewarding to me,” Olivia said.

So when Olivia answered the call that evening from a frightened, 
lost woman, she did what she – and all WRPS 9-1-1 operators are 
trained to do – she helped.

“When we get calls about lost or confused parties, generally we 
are lucky enough to have a GPS coordinate that populates an 
idea as to where the person is. In this case, it showed that the 
complainant was in the middle of a dense forested area. This  
allowed us to visualize how far she was from the roadway and 
which direction she was taking.”

Part of the role of 9-1-1 operators is the ability to think quickly. 
They do this on a daily basis as they take a variety of reports, 
ranging from vehicle collisions to criminal acts in progress. 

While taking these calls, they are responsible for coordinating the 
appropriate response while remaining in communication with callers, 
attempting to keep them calm as they wait for help.

In this particular incident, Olivia used her experience with the app, 
AllTrails. By downloading the app, the caller could visually see

Lost and Found: 9-1-1 Operators Help Lost Female and Dogs

where she was on the trail and how she deviated from her original 
path. Officers were quickly dispatched.

The end result? A comforted caller and two very excited dogs.

“It was a team effort,” Olivia emphasized. “Everyone in the room 
has a role to play to ensure that we get the person on the other 
end of the line the help they need.”

The calls may be different, but the goal remains the same - to 
keep the residents of Waterloo Region and our first responders 
safe from harm.

To our 9-1-1 operators, thank you for going above and beyond.
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The Waterloo Regional Police 
Service’s Cybercrime Unit 
provides specialized forensic 
investigative services and  
assistance to all members of 
the Service at any stage of  
an investigation in which  
electronic equipment and/or 
the Internet are identified as 
a key element in an offence.
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Cybercrime
The Cybercrime Unit provides expert opinions as required in court 
and is proactive at community education. The unit is the primary 
lead in Internet Child Sexual Exploitation and Cybercrime  
investigations.

Cybercrime Lays 83 Charges in Project Flight

In September 2018, a 30-year-old male was identified as making 
child pornography available over a peer-to-peer file sharing network. 
A warrant was executed with the assistance of the Hamilton Police 
Service and numerous electronic devices were seized.

In 2019, the Cybercrime Unit continued to process pictures and 
videos from the seized electronic devices belonging to the male 
and several victims were located.

In March 2019, the Cybercrime Unit laid an additional 70 charges, 
including possession and making of child pornography, sexual 
interference and sexual assault of children, voyeurism, breach 
recognizance and breach of probation, for a total of 83 criminal 
charges to date. 

Excellence in Cellular Phone Forensics

Over the years, the Cybercrime Unit has trained several officers in 
cellular phone forensics with the knowledge and skill to collect, 
analyze and disclose information obtained from cellular phones.

The Cybercrime Unit has partnered with local computer software 
company, Magnet Forensics, to develop mobile forensic tools 
aimed at frontline officers, school resource officers and various 
units within the Investigative Services division to collect digital 
evidence from mobile cellular phones. The device enables our 
members to test the mobile forensic tool and provide feedback 
regarding its development.

The unit has deployed these tablets across the Service, including 
in the Neighbourhood Policing Division, Domestic Violence Unit, 
Special Victims Unit, Major Crime Unit, and the Human  
Trafficking team.

As a result of this initiative, the Magnet Forensic tablets have been 
used by our members to analyze and disclose more than 645  
devices from various investigations across the region.

200
Internet Child
Exploitation

Investigations

124 
Child 

Exploitation
Charges

70% from 
2018

23% from 
2018
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Drugs and Firearms

The Drugs and Firearms Unit 
is committed to a leadership  
role in crime prevention 
through drug and firearm  
enforcement and education 
initiatives, while maintaining 
community partnerships to  
improve safety and quality  
of life for all. 
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Drugs and Firearms
The Drugs and Firearms Unit continues to focus on drug trafficking 
investigations and other investigations based on prioritized  
community concerns, citizen complaints, and community safety.  

Partnerships for Drug Control

In February 2019, the Waterloo Regional Police Service seconded 
a member to the Ontario Provincial Police Cannabis Enforcement 
Team. The team executed warrants at numerous illegal dispensaries 
throughout Ontario, including several operating in Waterloo Region. 

Members of the Drugs and Firearms Unit remain dedicated to 
stakeholder committee involvement, including participation on 
numerous community committees such as the Waterloo Region 
Integrated Drug Strategy, the Waterloo Crime Prevention Council, 
the Special Committee on Opioid Response, the Harm Reduction 
Coordinating Committee, the Justice and Enforcement Committee, 
and the National Fentanyl Intelligence Sharing Group. Members 
also participate and share overdose information with the Overdose 
Monitoring and Alert Committee (OMARS). 

Consumption and Treatment Services Site

The Drugs and Firearms Unit have collaborated with community  
stakeholders during the inception and inauguration of the  
Consumption and Treatment Services Site in Kitchener. Members 
of the Drugs and Firearms Unit visited safe consumption sites 
in Calgary and Guelph during the investigative and preparation 
phase for the local site.

Project Piece

From May 2019 until August 2019, the Drugs and Firearms Unit 
completed a targeted enforcement strategy focusing on the trafficking 
of controlled substances and possession of firearms in relation to  
a significant increase in firearm related incidents in Cambridge.  
As a result of the project, the following items were seized:

• Four firearms and three imitation firearms
• 427 grams of fentanyl
• 156 grams of methamphetamine
• 39 grams of cocaine
• 1,100 pills
• Two drug presses and one conducted energy weapon (CEW)
• 40 rounds of ammunition
• $12,000 in Canadian currency

The total value of the controlled substances seized was 
approximately $140,000. 

Drugs Quantity
Cocaine (grams) 5,354
Methamphetamine (grams) 6,511
Heroin (grams) 176
Ecstasy MDMA (pills) 141
Oxycodone (pills) 718
Fentanyl/Carfentanil (grams) 4,574
Marihuana Dried Product (grams) 31,580 

Drugs Seized in 2019
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The Break, Enter and Auto 
Theft Unit is responsible for 
property crime investigations 
related to break and enters 
and auto thefts. 
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Break, Enter and Auto Theft
The Break, Enter and Auto Theft (BEAT) Unit is dedicated to 
reducing the amount of break and enters and stolen vehicles that 
occur in Waterloo Region and is committed to keeping the community 
safe for all. In 2019, the unit laid 831 charges related to break, 
enter and auto theft investigations, and 133 people were charged.

The top three investigative priorities for the unit include residential  
break and enters, break and enters and auto thefts involving 
organized crime groups, and major break and enter and auto theft 
trends (school break-in’s, jewellery stores, auto warm-up thefts).

Investigative Partnership Recovers $750,000 
of Stolen Property

Since early 2019, the Break, Enter and Auto Theft Unit had been 
investigating a male suspect for multiple break and enters to rural 
homes and commercial properties. While preparing to charge the 
male in April 2019, a large amount of stolen items were located on 
an abandoned rural property. These items were linked to this same 
suspect. The unit responded and recovered more than $400,000 
worth of stolen motorcycles, snowmobiles, trailers, and other 
items hidden by the suspect on the property. This discovery led 
to a large multi-jurisdictional investigation that took an additional 
two months to complete. The male, as well as a female, who were 
quickly arrested by the unit, had been allegedly committing 
numerous break and enters and motor vehicle thefts over a three 
month period. The follow-up investigation revealed a storage  
container. A search warrant was executed and numerous stolen 
items were recovered, including 10 loaded firearms, more than 
1,000 rounds of ammunition, high-end bicycles, and identity 
documents. Upon completion of the investigation, approximately 
$750,000 worth of property was recovered and the accused persons 
were charged with 51 criminal charges for break and enters and 
multiple firearms offences.

Category 2019 2018
Total Occurrences 2,334 2,617
Break and Enter 8 14
Suspected Ties to Organized, Gang or       
Hate Crime

16 1

Metal/Wire/Scrap 78 51
Load/Cargo 9 12
Commercial Property - Bank/Financial 6 7
Commercial Property - All Other 624 718
Residential Property - Dwelling 792 926
Residential Property - Garage/Shed 682 756
School/College/University 66 81
Other Institutional/Public Property 53 51

Break and Enter Occurrences

Stolen Vehicles

695
Attempted Vehicle Thefts

58

Did you know?
 In 2019, investigators within the unit laid a total of 831 charges 

in relation to break, enter and auto theft investigations.
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The General Investigations 
Unit provides support to  
patrol and other units with  
investigations that are both 
complex and major in nature.
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General Investigations
General Investigations may be comprised of both criminal and 
non-criminal cases and can include robberies, home invasions, 
serious assaults, property crimes (other than break and enters 
and auto thefts), weapons offences, arsons and sudden death. 

Person-on-Person Robberies Solved

In early 2019, a trend of person-on-person robberies was  
identified in Kitchener. Victims buying or selling mobile telephones 
using online buy and sell applications were being robbed by the 
suspects. A detective was assigned to review 17 occurrences. 
Numerous robberies were successfully linked and a young person 
arrested. 

300
Robbery

Calls

80
Arson 
Calls

521
Sudden Death

Calls

14% from 
2018

6.5% from  
2018

13% from  
2018
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In 2019, the Waterloo Regional 
Police Service received nearly 
6,000 calls related to domestic 
violence. 

The Service’s Domestic  
Violence Investigation Branch 
(DVIB) is comprised of three 
units who work together to 
provide service to victims and 
families affected by family  
violence in Waterloo Region. 
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Domestic Violence
Domestic Violence Unit (DVU)

The DVU conducts investigations into all intimate partner disputes 
where violence has occurred, and reasonable grounds exist to believe 
an offence has been committed. 

DVU investigators also maintain close community partnerships to  
assist those affected by domestic violence. Partners include Victim 
Services of Waterloo Region, Victim/Witness Assistance Program, 
Sexual Assault Domestic Violence Treatment Centre, Women’s Crisis 
Services of Waterloo Region, KW Multicultural Center, Legal Aid 
Ontario, Child and Youth Advocacy Centre, and Family and Children’s 
Services.

Early Intervention Program (EIP)

The Domestic Violence Unit also has the responsibility to identify 
individuals who are at high-risk of being involved in intimate partner 
violence (both victim and offender) and provide support and referrals 
to community partners. The goal is risk reduction, maximizing victim 
safety and minimizing the risk of recidivism. 

Victim Services Unit (VSU)

The Victim Services Unit (SVU) provides assistance to victimized 
persons of crime or traumatic incidents through counseling services, 
support, and referrals to other social services or agencies. The VSU 
assists victims over the telephone or attends at the scene and provides 
personal contact in critical situations deemed appropriate by the unit. 

In an emergency or traumatic situation, our trained members respond 
and provide crisis assistance when it is considered safe to do so. The 
VSU may be called to assist when incidents occur involving a sudden 
death, assault, robbery, psychological trauma or serious injury.

3,314 
Domestic

Violence Charges

5,889
Calls Related to 

Domestic Violence

2.5% from 
2018

2.5% from 
2018
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Fraud affects many people in our community each year. The Waterloo 
Regional Police Service’s Fraud Unit is responsible for investigating 
these frauds and focuses on investigating trends that can be linked 
and tracked to reduce crime and the effects on our community. The 
unit’s primary role is to investigate offences with large financial loss 
and organized crime groups that commit frauds. 

The unit works closely with members of other law enforcement and 
government agencies, as well as financial institutions and other  
specialized resource areas. In 2019, the Fraud Unit investigated 304 
counterfeit cases, seized 1,150 monetary notes and laid 62 charges.

Identity Theft Laboratory Dismantled

In September 2019, an identity theft laboratory was dismantled in 
Kitchener. Numerous identity documents, as well as several computers, 
printers and other electronics used to create fraudulent identity  
documents, were seized during the course of an investigation. 
Approximately 200 identity theft victims from Waterloo Region were 
identified. Many victims were found to be previous complainants of a 
break and enter, theft from motor vehicle, prescription fraud, or similar
incidents connecting them to this investigation. A year-long investigation 
resulted in the arrest of two individuals involving losses more than 
$600,000. An additional two females were charged in supporting the 
frauds and other reported crimes. Since their arrests, complaints  
associated with this specific type of fraud in our region have  
decreased. 

Knowledge is Power

When it comes to fraud prevention, knowledge is power. The Fraud 
Unit regularly focuses on educating the community on crime prevention, 
including launching a social media campaign for Fraud Month, providing 
fraud preventions tips at the Waterloo Regional Police Open House, 
and delivering nearly 40 community presentations.

Fraud

62
Charges 

Laid

304
Counterfeit

Cases

10% from 
2018

38% from 
2018
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WRPS Investigator Wins Fraud 
Examiner Award
For Constable Norm DeBoer, it was always about the victims.
The more than 145 men and women who, together, lost  
approximately $30 million dollars in one of the country’s most  
high profile fraud cases.

“The entire time, it was about them,” says Constable DeBoer, 
a 29-year-member of the Waterloo Regional Police Service.

The investigation took several years to complete due to its  
complexity but, in the end, Daniel P. Reeve was convicted of 
Fraud over $5,000 – Defraud the Public. In 2018, he received the 
maximum penalty of 14 years. This was the stiffest penalty ever 
handed out for a fraud investigation in Canada.

Constable DeBoer was recently recognized for his tenacity and 
great investigative work during a Global Fraud Conference when 
he received the Certified Fraud Examiner of The Year award. This 
award is presented to someone who has demonstrated outstanding 
achievement in the field of fraud examination.

“I was honoured to receive the award and thankful for all the  
investigators and people who helped along the way, ensuring 
justice was served,” says Constable DeBoer.

As he looks ahead to retirement, Constable DeBoer says he is 
proud to have had the opportunity to “serve and protect" this  
community and its residents.

“I have nothing but great things to say about policing and about 
this community,” he says. “I truly do love what I do.”

Thank you to all the members in the Fraud unit who assisted with 
this investigation and thank you, Constable DeBoer, for going 
Above and Beyond.

ABOVE &
 BEYOND
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Traffic Services
The Waterloo Regional Police Traffic Services Unit monitors, 
enforces, and investigates road safety issues throughout Waterloo 
Region. The unit conducts special projects, awareness campaigns, 
education and enforcement, and is responsible for the investigation 
of all fatal, serious bodily injury collisions, and follow-up investigation 
of fail to remain collisions. Road safety is also a top priority for 
officers on patrol in our neighbourhoods.

The Fatal Four 

Throughout 2019, the Traffic Services Unit implemented various 
initiatives focused on reducing the impact the Fatal Four offences 
have on the community. The Fatal Four offences include impaired 
driving, distracted driving, speeding/aggressive driving and seatbelt 
use. Of the 16 fatal collisions in Waterloo Region in 2019, 15 of 
them were linked to one or more of the Fatal Four offences.

The Service has a zero-tolerance approach to impaired driving, 
which is demonstrated through various traffic enforcement  
initiatives and R.I.D.E programs. In 2019, impaired driving was a 
contributing factor in six fatal collisions on regional roadways. A 
total of 758 impaired driving charges were laid in 2019, compared 
to 748 in 2018.

Drug impaired driving incidents continue to be a growing concern, 
with drug impaired arrests in 2019 hitting the highest levels on 
local record. Officers arrested 102 offenders for impaired driving 
by drug in 2019, compared to 69 in 2018. 

Speeding and other aggressive driving behaviours are the most 
dangerous driving behaviours on area roads and in 2019 were 
contributing factors in eight of the 16 fatal motor vehicle collisions.

Properly used occupant restraint systems are the most effective 
method of reducing injuries and death in a collision. In 2019, three 
fatal collisions involved failure to wear a seatbelt.
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MADD Canada Red Ribbon Campaign

The Waterloo Regional Police Service was honoured to host 
MADD (Mothers Against Drunk Driving) Canada’s Red Ribbon 
National Launch Campaign at Waterloo Regional Police Service’s 
Headquarters in November 2019.

Community partners joined members from MADD to help raise 
awareness about the risks and consequences of driving under the 
influence of alcohol and/or cannabis or other drugs.  

The Red Ribbon campaign ran from November 1, 2019 until the 
beginning of January 2020.

Holiday R.I.D.E. Program 

In November 2019, the Waterloo Regional Police Service, in  
partnership with the Ontario Association of Chiefs of Police and 
Arrive Alive DRIVE SOBER, invited police services from across 
Ontario to participate in the launch of the OACP 2019 Holiday 
R.I.D.E program.

R.I.D.E programs remain an important part of road safety as
they create a visible reminder to motorists to not drive impaired.
Members of the community were encouraged to aim for zero
when it comes to alcohol and drug impaired driving. A total of
44 Holiday R.I.D.E programs were held and 10,734 vehicles
checked. A total of 17 impaired driving charges were laid. We
couldn’t do what we do without the assistance of our many
volunteers who truly exemplify our motto, “People Helping People.

16
Fatal Injury 
Collisions

88 
Major Injury 
Collisions

The Fatal Four Charges
Distracted Driving 706
Impaired Driving 758
Failure to Wear Seatbelts 653
Speeding 7,250

The Fatal Four in 2019

Did you know?
WRPS officers made contact with 84,027 drivers 

through traffic stops and R.I.D.E. programs in 2019.

Vehicles Checked
During R.I.D.E  
Programs

25,854

60% from 
2018

11.4% from 
2018
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Equity, Inclusion and Diversity

The Waterloo Regional Police Service’s Equity, Inclusion, and 
Diversity Team consists of two officers who work to provide  
strategic support and leadership in relation to Equity, Inclusion, 
and Diversity. The Team also facilitates an Ambassador Program 
that encompasses Service members who want to give back to 
their community through Service sponsored volunteer opportunities. 

The development of the first-ever Equity, Inclusion & Diversity  
Strategic Plan began in 2019. The Plan is aimed at transformational, 
organizational, and cultural change across the Service. The Plan 
will guide the Service through strategic goals to manage operational 
and personnel challenges experienced in policing a diverse  
community. 

The Team also embarked on Implicit Bias Awareness and  
Indigenous History Awareness training for members in the Service.

More than 400 volunteer hours were spent by members of the EID 
team, along with members of the Ambassador Program, building 
meaningful bridges with the diverse members of our community.

• tri-Pride
• Multicultural Festival
• Newcomer Day
• EID Celebrations
• Journey Towards

Reconciliation
• South Asian Cultural

Festival MELA 2019
• Raksha Bandhan

• Chinese New Year
• Tamil Cultural Diversity

Awards Gala
• Bring on the Sunshine
• Taste of Ramadan
• Winston Park Retirement

Home Pride
• Women Who Inspire Gala
• Link Picnic

In 2019, members attended more than 40 events and 
numerous community gatherings, including:

Equity, Inclusion, and Diversity
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41,352
Record 
Checks

3,336
Warrants Executed

3,691
Access to 

Information 
Requests

Administrative Branch

63,713
Customers 

Served

Did you know?
In 2019, the Administrative Branch disposed of more 

than 1,317 kg of controlled drugs and substances 
and related paraphernalia, and 720 firearms and 

prohibited/restricted weapons.

The Administrative Support Branch is a team of professionals 
committed to supporting frontline policing, the administration of 
justice, and providing an exceptional level of customer service to 
the citizens of the Region of Waterloo. The Branch has oversight 
of the Records/Access to Information Unit and the Evidence  
Management Unit.

The Records/Access to Information Unit is responsible for the  
Records Management System, Canadian Police Information  
Centre System, data quality control, privacy and access to  
information, criminal records, police record checks, uniform crime 
reporting, records and information management, and administrative 
training. 

The Evidence Management Unit is responsible for the intake, 
preservation, control and disposition of property and evidence. 
In 2019, the unit disposed of more than 1,317 kilograms of  
controlled drugs and substances and related paraphernalia,  
and 720 firearms and prohibited/restricted weapons. 

0.4% from 
2018

10% from 
2018
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WRPS's Top Dogs
The Waterloo Regional Police Service has utilized police canines 
since April 1986 and currently has four canine teams. Each team is 
made up of one handler and one canine, who form a special bond as 
the dog becomes part of the officer’s family, living and working side-
by-side, day and night. The canines are trained to support officers in 
tracking and apprehending suspects, locating missing persons,  
recovering stolen or missing property or evidence, and detecting  
hidden contraband, such as drugs, firearms, ammunition and currency. 
Once the dogs are trained, they are assigned to general patrol and 
respond to a variety of calls, such as lost or wanted persons, searches 
for stolen property or evidence, and break and enters.

Over the years, the Canine Unit has been responsible for hundreds of 
arrests and the laying of hundreds of criminal charges. They have also 
located thousands of dollars of property and pieces of crucial evidence 
including drugs and firearms. 

239
Suspects  
Tracked

23
Suspects
Arrested

52
Warrants
Executed

11
Narcotics
Searches
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Meeting the Grade at Waterloo Region Schools 
In 2019, the Waterloo Regional Police Service had 10 School  
Resource Officers (SROs) assigned to 240 secondary and  
elementary schools in Waterloo Region. SROs are available to  
attend all schools from our English and French Public and Catholic 
systems, as well as independent and private schools. Their goal? 
To develop positive relationships between youth and police,  
reduce youth victimization, and partner with school staff to  
proactively address student, family and school challenges.

SRO's provide parents, students and school staff with a reliable 
and consistent point of contact with the Waterloo Regional Police 
Service. They make regular school visits and spend time with 
students to help develop awareness on various topics including 
online safety, substance abuse, bullying, healthy relationships, 
sexual harassment, and mental health. SRO's respond to and 
investigate school-related incidents that occur on school grounds, 
such as reports of suspicious people and altercations between 
students. The officers also assist in lockdowns, hold and secures, 
shelter-in-place and bomb threat drills, suspension re-entry meetings, 
and the violent-threat-risk assessment process.

Did You Know?
SROs support local schools and Student Transportation  

Services Waterloo Region with walking initiatives (first day 
of school, winter walk to school day) to promote  

student wellness and reduce traffic in school zones. 

SROs also work with various community partners and  
national programs (Nutrition for Learning, Bell Let’s Talk Day 

etc.) to support families, students and school staff.
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Our Year in Numbers

758
Impaired Driving

Charges

16
Fatal Injury
Collisions

25,854
Vehicles Checked Through 

R.I.D.E. Programs in Waterloo Region

Civilian 
Members396 

776
Sworn Members

720
Firearms
Disposed

124
Child Exploitation

Charges

145,373
Emergency 
Calls (9-1-1)

86 
Auxiliary Members 

Volunteered 15,452 Hours 
of their Time

3,913
Online Reports

239
Suspects Tracked

By Canine Unit

1,317 
Kilograms of Drugs 

and Substance Items 
Disposed

from  
2018

from  
2018

from  
2018

from  
2018

from  
2018

from  
2018

from  
2018

from  
2018

from  
2018
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41,352
Record Checks

12,500
Elementary Students Participated in 

Educational Programming at the  
Waterloo Region Children's Safety Village

7,284
Speeding Charges

5,889
Calls Related to 

Domestic Violence

309,464
Total Calls for service

16,396
Total Arrests

50,997
Total Charges 

304
Counterfeit Fraud 

Cases Investigated

from  
2018

from  
2018

from  
2018

from  
2018

from  
2018

from  
2018

from  
2018
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Run with It: Waterloo Regional Police Members Dedicate 
Their Time to Help Youth Running Program
They knew what they were doing was a good thing – a great thing, 
in fact. But when they received a letter praising them for helping 
out a young girl, the organizers of the Girls Can Run Group knew 
they were truly on to something special.

“The letter was from a woman whose granddaughter suffers from 
anxiety,” explained WRPS Constable Graham Hawkins. “She 
wrote that ‘the running program was an outlet for her (granddaughter) 
to build confidence and self-esteem.’

The Girls Can Run Group is a non-profit organization that provides 
a free, non-competitive running environment to young girls aged 
10 to 13. The program was launched in 2014, after Constable 
Hawkins, a 15-year-veteran with WRPS, realized something 
needed to be done to help young women who have experienced 
trauma. Constable Hawkins spent many years working within the 
Human Trafficking unit, where he came face-to-face with young 
women experiencing addiction issues, family violence, bullying, 
and exploitation.

“All of these things contribute to low self-esteem,” he said. “It 
makes them vulnerable to being exploited as they search for  
a way to be accepted, needed, and loved.”

Together with Marcia Wright, a WRPS Crime Analyst, and Angela 
Woods, a former WRPS Human Resource Benefits Assistant, 
they formed the Girls Can Run Group, incorporating their love for 
running with their desire to help others.

The group meets at the Mill-Courtland Community Centre in  
Kitchener and, with the help of community members, the youth are 
taken through a variety of drills and exercises. They also talk about 
topics that are relevant to youth, including personal development.

“We love working with these young women and help promote 
confidence,” says Marcia Wright. “We love to help them become 
stronger individuals and positive role models in their community.”

Youth are provided free new running shoes that are acquired 
through personal donations from WRPS members and from the 
community. At the end of the program, the youth get to take part in 
a race where they get to see all their hard work pay off.

Both Wright and Constable Hawkins agree that this program 
wouldn’t be as successful as it is without the dedicated coaches 
from the WRPS, who volunteer their time to help the youth involved.

Thank you to the members who take part in this incredible program. 
You are a true example of what it means to go above and beyond. 
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Volunteers
We couldn’t do what we do without the assistance of our many  
volunteers who truly exemplify our motto, “People Helping People.” 

Auxiliary Police

The Waterloo Regional Police Service’s Auxiliary Unit is comprised  
of individuals who reflect the incredible diversity of the community  
we serve. Auxiliary members volunteer their time performing a wide 
variety of duties, such as assisting uniform officers at community 
events, R.I.D.E. programs, crime prevention initiatives, and traffic  
and crowd control. 

In 2019, 86 Auxiliary members volunteered 15,452 hours of their 
time, attending 399 events. One of the biggest events they take part 
in is the annual Stuff-A-Cruiser event, which brought in 7,214 toys 
and $12,938 in monetary donations in 2019, which was given to the 
Knights of Columbus Waterloo for their annual Toys for Needy Kids 
Drive. Over the 10 years of Stuff-A-Cruiser, volunteers helped collect 
63,771 toys and $82,978. 

Police Chorus

The Waterloo Regional Police Chorus has been entertaining people  
throughout our Region, Canada, United States and Europe for the 
past 47 years. The talented group of 61 singers are true ambassadors 
of the Waterloo Regional Police Service and have helped raise more 
than $1,600,000 for our community and those in need. 

Ceremonial Band

Our Ceremonial Band – comprised of 50 musicians and 10 colour 
guard volunteers – also continue to make our Service proud as they 
perform at several events, including the Canadian Police Officers  
Memorial Service on Parliament Hill in Ottawa.
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Events
Children’s Safety Village

The Waterloo Region Children’s Safety Village, with the support 
of the Waterloo Regional Police Service, Regional Fire Services, 
education communities and corporate partners, has been educating 
children and families on safety skills since opening its doors in 
1992. The not-for profit center, located on Maple Grove Road in 
Cambridge, educates thousands of grade one to grade six students 
each year, focusing on a variety of topics including traffic, bicycle, 
pedestrian, internet and fire safety, and emergency preparedness.

The Village also supports co-operative education programs at 
Conestoga College and local secondary schools. During 2019, 
approximately 22 co-op students assisted with programming for 
approximately 12,500 elementary school students who participated 
in the Village’s interactive educational programs. The Village also 
hosted several special events in 2019, including McHappy Day, 
Police Week Open House, Youth Hero Awards, and Halloween in 
the Village. 

A highlight for the Village in 2019 was the partnership the Village  
developed with Region of Waterloo Public Health and Emergency  
Services. In concert with experts from Public Health, a ‘Drug Safety’ 
program is being created. The objective is to deliver this program 
to grade five students in 2020. The program will include important 
messaging on alcohol, tobacco, cannabis and vaping use.

Torch Run

Members of the Waterloo Regional Police Service, along with 
local Special Olympic athletes, geared up for the 32nd annual Law 
Enforcement Torch Run on May 30, 2019. Runners, walkers and 
cyclists travelled several different routes throughout Kitchener, 
Waterloo and Cambridge to help raise awareness and funds for 
Special Olympics. A total of 43 kilometres was covered throughout 
the day. Over 70 members from WRPS participated in the event, 
as well as many from the Canada Revenue Agency, RCMP, OPP, 
Probation and Parole Services, and Wilfrid Laurier University 
Special Constables. The event raised just over $10,000 for Special 
Olympics Ontario. The Law Enforcement Torch Run is the largest 
fundraiser for Special Olympics worldwide and we are very grateful 
to the community and our partner agencies for their support.

12,500
Elementary Students 
Participated in 
Programming

22
Co-op Students
Assisted in
Programming

Torch Run
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Canine Calendar 

The Waterloo Regional Police Service was proud to launch its 
first-ever Canine Calendar in support of Special Olympics Ontario. 
The 2020 calendar features the Service’s four canines – Chase, 
Grim, Ranger, and Tracker - with their handlers, and documents 
their work as they attempt to solve a case of stolen dog bones. 
Calendar sales were very successful with $27,000 being raised  
for Special Olympics Ontario.

Polar Plunge

The Waterloo Regional Police Service hosted its first-ever Polar 
Plunge in January 2019 at Waterloo Park. Several WRPS members 
took part in the plunge, which is a signature provincial event of the 
Law Enforcement Torch Run initiative benefiting Special Olympics 
Ontario. The event had a total of 70 participants and raised nearly 
$25,000 for Special Olympics Ontario.

WRPS Open House 

The Waterloo Regional Police Service opened its doors to the 
community to celebrate Police Week during its annual Open 
House in May 2019. The event included a variety of activities and 
events such as tours of Police Headquarters, demonstrations, 
musical entertainment from Erick Traplin, displays, a charity BBQ 
and other fun activities for children and adults alike. Approximately 
3,000 people attended the Open House.

Badge Ceremony 

The Waterloo Regional Police Service held three badge ceremonies 
and welcomed 45 new recruits to the Service in 2019. Prior to 
joining the police service, the new members studied in a variety  
of fields and bring a large range of interests and experience in 
leadership and volunteer roles in community agencies and activities.

Open House

K9 Calendar

Polar Plunge

Badging Ceremony
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Social Media Campaigns
The Waterloo Regional Police Service is committed to participating 
in a variety of awareness and educational campaigns aimed at 
ensuring the safety and well-being of our community. Our social 
media platforms also allow us the opportunity to connect and  
engage with thousands of local residents. Here is a look at some 
of the campaigns our Service launched in 2019.

WRPSTalks

The Waterloo Regional Police Service hosted WRPSTalks  
sessions in 2019 -  interactive sessions that featured Chief of 
Police, Bryan Larkin. The sessions were live-streamed through 
the Service’s social media platforms and encouraged community 
members to engage in a virtual question and answer session. 

Police Chief for a Day 

The second annual Chief for a Day contest was once again a  
success! Essays were received from students in grades 5 to 7 
describing why they think policing is important in our  
community. The new officers visited Headquarters, met with  
Chief Larkin, checked out the inside of a police cruiser, and visited 
with our Canine Unit. They also took part in a press conference 
where they read portions of their award-winning entries.

Backpack Challenge

As summer began winding down and the 2019 school year  
approached, our members once again came together to make 
sure no child went without as they headed back to the classroom. 
The second annual #BackpackChallenge was launched, which 
saw more than 1,000 backpacks delivered to local community  
centres and organizations throughout Waterloo Region. Watch  
the video on our YouTube channel. 

Once Upon A Crime

The Waterloo Regional Police Service launched a robbery education 
campaign to bring awareness to three different types of robberies 
occurring regularly in Waterloo Region. The campaign, entitled 
#OnceUponACrime, showcased real stories of real people who 
were victim to different types of robberies in Waterloo Region.

Student Gets a Surprise Visit from WRPS

We told students at Conestoga College we were filming a feature 
on the Advanced Police Studies program. They had no idea that 
one of their classmates was about to have his dream of becoming 
a police officer come true! Watch the video on our YouTube channel.

Police Chief Does Santa Claus Takeover 

When letters to Santa accidentally arrived at Police Headquarters, 
we knew something had to be done. Police Chief Bryan Larkin visited 
some of these very lucky children to let them know their letters to 
Santa somehow ended up on his desk, and delivered a special gift 
on his behalf! Watch the video on our YouTube channel.

28,500
Facebook
Followers

92,000
Twitter

Followers

17,200
Instagram
Followers

Social Media Followers in 2019

3,500
LinkedIn 
Followers
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2,831,000
Website Pageviews

537,200
Website Visitors

Visit us online: 
www.wrps.on.ca
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Operations Plan and Accomplishments

Information Technology
Goal: To foster existing and develop new technology partners
2. By implementing a shared Computer Aided Dispatch System with
municipal fire departments.

In 2018, we officially launched our 2018-2020 Operations Plan, which includes 31 goals and 67 objectives that will allow our Service to better 
meet the changing demands of our community, while developing a stronger WRPS. This plan signals a strong commitment from our Service 
to provide the highest level of policing to the residents of Waterloo Region. In 2019, eight objectives were completed. To view the full Operations 
Plan, visit our website at www.wrps.on.ca/operationsplan.

Finance and Physical Assets 
Goal: To improve financial management
1. By establishing and implementing an operating budget forecasting model.

Investigations and Youth 
Goal: To develop positive relationships with youth
3. By partnering with youth to improve two-way communication through social media.

Office of the Chief 
Goal: To commit to continuous improvement projects
4. By conducting a Senior Officer Duty Rotation Review
5. By conducting a Communications Centre Review
6. By conducting a Court Services Review
7. By conducting a Traffic Services Review
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Online Reporting
Online Reporting is a convenient way to tell the Waterloo Regional 
Police Service about crime without having to wait for an officer 
to arrive on scene. Even if you think an incident is minor or not 
likely to be solved, reporting it to police provides an opportunity for 
WRPS to learn where crime is occurring and what types of crime 
is occurring. Online Reporting has been active since 2012 and 
applies to certain non-emergency circumstances. It is available  
24 hours a day, anywhere with internet access.

In 2019, the public’s usage of online reporting rose eight percent 
and 20 different call types were fielded. Consistent with previous 
years, Theft Under $5,000 was the most frequent crime type  
reported online, though Driving Complaints experienced the  
biggest increase (26 percent). 

Type of Online Report 2019 2018
Fraud - Personal 133
Fraud - General 183
Break and Enter 158 145
Driving Complaint 831 659

Property (Lost and Found) 354 374
Property (Damage) 389 355
Theft Under $5,000 1,724 1,794
Other 142 296
Total 3,913 3,623

8%
Increase in

Online Reports

3,913
Online Reports

in 2019
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Public Complaints

Allegations by Type of Misconduct 2019 2018
Corrupt Practice 0 0
Discreditable Conduct 28 38
Insubordination 0 4
Neglect of Duty 20 28
Unlawful or Unnecessary Exercise of Authority 5 11
Deceit 1 0
Total Allegations 54 76

Public Complaints by Type

Status of Public Complaints 2019 2018
Substantiated 2 2
Unsubstantiated 29 35
Terminated 4 8
Resolved 6 8
Under Investigation 9 16
Total Status 50 69

Public Complaints by Status

Chief's Complaints 2019 2018
Chief’s Complaints 27 22
Chief’s Complaints – Red Light Infractions 3 11
Total Chief’s Complaints 30 33

Chief’s Complaints by Category

Allegations by Type of Misconduct 2019 2018
Corrupt Practice 1 0
Deceit 2 1
Discreditable Conduct 10 15
Insubordination 5 3
Neglect of Duty 5 4
Total Allegations re Chief’s Complaints 23 23

Chief’s Complaints by Type

29%
Decrease in 

Public 
Complaints

9%
Decrease in 

Chief's 
Complaints

Pursuant to the Provincial Adequacy Standards legislation and  
Waterloo Regional Police Service policy, it is the responsibility of 
the Police Service to provide an annual report to the Police Service 
Board on complaints. This report contains a summary of Chief’s 
Complaints (including red light infractions), Public Complaints and 
dispositions for the period of January 1, 2019 to December 31, 2019.
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CAD Occurrences
What keeps the Waterloo Regional Police Service busy? Every 
time a call is received from the public or an online report is  
completed, or an officer takes action, these are “events”, which are 
documented into a Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) program and 
are assigned an occurrence number. The Service can then count 
the number of events, and types of events, that happened in a year. 

Police are typically busy with the same top ten types of events 
year over year. Not all of these events are criminal, but they do still 
create work for our Communicators and our officers who aim to 
provide community safety.   

2019 2018
Total CAD Occurrences 301,771 300,485
Average Number of CAD 
Occurrences per Day

827 823

Average Number of CAD 
Occurrences per Hour

34 34

New CAD Occurrences 
Every…

1 minute,  
45 seconds

1 minute,  
45 seconds

Occurence Frequency New CAD Event 
Every...

Administrative Notice* 
(9-1-1 Error)

53,653 10 minutes

Filed 9-1-1 Call  
(to Fire or Ambulance)

40,272 13 minutes

Vehicle Stop 30,079 17 minutes
Compassionate to Locate 18,501 28 minutes
(Motor Vehicle Collision) 
Property Damage

11,808 45 minutes

Bylaw Complaint 9,916 53 minutes
Unwanted Person 9,878 53 minutes
Theft Under $5,000 9,790 53 minutes
Injured/Sick Person 8,249 64 minutes
Driving Complaint 6,905 52 minutes

2019 Top Ten CAD Occurrences

34
Average number of 
CAD Occurrences

Per Hour

827
Average number of 
CAD Occurrences  

Per Day

301,771
Total Occurrences 
in 2019

2019 Top Ten CAD Occurrences
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Citizen Generated Calls for Service
Citizen generated calls for service are exactly how they sound: a 
member of the community calls in and we dispatch an officer(s) 
to respond. These numbers are a good way to tell how often the 
public needs our help and what the public needs police help for.
Technical Tidbit: a citizen generated call is identified from our 
Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) occurrences as those matching 
specific criteria such as: (1) the source is not “officer”, (2) the  
dispatch priority is 1, 2, 3 or 4, (3) the event is not cancelled,  
and (4) the dispatch date and time is not null.

Frequent Citizen Generated Calls for ServiceTotal Generated Citizen Calls for Service

Division % of Total Calls in 2019 2019
North 31.7 % 37,554
Central 36.7 % 43,467
South 26.0 % 30,805
Rural 5.5 % 6,482
Total 100.0 % 118,308

No. Call Type Number of Calls
1 Compassionate to Locate 14,244
2 Bylaw Complaint 8,540
3 Unwanted Person 7,801
4 Domestic Dispute 5,589

5 Theft Under $5,000 5,469
6 Driving Complaint 4,735
7 Injured/Sick Person 4,066
8 Motor Vehicle Collision 

(Propery Damage)
3,542

9 Alarm 3,403
10 Dispute 3,290

118,308
Citizen Generated 
Calls for Service  

in 2019

7.47%
Increase in Citizen 
Calls Compared  

to 2018

Did you know?
The Waterloo Regional Police Service’s Communications 

Centre receives between 895 and 1,000 calls a day.
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Regulated Interactions

Race Total
Arab 0
Black 0
Chinese 0
Filipino 0
Japanese 0
Korean 0
Latin American 2
South Asian 0
Southeast Asian 0
West Asian 0
Visible minority; not included 1
Multiple visible minorities 0
Total Visible Minority Population 3
Not a visible minority 26
No information available 1
Total Population 30

Regulated Interactions by Perceived Race
Race Total
Female 11
Male 18
Unknown 1

Regulated Interactions by Gender

Regulated interactions (street checks) are interactions and documentation of such by an officer regarding an attempt to collect identifying 
information about an individual from the individual by asking the individual.
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Cost of Policing in 2019
Budget Actuals Variance

EXPENDITURES
Compensation & Benefits 155,292,689 156,555,599 1,262,910 
Compensation & Benefits 3,289,543 4,358,684 1,069,141 
Services, Fees, Rents 6,527,882 6,420,165 (107,717)
Materials, Maintenance, Communication 6,569,979 6,763,323 193,344 
Debt Servicing 4,910,119 4,867,053 (43,066)
Transfers to reserves 5,611,126 5,703,810 92,684 
Transfers to capital 69,000 0 (69,000)
Interdepartmental charges 4,786,224 4,628,308 (157,916)
Net Expenditure 187,056,562 189,296,942 2,240,380
REVENUES
General Police Revenue 3,470,598 3,831,021 360,423 
CPP/Ministry Grants 3,643,059 2,915,967 (727,092)
Court Security Upload Funding 4,954,035 5,424,559 470,524 
PRIDE Revenue 1,955,236 2,020,363 65,127 
FRIDE Revenue 520,391 1,235,248 714,857 
Miscellaneous Revenue 2,218,294 2,462,806 244,512 
Contributions from Other Funds 760,543 832,117 71,574 
Revenue Subtotal 17,522,156 18,722,081 1,199,925 

Net Levy 169,534,406 170,574,861 1,040,455

$18.7M
Revenue

$189.3M
Expenses
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Our Community 

Population of Waterloo Region: 
617,879 

The Waterloo Regional Police Service is 
the sixth largest police Service in Ontario 
and provides frontline policing and 
investigative support to approximately 
617,879 residents in Waterloo Region 

1/8/2021 

1 
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Our Community 
P••t Population and Population ProJ•ctlon for Water1oo R•gfon 

Source Region of Waterloo 

Our Service 

785 
Sworn Members 

381 
Civilian Members 

1/8/2021 
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Our Service 
Rate of WRPS Police Officers Per 100,000 Population, 2010-2019 
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Continuous Improvement 
& Efficiency .....oi.... 

Court Services ReviewIII 

� 
Online Reporting 

',, 

 -  & Alternative Service Delivery Traffic Services Review

a Senior Leader Review • Evidence Management 

.) Call Management Optimization G IT Audit & Reporting 

91 Forensic Identification Review f;J Path Forward

4 
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Absences & 
Accommodations 

Increased 
Overtime 

2021 Budget Process 

Ensures adherence to legislation and adequacy standards 

Board Policy and WRPS Procedures 

Includes contractual responsibilities 

Training 

Ensures adequate funding exists for effective policing in Waterloo Region 

Supports the Strategic Business Plan 2021-2023 

1/8/2021 

5 
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Mitigation Strategies 
Lean Budgeting 

Recognizing the need to focus on limited financial resources 
Senior leaders submitted flat or reduced budgetary requests from the previous year 
$4.6 million in efficiencies have been found 
Continuous Improvement Initiative has resulted in 47 efficiency projects over the past five years 
Salary gapping or staffing vacancies continue to offset budget needs now and in the future 
Transfer from reserves to offset contractual retirement gratuities and increased benefit costs 
2.5 million dollars in salary gapping equates to 18 frontline officers 

Zero Staffing Expansion 
Since 2019, a total of 20 sworn positions have been civilianized, in areas including Communications, Court Services, Policy 
and Procedure Development, Strategic Services, Cybercrime, and Training and Education 
For both 2020 and 2021, no expansion of the WRPS staffing complement has occurred 
Nine existing positions re-allocated internally in 2021 

Other Funding Sources 

Investment in Policing vs. 
Internal Efficiencies 

• ... 25
Repurposed 
Positions 

1/8/2021 
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Budget Drivers 

Contractual 
Salary, Benefits 

& Other 
Expenses 4.2% 

Salary Gapping 
and Reserve 

Funding (1.3%) 

2021 Operating Budget Position 
($K) 
2020 Budget 

Add: Base Budget Expenditure Adjustments 

Deduct: Projected Revenue Increase 

Base Budget Increase 

Expansion Requests 

2021 Budget 

• 1.6% Property Tax Increase
• $669 per average household (increase of $10.54)

$180,123 

5,581 

(317) 

185,387 2.92% 

$0 

i185,38Z 2.92% 

1/8/2021 
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Capital Forecast 
WRPS Ten-Year Capital Budget andForecast 
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Capital Request 
2021 Capital Request (incl 2020 CF) 

$40,127K 
Reductions (2021 to 2029) 

$7,604K 
Reduced Debentures (2021 to 2029) 

$8, 163K 

10-Year Capital Forecast

$206,771 
New Central Division 
Police vehicles and equipment 
Business Intelligence Tools 
Body Worn and In-Car Video 
System 
NG9-1-1 
Other: 

Facilities refresh 
Headquarters accessibility upgrades 
Electric vehicle charging stations 
Facility security upgrades 
Evidence care and control upgrades 

  Facilities Managed Capital Renewal 

 Fleet 

Voice Radio 

• IT/ PRIDE Proiem 

Polee Equipment 

Facrnt-es Additions/Renovati005 
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Ontario Comparators 
P I. S . Number of Year Over Year Budget Increase o ice erv1ce . . Officers (Excluding Assessment Growth)

Brantford 
Guelph 
Ottawa 
Niagara 
Halton 
Peel 
York 
North Bay 
Hamilton 
Waterloo 
Barrie 

187 
201 
1543 
720 
714 
2022 
1543 
98 

829 
757 
240 

5.99% 
4.75% 
4.50% 
4.30% 
4.24% 
3.80% 
3.65% 
3.22% 
2.98% 
2.92% 
2.65% 

3.90% average 
Source. Statistics Canada Table 35-10-0077-01, 2020 
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Crime in Waterloo Region 
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Existing Demands 

Drugs & 
Violent Crime 

Mental 
Health 

Cybercrime & 
Digital Evidence 

Covid-19 

2020 Investigative Demands 

8 Homicides (7 murder, 1,339 Overdoses;
1 manslaughter) 98 deaths 

8 Attempt Homicide Victims 48 Naloxone Uses

15 Shooting Incidents 140 Lives Saved
(since 2018)

19 Traffic Fatalities
(20 victims) 
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Total Crime Rate 
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Violent Crime Rate 
Violent Crime Rate, Per 100,000 Population 
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Total Crime Severity Index 
Total Crime Severity Index 
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Shooting Incident on June i, 202 
Source LRT station video . ' /  , .. 

-·-·· -- /J[J _J, 

Birkinshaw Homicide 
• Responded October 17, 2020, around 9:20 p.m. 
• 19-year-old male with injuries sustained from a gunshot wound
• Victim pronounced at the scene
• Significant emergency response and police deployment
• Immediate search for the suspect
• Arrest made the following day after relentless search

1/8/2021 
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Birkinshaw Homicide 

Total Investigative Hours (YTD) Total Cost (YTD) 

1,084 $72,000 
Involved Members: 

Major Crime Unit 
• Forensic Identification Unit
• General Detectives
• Canine Team

Frontline Patrol 
Remotely Piloted Vehicle (RPV) 

• Communications Centre

Records Unit 
Public Information Unit 

• Court Services

Wal mart Arson Investigation 
• On October 20, 2020, at approximately 9: 15 p.m., responded to a fire at the Wal mart at 

Ottawa Street South and Fischer Hallman Road in Kitchener
• At approximately 10 p.m., responded to a second report of a fire at the Walmart at

Ottawa Street North and River Road in Kitchener
• At approximately 10:20 p.m., responded to a third report of a fire at the Walmart at

Bridgeport Road East and Weber Street South in Waterloo
• Initial damage estimates at $12 million
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Wal mart Arson Investigation 
• On October 24, 2020, at approximately 5:30 p.m., two males were arrested in connection

to the arson investigation
• The males also discharged fire alarms at retail stores throughout the Region and one

incident in Brantford

21-year-old Paris male charged with nine offences:
False Alarm of a Fire - 4 counts 
Arson - Disregard for Human Life - 3 counts 
Conspiracy to Commit Arson - 1 count 
Public Mischief - 1 count 

15-year-old Paris youth charged with 19 offences:
False Alarm of a Fire - 13 counts 
Theft under $5,000 - 1 count 
Arson - Disregard for Human Life - 3 counts 
Conspiracy to Commit Arson - 1 count 
Public Mischief - 1 count 

Wal mart Arson Investigation 

Total Investigative Hours (YTD) Total Cost (YTD) 

1,098 $73,000 
Involved Members: 

Investigative Services Division 
• General Investigations Unit

Forensic Identification Unit
Frontline Patrol

Public Information Unit 
• Communication Centre

Records Unit
• Court Services
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Renewed alignment within 
Neighbourhood Policing 

& 
Investigative Services Division 
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Collaboration and Partnership 

d Canad;an Mental 
Health Association 

w ilia Mental health for all SHELTERCARE 

Supporting Our Partners 

a .., 
LAW ENFORCEMENT

TORCH RUN®

® UnitedWay 

$52,598 

$24,303 
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Stuff-a-Cruiser 
4,872 toys collected 
$4,330 cash donated 
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#ShareTheWarmth 

Winter Wear 
Campaign 

i ', 
"Getting out of the house to play in the backyard 
or going to a park is more important than ever. 
Having winter wear will enable families in nee_d 
to find hope this winter." . : / 

Stephen Jackson, CEO 
Anishnabeg Outreach 

1/8/2021 

#ShareTheWarmth 
Campaign 

Over 600 items collected 
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Thank You! #Share The Warmth

"As temperatures drop, a warm 
welcome takes on a whole new 
meaning for our families who 
are experiencing a Canadian 
winter for the first time." 

- Kathie Must, Reception House 

... ,,_' _ .. 

Backpack 
Challenge 

2,500 backpacks 
$3,500 cash/gift cards 
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#OneOf AKind 
Campaign 

"Maggie was so excited to 
receive a Kindness Award from 
the Waterloo Police. She loves 
doing small acts of kindness. 
Thank you for encouraging kids 
to show kindness to others." 
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